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Roper

and Colson.

A

The Boston Globe prints the
following of
these two men, known as the produce
swindlers
and recently sentenced to three
years each in
the house of correction :
Henry \\ Colson was horn in S .-kton. Me.,
tv\enty-eight year*-ago. Hi- parents were respectable, well-to-do people, and am a vs enjoved

Last Prayer.

Jackson ("H. II.”) four
| [ Writ ten by Helen
(lays before her death.)
Father, I scarcely dare to pray,
So clear I see. now it is done,
That I have wasted half my day,
And left my work but just begun;
So clear I see that things I
thought
Were right or harmless were a sin;
•So clear I see that I have
sought,
l nconseious,selfish aims to win;

he res pee t of the
community in which'tiev
resided.
I hey gave their sou a
good education,
and made every effort in the world to have
t

him
respected and honest man. At an
So dear 1 see that l have hurt
he showed a disposition to do little
The souls I might have helped to save,
11:1 isino I kkmm.
h'.ir one square, (oneineh
a mean character.
When
entrusted
•'"i.:.
i'li'ii 1 have slothful been, inert.
#1 (Mi fur one week, ami 25
letters by his family to cam to the
post
in Insertion.
A fraction of I wVh
Deaf to the (tails thy leaders gave.
; office containing money" it i- -aid he would
a
ana
areed as a full one.
I °lJfjn them, and, extracting the contents, -cal
In outskirts of thy kingdoms vast.
them up and forward them to their destination.
Father, tin* humblest spot give me;
Single Copies of the Journal
\ arious other peculations in a small
S**t me the lowliest task thou hast.
way were
at tin- following places:
nn>
continued
him
w i*> looked
until
lie
by
as
Let me repentant work for thee!
upon
■)■• nal « Mljiv.
it
I \s
.1. S. Caldwell & (Jo.,
rather an untrustworthy voting man.
M
M. I*. Woodcock A >on, Main street.
-i:*'t
August Sib.
[December Century.
>onic
lie
married
an
years ago
estimable
!' i’ Palmer, M.mnhir Temple, High street.
-I
-KT —.ii the I’o.-t < Mice.
young lady of his native town. and her father,
w ho was a sea
Id K-e<ntr —Knierv & ( o.
captain, offen d lo take him in
A Lady of the Law,
'■'.mi itiMik
K M Hall.
hi- vessel, promising that if he would behave
< \MDKs
K. I.. \vi>.
himself for two years that he would put him in
-\
IP .1
(,»•.». Carleton.
Mattie Clatteree did nut impress you
command of as good a shift as hat! ever sailed !
out of the port.
The sea was not to young ( olat
gft as a progressive woman. She
Local Agents for the Journal.
liking, and In* refused to accept the ■•th r.
v.
:
1
aii auim>ri/e«! to receive suhsrrlpHe stayed about Stockton for a short time after dressed in excellent taste, was rather
i
Ivi rlix-meiiLs for the Journal :
and
! his marriage and then came to Boston. Here
"i
K'.I -i: I —(.
K Adam-.
fond "i dancing and ice cream, wore
he almost immediately commenced the actions
v \\\ ii.ii.
Hon. \ K. Nickerson.
j which
have at !avt eaiist d him to he imprisoned.
M< in u< >!.
h rank in
iia -e.
shoes with French heels, and, I'm in|
W i\ 11 ki*«.»ht—K M Hall.
The different stores that le*. together with
I Roper and Harris started, and their swindling clined to think, changed her complexion
Hut she was a l>rig;,t.
I very body brought into connection with them in the evening.
FARM. GARDEN AND HOUSEHOLD
j is wcil known.
W lien » o sou was finally caught in these
independent sort of a gi;l who had no
ransaci i<.ns it s,»i,is that he tried to bring down
'■
t Mitf.stions, fact", J
:■
!'■,ctr!He m
idea of marrying fora leuae or dependwith himself everybody that was connected
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\
r
,i'c s<iiirite«) from housckf'cp- j
with
him. Urn* «»r two prominent business men
ing upon a husband for support. She
•' an
'i« n<T“.
Ad'in*" Atrj• ii i' i-.-l'HiniaiOtticf, Belfast Maine. !! of Boston were said |,y him to have bu ll enjr:
was a firm believer in woman's right to
gaged in the swindling operations, tint the detectives afterwards found that such rumors earn her own living, and she believed
were without foundation.
Department of Agriculture.
Thai all professions were open to her. At
p■ <t.
When he was
<>n his person was
'Her Coleman, in Ins annual
found a letter that referred to the burning of a
one tittie Cue thought of preaching, but
< oi-on ass* ricd that
in >•-■! Kton.
In
i'tv.-mrni, -at
tin yeai brick i.iock
gave that
up because there was no
1
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ami .) an
in
.i
hi;
Mot
pi. .mure ;t doing all the talking with
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deL
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nohni'y to talk hack at you. She de•: winter
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property which was le-'eti tic practice of medicine because
this
and
burned
at
lire,
when
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re.
renperati
closing.with blight
he haP-d housekeeping, and she had
leased on bail. If- went down Hast ami repre• :
as lief put
abundance produced at a sef.led iiiniscii a- a dcti '•live in the
She
;
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up pickles as pills.
employ of just
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a i. ell
not •! burden to the produetun,:. atid then she had never been aide
paid
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s 'id
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for
U-.
and
left
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hill-,
owing
-I
tho
eousamet.
Ft if
(h anything else to get a start on the
horse hire. etc.
in -at -. it has become more
He ame to l!o-ton. anti going before W. W.
platform. So she read law. She w is a
B u rnai made an liidavit that while In Stock- close student and was admitted to the
.lit t In* great n, oil
>w‘ r had eonft s-cd to him
ton on. Henry S.
bar after a credible examination.
She
aotiliuial interests of the 1 tiited 'hat lie had set tv lire, and that he had been
opened a cosy little ollice and waited
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a
better understanding and pa. 1 by .lolin.M. Hardly -(»:-> do. He also sail
o
it commendable patience for fees and
f ti *t L do .y bad
el*
virlual conf* ssiuu to
o n,bn
relation between tin- sevnilli ! !.a; 1,' had p .id ow-r > 100 for -eltillg the
clients.
This was easy work
All that
gi :• -i.]; ui ,ii and experiment stations,
h
to
it
(erred
was
ft
that it
Rob- .Ml
tire, and
Lawyer Clatteree had to do was to
ert*-.
a
\ (do)
n porter visit'd Stockton soon
a. practical
be
cooperation
si; is hei ottiee ten hours a day and read
till', ami ob’amed sworn affidavits from
institutions and the I >• ;>art- «t•
law 'nooks or engage in abstruse needleo: h Mowed and i/il"!ly tnat no -m il coilvt i"iii "I
i’lieSe coiieg, s
Aglieailure.
v or
*a '.onlook place between ('oison ami
work ; nobody evn disturbed her. Suco
Ie
dotted l»y I'origiess. and they are tli nisi iv s.
ees> seemed to smile
upon her from the
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His ailimo- against tiiose who had befriended
an t ing on experiments
sepa: iiii i'.
s ail
She had more elegant leisure than
him
did
not
hen*.
He
wrote
lo
the
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-top
i time and means, and
i-xpeii-e
the oide.-t lawyer in that liar.
sion 1 icparlni' iit in Wa-hington that a major's
•'
.tie'tit a at central bead through widow,
tli. n tin- recipient of a pension, waHut ail tilings come to the woman who
Koh.
a
repori and compare results with
with
its.
and
to
iving
special examiner, wails, and one day a client came to Law.■' an
lie submits tliat the depart- who took In- iepositiun in relation to the matClatteree. He came because site was
sitould have full authoiity and ter. swore this woman had been living with yer
Roberts ii, Boston and Chicago, although after- a woman and would give her legal counmeans
to
avail
itself
of
tlie
ubip:-'
peculiar v ard- her mother, thre. sisters, brother and a sel and eloquence cheap. Site accepted
iclt outages nth-red b_t these endowed inneighbor swore that sh( w a- at home at their a very modest retainer, indeed, and made
st
biotis in order to test in a manner hotis- and w as not, out ail evening during this
a mental memorandum of the rest of bet
lime.
■bo,
n a s, aio si.ilieieiit
to determine all
fee that neatly turned her client's hair
I- about the same story, with
record
Roper's
1
!uestiona .ie points of the adaptability >4 the exemption of tim de-ire to drag everybody white wlieu he learned of it.
now mid rare seeds to the v arious .secuowii with him.
Harris, the third one of the
Lawyer Clatteree’s first case, though
tions ,a ip.,
He describes the gang has “skipped*’ his bail, and was consecountry.
not of national importance, w as an inter.-oi ices clloi't
upon our foreign trade in quently not sentenced with the other two.
esting one. Her client, Webster lilue
■stock resulting from the existence of
grass, while driving across a Held lie'■I t.igi.’iis nscases
to
Seek
not
isolate
not
cattle,
yourselves;
imprison
among
sheep
longing to Virginia Nonsuch, ran over a
souls in stride contemplation, in solitary
-»,i,o mid
says tiic restrictions upon your
dog belonging to .lured Whiteman, who
in pretending to a grace which no faith
tu'oi-tate commerce from the same prayer,
not realized in w orks ran enable you to deserve.
joined farms with Miss Nonsuch, dated
1...,
boon u v ery great burden.
Y-'U ran only sav. vout>e f by saving other-.
rushed to avenge his dog, for the animal
<
o
: I.,oai
asks
not
<,.i
done
eduction in : lie value of
what have
for y our soul?
was past rescue, and shelled Mr. liltiebut.
what
have
done
tor
the
brother’s
soul
'i lb* alloeted districts lias been
you
gia'-s. entrencheu on his load of hay,
1 gave you: Think of tlies'-,
h'-avr yourown
with stones and clods and language, all
to Hod and bis iaw.
Labor unweanedly for
11
:' o work of the division ofchentisother's good. Such is the holiest prayer. [Mazabout equally hard, until the garrison
v
: lint tin1 tin estigatioii of the
zini.
made a sortie.
Webstei Hiuegrass slid
imute and soil in the couilow a from the hay, and chased .Mr.
’i
i ooioals i.a- progressed far
Rheumatism
Whiteman around the load thrice before
b
oi.
.-, i, iiiitieal.v
i-i
determine »ha! I -ualiy -• ;i
In '.
.a- k m limbs, and often so
he got eiose enough to reach him with a
■. erpow.-rs its vicunis that all biisiness
i«‘A
I’oit- ,.. tin roiailiy produce the ’best eoinph
I a I >'*v I
to
oandoned.
Mir readers sliould
pitcht irk handle, aft jr which things went
cerea is.
remeiiii
r tl. it Hood'- Sarsaparilla is not ricoinhard with Mr. W hiteman and for the
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ii.' nni.da!
a
ill
tor
rheumatism
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<-|m'it
.lodge, stanext tive minutes he didn't know whether
i.; rI■ ■::o| I* Hi. re i-,
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an be, sueli a
l'i"p!
■
ll-'
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t«*! >a it Hu-111, l"i llic pit's- i' *i*
lint 1.1.or. !’•
tt'l.o wet. niortl sev* rely
his next friend was the doctor or corn
!■•
'•i
nr ''"tiia'ii-. tin- commissioner says, I 'll: '■
a'
ale ! I"
n
111V 01V 'lire-! by
}
tier.
Besides the principal. Miss Nonsuch
lb
a.
1
m-.ase
is
often
rethe
!-apar
■*
>'
i1
i the course of agricultural i
'as the only witness to the. tournament.
-lilt "i
iii-ii'f
ll.e power ol
Mils
input
l1
'lining I*» years which shows great u' 'I-lie' '•'•'!■ it. Its sin-«*e— in many sevenI.awyei Clatteree sat up of nights with
in- •ouini. ii'iiim its u-e m ai! -ml
,i.sUiies aii'-'i
crease ,n
i-i n of 47.000,the ea-i Imt when it was finally called
n
: i*»in r 1 *i •:.i,ti'11.
Iimi IMe Dollar.
000,, :'...
>o j.i*t’ cent.: m wheat, nl
for trial she was rosy and confident as a
7o.iIoii.ihhi aeit-s, oi Jos ja-r cent.; in oats,
Halo t."<» ‘•a.
"I have found mi unfailing retnJune morning, and young Farmer Blue»* 1> tor sie. pi.-s-u. -s in in>
eliildren is Ire-h air.”
o! 14.tHHl,noi) ael i-s. or 147 nei cent.: and
:'
slr,um'
A tresn n ir i- the very thing luat
gras- was rather proud of his attorney,
1
'-'I'-.ds 1 kt-l. tegetilel 07.000,000 iii'Ui'
-a
-11 s
in glow n folk.
11.
and didn't seem to care much whether she
."•res. iii 07 jn-:cent
I in-enlargement
.M i i.isM-rs, Lawyers, ’1. ;o-t..Ts, and other* whose
won or lost.
When Miss Virginia Nun"l ti e
wneat area
but iittl. '\er.i-e, should Use ( ar
was extraordinary
npali'.i g'jv
such wa- called to the stand it was evii.11111 I v
l’ills foi torpid L'Vcr and biliousd
s the |.etiod ot tinpartial failure of ness. One i-a dose.
dent that her svmpathies were with the
tie-ei ops o| ,\ osn-rn l.urope.
The ex
man who owned the late dog and joined
■'
In'
-uspcnde I nniuialioi) in Knglatid It is
it '■
"i ..readth in maize was aided by
farms with her on the northwest.
iid tb ii *‘a
lori.or was -mnun.iied and tie- young
Miss
a Ii ,-i'i'te o; tin
re 1 iiir.n diateiy
Sii. appeared to
foreign trade in beeves woman
Clatteree lmd tried to prove, from var!.:i
w
w
bad
heroine
hen
the
serious.
danger
and lii 'ii i; i- its, and by the sudden enious weighty decisions of learned jurists,
lai g'-mi-io 1 l lie exptirtsof pork products;
They are Liable!
that Whiteman's dog had no right in a
and induc' d by ibe cheapness of corn
l ie
tors an
i..i•.■
be mistaken.
They
strange held, but Miss Nonsuch testitied
1
wa r. mm.
o-t, ne- .finn.on
-ause tiny
and thi- cu In vat ion of oats ii has receh
t: it Bine grass had even less right there,
s.ii I ! n d the H»* rt i;!v:im
.lei thei tadd Hie I
• "i ,•!.
o impetus from the Milling
must
«»!\«ndin •(her said it was Liver Comtie.
having beet) told more than once to keep
plaint, and $2.he worth of sulphur iillteis eured
i the South and
out and not use it as a highway and a
ne
Jw.'-o
-,/innit /‘oor, liockport, Musa.
a
-it\
| less heating food for
short cut.
She testitied that to the best
A
-|
hygieni'- "Ui nal r« .-"imii' iids sweeping, If
: ban ito.
■
ev iusive maize rations
of tier knowledge Bluegrass was till* agdone, a- -me of the best kinds of exerelse
1;
d :it'!., no.nun non acres of cereals properly
a on .n.
Now. if son," genius will Invent a
gressor in every w ty -in driving across
l-7o ;" 140,000,000 acres means the -1.t" if. of tennis that may he plav. d with brooms,
her fa-iil. in running over the dog, and in
lie w ill be a benefactor of society.
ig and harvesting nf an additional
coining down from the hay and assault<
is
"K
LA's
ream
writes
Mr*
liod-send
Halm,”
'.
til'' cut in sui face of low a
She got along pretty
ing Whiteman
)
M \
"I had e.v
ksoi,, of Portsmouth, N. 11
..'el V rlii (l.irolina.
L.i i: tor itin-e
ar-: Two or three times a w.-.-k
won until Miss Clatteree got a chance to
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4
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crops ot the last live years
ajiai-' d with tile average of the ten
cai
jinc'laig, Irnm l“7u to ls79 in
ii:>.
showing an t-llormims annual
nercase iii aggregate as well as jier acre.
I be
oi age y ieid of com, lie
continues,
per .11■ 11* ha> lieen 7.41* hiis.heis, again.-t
77 I or preceding period, and the aver
if '!held lie has lieen llighei .417
age V
eei ts is V O'.-hi-i instead • if 47.0. and the
x ■'
"I
in- acre, s In 07 in: lead
of ?l l..74.
average y i<dd • I wheat
loon

..

‘*

nearly identical,
17 4
7 17 4 Oiisli* Is renierl ivelv, hut
ce
iii
I.,i,
eraged !H> I instead of
-Id) I III,
'.do..let no! being equal to
til'- -apply
in

.c

:"■ 11.■:■

In
!.o.~si"ner lescrihes Life resilli
I the work ,4 ti.. 11:it-1
eopje division in
,''
II
1
.'la 111,-t 1. oil "I (let! Cling
I.isc
ni'o'ifell nutter, and in ibis connection
he imp. ralicicd iiic case dm mg
M"
pi-;
years oi the inanuiacluit
•""
mi: ions
romp tiuds of aiiiimi]
lair.
—'' I od" ".Is .tad
ol he! SllhStaUCtS
!'
■'
o 0 a ml
.cnth
ju t-stitited to the
I’liblit as butter, iireateus the destrue■

■

1

ilair;, business interests
which aic "i the hugest magnitude and
.dl c an .sections of the country.
It is
ii"
he -.os, eoiiipetitioii dairyiug that is
recated, hut simulation ol true dairy
products, the deception of misleading
names, use of impure substances and
I

"II

h-g

ol

11mate

■

ih-ii 'lies! sale at high rates of
products
otherwise of little value, practices which
demoralize trade, defraud honest industry
and deceive the buyers.
To protect the
a
from these deceptive practices lie
p,
cames'h recommends the prompt passaged a stringent law by Congress to
prevent the continuance of this business
except under such regulations as the
necessities "f the ease demand, tlie enforcement of this law if thought advisable
by Congress to he placed under the control ol the Internal Revenue Department.
in conclusion he says :
“I beg to repi'|
nt tiia; the department of
agriculture,

gi""ing m importance and usefulness as
out agi idiltural population increases and
ils i«nts and necessities multiply, should
"loioii'lv he a progressive institution in
order t" keeji pace with the increasing
demands made upon it
!l is for the
h gisialive branch to determine how far
it- impoi lance shall lie recognized anil
with what jiowers it shall he clothed to
enable it to partially meet the obligation
which the country always owes to its
agi ieulture.”
Brighton

Cattle

Market.
Tck.suA V, Dec. 1, 1885.
stoek at market
Cattle, W»5}*; sheep
rlamlis, 1100; swine, 19.720; v<nl, 7o, horses,
;< 0, duiuImt of Western
cattle, 913; Canada Cattle,
56.
of beef "attic if 100 lb live
j'rl'
weight, extra
•
Iu;<lity, #<)_oo^r, 2'., first, fr> 37!, go 87*, ; second,
3-‘)lg q, .i 7.>; third, $3 H2^g4 25; poorest grades
oi c«*arse ox'-n, bulls, etc., #3 oog3 r*o.
\:i. Mint

ot

1

s

Brighton Hides, heavy, 8g8>$c4P
Brighton Tallow—5c tb.
tb.
Country Tallow— 3c
< onntry
Hides—7lag8c^ tl>.
<

alf Skins—10"

tt».

w lb.

sheep and Lamb Skins—85eg$l. 10 each.
Tie supply of Western Cattle in market

was

mosiiy of a medium grade of beeves. Cattle have
bem costing higher at the West, and
prices were
advanced from '* aV lb live weight. Trade for
I nge lots was rdow, hut there was a fair retail
trade for small lots.
>HKE1' ami LamHS.
Those from the West were
all owned by butchers, Sheep costing from 33. q4%c
an«l Lambs 4g5*^e 4? lb live weight
Western Fat Hogs are coating from 3%
* live wel*ht*
at the slaughter
hoiUMMs
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mg results.
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bol.il d t" read, I
said Ml's,
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hii'l..and, who vvidi leoei in hand ua- busy
“so is this book,” In- replied,
niiong H- pages.
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A Wonderful IMarovrry.
•n-ir,ii|i1ives <nd ai', who suffer 11"in

aie. nlTe.
inI'broai and Lung.-, ran find aeercdn
i:. Dr. Ki g’s \-w I»i-e. \ery for Concumpiio,
la a sands of p.-rni a
t cures verify
the
til.Ill ot
No liM'dieilie rail show
lie.lien!
.-lien
vi. oi'.o!
wonderful
1 noiisands of
nr.-s.
o.u>
laim
-p- .e-s -ufiVr.Ts n.-vr gratefully pr
ti
ow.
their lives to liii- N. w Diseov. r\. It
m la ! hing i" give it.a trial.
w 11
t
Tree I'rial
Ho’!
d Riehard II
Moo-iv’* Drug’-•lore. Large
si/e, .">oe. an.I -1 Oe.
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pu'verize her

on c: >ss-t xamination. The
waited in breathless silence
lor Lawyer Clatteree to win or lost- her
court

iil'.-'t CtLSl1.

What is your name
asked Law; er
('iatteree with terrible, composure.
•‘Virginia Nonsuch," answered the witness, defiantly, as though she expected
La vyei (’latleret would atteinjil to prove
to a she was George W. Mackenzie.
■Married or single ?’’
•■I ;ii! unmarried," snapped the witness.
■
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lie a”
I:«• 11<
ron he is.
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in.

orar .ailed H
n
‘-the Vthens ,.f
hi- :. "f eo'ii-i 'mii.eiiseiy pleased Ids
Hut then we all know what an aieh dea-
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Recovery.

Remarkable
Willing.

uil<
in 15 <

lias

Manohc.-tcr, Mich.,
aim-1 helpless for

->!
11

ul U uni i.iro over
'I .II ']
I.
it-.
Ii •Mk
of Electric
Bittm -, iiml i-; s" iisileti iinproyd, that sin* is able
im\\ lo do iii r <>xv n work."
IHiller
wiii
.id lint 5- claimed for
tin in.
Hundreds oi UMiuioiiials nUe.-t tln-ir gn at
eur.aiw- i»mvri>. Only lilty
uls a bottle at Richard 11. .Moody’s.
i•
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*•»!.'.
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ii.il 'iii'
li ?\\
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Some

purist'- object to the u-w of tne word “renas id ten applied to the delix
cry of a song b\
artist upon tlie stage; hut xve are inclined to
tiiink such use legitimate, inasmuch us xve imd In
the dictionary a secondary meaning to be “to inflict.”

der,”
in

Scott’s Emulsion of Pure
(oil Liver

Oil, hUIi Hypophosphlles,
For Wasting. Delicate Children.
1 >r. Nvskxvastiiat, of Dos Moines, Iowa, says:
‘•1 have used Scott’s Emulsion, and 11ml it satlsfac•ory in every respect. » hiidren take it readily xvilli
excellent results.”
flow do we know til
'xvelln-ari V He .v.-ut I
to

Bridget (bridge it.)

the Cjcsar had an Irish
Ithine, ami propose*!

tin-

Remarked .by It. < Joiner of Allen, I*. O. Hillsdan- < <*.. Mum.: "Nothing gave mx rheumatism
-m l- qui-k relief a* Hr
Tlmma-’ Eeieelric Oil—believe si infailii Je for rheumatics.”
Ik'*1 ball professionals are seriously advise*! t-*
-i»‘*!id I.I! -e.t-.-n in Canada studying smallpox.
It is evidently llm champion catcher*
Mrs. 'Vi!! A Rouse, of Catena, III., writes: “i
clieerfully avail mx-elf of the opportunity of re.
cording my opinion *1 Chuich A Co.’s Arm A Ham1 have used it for the past three
mer Brand >-.da.
years, and cannot too highly recommend it. a package lasts me just three weeks and I use it for many
different purposes.”
There is one comfort at least for the man who
marries a red-headed wife, lie can always look
upon the bright side of life.
You can’t afford to laugh, dear girls,
Unless your teeth are white as pearls—
Unless your mouth Is pink and sxvect,
And your two lips in rosebuds meet;
And you cannot supply this want.
But through the use <>f SOZODONT!

Laughter Lends a New (harm
To beauty, w hen it discloses a pretty set of teeth.
Whiteness, when nature has supplied this element
of loveliness, may he retained through life, by
Im50
using the fragrant SOZODONT.
making the new styles of collars so high
that before long young men will have to stand on
tiptoe to see anything at all.
They

are

Prof. Barrett of St. Lawrence County, X. Y.,
speaking of pulmonary diseases, says: not one
death occurs now where twenty died before Downs’
Elixir was known
Over fifty years of constant
success places Downs’ Elixir at the head of the
long list of cough remedies.

why Arnica «& Oil Liniment is so
popular with the'ladies is because it not only is
very healing and soothing but its odor is not at all
The

reason

offensive.

Don’t suffer with
diake Bitters.

indigestion,

use

Baxter’s ManIm50

Ottar of roses is now selling at $119 a pound, and
great deal of (-offering among poor people is expected this winter in consequence.

a

KNOW THYSELF, by reading the “Selene e
or Lire,” the best medical work ever published, for
young and middle-aged men.
ly'J'J
A German clergyman and an English girl were
recently married on an Iceberg In the Arctic Ocean.
An Ice place, surely.

What

:

your

age

?”

objected to by opposing eoui.se], which

<

■-

room

■

iought

on

a

spirited discussion. Lawyer

'iatteree claiming that -lie wanted to
-i."V. that the w itness’ memory and power- of ybservatiou were a dec ted by age.
lb
4 imt of court amid much expressive
pantomime by ihe witness.
••Who made that bonnet ?” asked Lawyer • 'iatteree.
Objected to and overruled, Lawyer
(’iatteree asserting that she wanted to
show that the witness either made it. herself or paid money for it, tints indicating
in either ease failing mental power and
utter loss of taste and discrimination. By
this time the witness was furious.
•■Wei1,” said Miss ('iatteree, tilting
back her chair and by a sudden effort
•

overmastering the impulse

to

put

her

feet upon the table in the most approved
lawyer-like fashion, “tell the jury what
How did
you know about this tight.
Whiteman begin it
“He didn’t begin it at all. Bluegrass
it.”
“Mr. Bluegrass, if you please, witness.
You swear, then, positively, that you

“Yes, ten acres. It isn’t any less than
that.”
“No sir—oh, excuse me, gentlemen. 1
should say, no. I say no.”
“Hut you mean yes, eh ?” said Lawyer
Clatteree insinuatingly ; “quite a common
weakness with young ladies of your age,
I have heard tuy own grandmother sav.
Now. was all this ten acre field between
you and these men when they were fighting f”
“About all of it, yes.”
“You were sitting on the porch of
your house at one side of the field, and
they were lighting close to the line fence
on the other side ?”
“Yes.”

su ear

to this ?”

do,” said the witness tirmly, but
looking a little surprised.
Lawyer Clatteree looked intently at
the jury a moment and then at the
court, and then back at the jury .gain
“That will do,"she said, and sat «f wn,
victory hitting on her clear, hopeful
“I

brow.

Weil, when she went before the jury
with her ease. Lawyer Clatteree made it
turn on that ten-aer<‘ tiehl. She de-. nnod
the witness, so stricken in years 'hat -hr
could not -the jury had .seen that ti ll
her own age : she dwelt upon the limitations of human vision; ami when she
had fully established tiie greatest range
ol the naked e,e, she dcseiihed this Ion
acre
Held stretching out between the
witness and the battle she professed to
have seen: she dwelt upon the lulling
green sward, its undulating waves of
enu raid;
the billowy tields of gulden
grain, dimpled by the breath of to- rile
summer wind ; the
wind-swept hill, its
rocky fret kissed by the wandering brook
that sang to the clustering aiders on
its way to the distant sea: the torest
"f solemn oak and whispering elm, lifting their sway iug heads to kiss the Meery
clouds that stopped to bless them; and
even dragged in a winding
country road,
lying hot and dusty in the duly sun, with
the loaded wains creaking along its farreaching perspective, and when she had
woven ihe landscape of a house, into her
picture ol .Miss Virginia Nonsuch's tonacre mowing lot, she wanted tiie
jury to
lay their hands on their hearts and hold
them there wliiie they humiliated a v erdict that would set tiie cold seal of judicial condemnation upon the evidence of
any living human being who would
swear that he or she could not
only see
people across the widespreading landscape, hut could even hear their voices
and’ actually affect to recognize them.
1 he prosecuting attorney, a wretched

snipe

ot

a

pettifogger,

who was

brought

ii]> on a farm and knew more about buck-

wheat than he did about Blaekstone,
about five minutes, the jurors,
who were, all farmers, went grinning cut
into Ihe jury room and came Back in
about live or ten minutes vvith a verdict
for the complainant; Bluegrass was lined
for trespass, found guilty ot assault and
battery, and had to pay for the dog, and
Ihe sun that rose in cloudless splendor
and all tiie balmy warmth of midsummer
on Clatteree
and Bluegrass that morn,
talked

(town in a cloudy west and a trusty
sky. It was a cold day when the jury
came in.
In Lawyer Clatteree’s cosy little office,
went

Webster

hmihling

Bluegrass
ov

er an

stood,

old leather

gaunt in condition, while his attorney,
the roses in her face a triiie faded, made
out her bill tor legal services, which was
as robust as the roses were faint.
Two
hundred and fifty dollars.
er

Webster Bluegrass looked at the hill
as she handed it to him, and let the lank
wallet fall to the Moor.
A moment's op
pressive silence and he said :
“Well, Miss Clatteree, I don't say that
it's any more'u’s right and fair, but
but
I guess you'll have to lake the farm mr
it." And lie added hopefully, with just a
cherry ghost of a smile twisting the corners ol his mouth :
“I hen- s sixteen ten-acre pieces uu it.
Miss Mattie ”
\ml Lawyer t'lattere. rose to liei li ft
and walked over to him and took the bill
away from him; she receipted it with a
wondroush tremulous signutui e for such
a cairn,
sell-possessed iawver as AftorniA
Ckttteree, and when site laid it back in
bis big iirown hand the little ink-stained
tinkers stiii kept hold of it and the big
brown band shut them li«tii out of sight
and Law .or Clatterco never had another
case

••Ob, it’s Jinny Whiteman.” said Mrs.
Illui gr.i- x when 1 <h livered the message
and described the visitor.
“They join
farms with us, and she’s just the dearest,
sweetest old maid of a married woman.”
And there she was, sitting in the pha.-ton,
hugging the angular female, and coaxing
her to ri ay to supper.
“Indeed, dear, i can’t to-night,” replied Mrs. Whiteman.
“I'm expecting
friends *»! Jared’s (rom town, and must
hurry right away. It’s getting late, and
it’s a long way across a ton-acre Held you
know.”
it sounded like a slap, but 1 saw it
was a kiss, and Mattie
laughed as sinsaw the angular female drive
away to an
old farm bouse that fronted ours.
“I>o you know,' she said, turning to
me, “This house of ours is built on a i.attic-tie- Id ? This ten-acre piece used to lielong to Jinny before she was Mrs. White
man, and one time Web and Jared —"
Hut, just then Web came in. [Hurdette
in Detroit Free Frees.

Turning
Any

the

Rascals Out.

passing along Fifteenth street, in
ween half-past three, ami four
o'clock in the afternoon, cannot help noticing
a number of poorly dressed old women
going
in at the lower doors of the treasury. They
court-“to see a woman perched up
always enter by the cellar doors, and wander
among a lot of men, passin’ herself off
the gas-lit, close-smelling corridors until
for a lawyer—oh, my !” And the witness along
they reach the end near the main north and
fanned herself with furious

Mr. Bluegrass make an unprovoked
assault upon tin man Whiteman?”
“Yes, si—Oh, I mean yes. I ain’t
accustomed, your honor"—turning to the

vigor.

•‘Never mind what you are accustomed

to, witness,” said Lawyer Clatteree,
calmly, “and don’t fan too hard, your
curls won’t stand it. Now when you
saw, or rather when you say you saw,
Mr. Bluegrass descend from his load of
hay and assault this person w ith a pitchfork, did you have on your spectacles f”
“1 don’t wear glasses,” said the witness,

shortly.
“Answer my question,” replied the
relentless lawyer.
Objected to, but allowed by the court,
when the witness triumphantly answered,
“no,” with a joyous gleam in her eyes
that made everybody laugh except the
counsel for the defense.
“Mislaid them, probably, and in the
excitement of the moment didn’t notice
their absence.
Now, Mrs. Nonsuch—
look at me, witness, and don’t frighten
the jury by smiling at them—tell the
jury, if you please, how large was this
field across which Mr. Bluegrass was
driving at the time this Whiteman made
the attack upon him ?”
“Mr. Whiteman didn’t attack him at
all. He only defended—’’
“Don’t put words into my mouth, witness.
What was the size of that lield ?
The one where Mr. Bluegrass defended
his life against the brutal assault of a
cowardly ruffian f”
“There ain’t no such field on my farm.”
“Thiscomes of mislaying your spectacles, witness. But forgetfulness is a trait
of the aged. Now, what is the size of
the field where this light took placef”
“It’s a ten-acre mowing lot.”

one

\Y ashington, bet

south corridors, where there is a bench and
sonic pegs on which to hang their hounds and
shawls. These women are the charwomen of
the treasury—some seventy-live in all—who.
after the clerks ami others leave the rooms,
take possession and clean up for the day. They
work hard for their $15 per month, and many
have half a dozen or so mouths to feed anil
bodies to keep in health. Several months ago
a new forewoman to these charwomen was
appointed. She is a red-hot Democrat, and has
set
about
to
into
the
vigorously
politics
enquire
of the old women beneath her. Now that the
annual reports are in order, this Democratic
forelady of the charwomen has taken upon
herself to write reports about the force under
her. These documents would startle one who
is uninitiated in the mystery.
For instance:
“Mrs. Smith is declared to be late five minutes,
and seems to be getting old.” Then the “forelady” branches forth and remarks: “That I
hope before long to entirely clear the ranks of
charwomen of the black Republicans who now
hold office. I have diligently inquired into the
politics of Mrs. Smith, and tind that she has a
brother in Iowa who has voted the R< publican
ticket.”
Following the example of the head of the
treasury, the “forelady” has issued an order
that all charwomen late shall be marked, and,
what is worse, docked fifty cents for each
offence. A few late marks make a sad hole in
the salary of $15 per month. Finding that her
reports do not altogether get the blaek Republleans out fast enough, the “forelady” adopted a
plan of changing them about. Many of the
charwomen have been in the treasury for
years, and have worked in certain rooms ever
since they came there. They kuow exactly
W’here to replace books, papers, etc., and often
rescue valuable papers which have fallen to the
floor, and would otherwise be put in the wastepaper baskets. Now, the queen of the charwomen has taken to changing the women, but
she has been blocked in her little game; for the
I
heads of the departments have discovered her
ruse, and ordered her to replace the same charwomen to their rooms who have been there for
years.

10, 1885.

State, from Houlton to Bancroft, on the Maine
Central Railroad, Is under consideration. This

NUMBER
Letter from London.

will also opeu to settlers a
HOSPITALITY TO AMERICANS. WHY
comparatively new ENGLISH
section of the country. A third road, which it
SOME AMERICANS DO NOT RECEIVE IT.
Is hoped will soon be constructed, will extend
AN
ENGLISHMAN'S BOOK ON AMERICA.
Mr. C. L. McCleery prepared a pamphlet on from Sullivan to
STRANGE IDEAS CONCERNING THE GREAT
Calais, in the southeastern
the State of Maine for distribution at the New part of the State.
REPUBLIC.^GOUNOD’S LATEST ORATORIO.
Nineteen lines of steamers do business In the
ON A BUS’. A DUDE AND HIS ORIGIN.
Orleans Exposition, and the work was so
State, having a capital of $1,555.0(H) and owning
[Correspondence of the Journal.J
thorough and comprehensive that it has been 41 boats.
London, Nov. 17th 1885. If you will allow
Maine is much sought after as a summering
adopted by the State as a part of the statistical
me to repeat iu substance what I have said in
for the lar^e number who annually
reports authorized by the act passed by the ground
seek our hills, lake sides and forests during the
Legislature of 1883. The abstract which fol- hot months, from the large cities of Boston, another letter 1 would be pleased to remark
lows will be read with pride by the citizens of j New Y'ork, Philadelphia and Washington. that the English people continue to be a very
Maine as the facts shown are highly creditable i Brightness and sunshine characterize our cli- pleasant surprise to me in their hospitality tomate, rendering it healthy and removing the
and encouraging.
wards strangers.
When I came to London I
Between 1800 and 1880 only four of the New dangers from infectious diseases.
The great beauty and diversity of the scenery knew but two people in the city and they were
England States ( Maine, New Hampshire, VerAmericans. I have necessarily come in conmont and Massachusetts) made
any increase in Maine is the attractive natural feature. As
in the value of their orchard products. Maine’s one writer say.>: “We have not a single lake, but tact with a large number of English men and
increase largely exceeded either of the other hundreds; not one famous beach, but a dozen; j
women, and so far I have met with nothing but
not a single island, but scores; not one mounStates, amounting to $010,259. The increase
the most courteous treatment from them. I
in New Hampshire was $414,357; Vermont,
tain, but many—all easy of access by rail or cannot reconcile
it with my preconceived no$429.249; Massachusetts. $79.7S4. The decrease boat (unless one wishes to penetrate the for- tions, but I must tell the truth.
Either the conin Rhode Bland w as $24,940 and in Connecticut
ests, lakes and woods of our northern wilds,
ventional idea of this nation, socially consid$52,002. The percentage of increase in Maine us hundreds are coming to do every year), and ered. ior
I
have
had
a
most
remarkawrong,
was 121.02; in New
Hampshire. 74.28; Vermont. all affording beautiful scenery, quid, good fare, ble experience,
and I do not think tie* latter al2"2.7; Massachusetts, 8.02. The decrease in a cool, invigorating summer atmosphere, and
ternative possible as I have had interviews
Rhode island was 29.8 per cent, and in Con- absolute freedom.”
with several Americans whose ideas coincide
necticut 10.33 per cent.
with my own. L will say that I have seen
The increase in the value of dairy products
Life Saving.
some of my countrymen who
complain of ttie
for the same period was. in Maine 1,748,053
stiffness and snobbishness of Londoner-, but
pounds; in Vermont. 2,071.220 pounds, in ANN I AL REPORT OF GENERAL SUPERINTEN- without an
I
know
these
Americans
exception
New
Hampshire there was a decrease of
DENT KIMBALL.
to be of that class that persistently and un1.134.508
uml-; in Massachusetts, of 3,100.5*11
obtrudes
its
If an
Americanism.
The annual report of S. 1. Kimball, general pleasantly
pounds; in Rhode island, or 129,004 pounds;
came to the States aud continualand in Conneetieut of 2,404.133 pounds. The superintendent of tlie life saving service, shows Englishman
ly ridiculed and belittled our customs, alpercentage of increase in Maine was 13.23; in
that at the close of the last fiscal year the es- ways finding fault and seeing no good in
Vermont. 11.07. The percentage of decrease
would he not be very likely to
tablishment
anything,
embraced
203
stations.
The
numin New Hampshire was 12.34; ill Massachusetts,
meet
with
and
contradiction, opposition
'-'2.78; in Rhode Island, 10.72; and in Connecti- ber of disasters to vessels during the year was the “tu
quoque” argument? I think lie
cut. 21.05.
250, havingon board 2200 persons,of whom 2190 would, and so with those who -ome here from
I !;•
im-rcasc in tin- value ot live stock ill 1
The number of shipwrecked America convinced that the United States are
Maine betwn n isiiOand Ism.' was £1,001.8-13 In were saved.
in every respect superior to the “effete civilizaVermont the increase amounted to £34-1.200; in
persons who received succor at stations was
tions of the old world” as they term them, and
Massachusetts. £219.200; lihodelsland.£212,098. 50s. The estimated value of vessels involved
ready every moment arrogantly to do battle
! hi e v. as a decrease in New Hampshire for
in
these disasters was $3,519,550, and of their for the unquestionable perfection of ail our in|he -ame period, amounting to £1,112.703. and
stitutions. I am not becoming an Anglomaniac.
in Connecticut the decrease amounted to £371.cargoes $1,084,405, and of the total amount
Far from it, for I can see even in this short
7* 3.
The percentage of inei ease in Maine was $3,352,700 was saved and
$1,351,095 lost. The nine more oi goou in our system or government
0.s7; in Vermont, 2.12: Massachusetts, 1.72;
number of vessels totally lost was 50.
and Demoeratie equality than 1 was ever able
Rhodi Island, 10.38.
i’hc pereeniaire of deIn addition to the foregoing there was during to before and I shall think it a blessed
day
crease in
New Hampshire was 10.is. and in the year 115 casualties to smaller craft, on when onee
again I am in America. But do not
( ollliectieut 3. 11.
which were 233 persons. 232 of whom were let us, from the writings of people of whom
The loial land surface in Maine is 19,132,800
saved. The property involved in these instanwe know nothing, or from isolated
specimens
an s, of wldeh amount 34.2
ces i> estimated at $28,925. of which $20,823
per cent., or a
of foreigners, judge a whole people, "give a
little more than one-third, is included in the was saved.
man (ora nation) a bad name and**Thirty-seven
persons were rescued
you may
farms of the State.
who had fallen from wharves, piers, etc., and
finish the quotation yourselves. Another thing:
lietween iNiu ami Issotiie number of farms
who would have perished without the help of you well know what a reputation the
writings
in eaeii of the several New Kuglam! States inthe life saving crews.
The total loss of life of English travelers on America have for false
(i-aMd as follows; .s.oil: New Hampshire,
within the scope of the service is the smallest
and one sided views. Let me quote a few exl.o.Ntt; \ ermont. 3.900: Massachusetts. 2,087; ever reached since its general extension except
tracts from a book published in London in 1SS-L
Rhode island. 8pi; Conueetieut., 7,418. 'the in the
year 1880 when hut nine were lost. Since by an Englishman, amt say in advance that it
acreage embraced in the farms increased in
that time, however, tin field of operations has
received very line notices and words of com• >ul\
two of the Stales, as follows: lu
Maine, been greatly enlarged by the addition of 24 mendation from such periodicals as the Satur"21,907 : \ ermont. 008.174.
In New Hampshire
stations.
The assistance rendered in saving day Review, the Academy, the Spectator, and
the total number of acres embraced in the
vessels and cargoes during the year was also
the Morning Post. In writing of Boston lie
fanns of the State showed a decrease b«. tween larger than in a
ly previous year except the last says that an Englishman "is conscious that the
IsOo and 1880 of 23.472 acre**.
In Rhode Island
preceding, 300 \es«els having been worked off conditions of life are more inspiring, that opinthere was a decrease of 0.411 acres, and in
when stranded, repaired when damaged, pilotion is freer from social fetters, and that the inConnecticut a decrease of 47,723 acres. The ed out of
danger his place* and similarly assist- tellectual air, like that of heaven itself is eris•'civa:_i' of unimproved land in Maine lcrreased by station crews, be-ides 2<‘>4 instances where
the capital of New than Old Eng< d
x pci cent, het.wcen 1800 and 1880.
vessels running into danger of stranding in the per/in
land."
In another place l>- speaks of ours as
< »f
he entire tI4.3i.i9
farms in the State,
night time were warned otl’hy the signals of the “tiie most beneficent government which the
01.72s are eultiv itid by their owners; 1,028 are
patrol.
world has ever seen." In still another, "The
rented for lived money rental; and 1.173 are
The following table gives a summary of the political intelligence of the
people is extraorn nted for shares of tlm
statistics of the se vice from the introduction dinary! compare the knowledge and mental
products.
Penobscot county h ads in the total number of of the
present system in 1871 to the close of the activity displayed by a New England farmer or
.'ten >. 732.807. of land in farms and also of acres
fiscal year. (The loss of life includes 183 lost mechanic with that possessed and exhibited
by
ot improved land, 384.080, while in acres of
at the wreck of the Huron and Metropolis,
an
Englishman of similar social station, and
woodland and fore>t, it stands second only to which really is not
to
the
the
contrast
would
be
ludicrous.”
cnargeable
service):
At the close
Aroostook, having 303,909.
In the value of
of a most llattering article concerning our comNumber of disasters.
-2,918
farms and improvem-nts. Penobscot stands
Property involved. ..$'>1,783,<594 mon school system lie remarks that "i; is confourth, with £10,743.092, Cumberland, York Property saved
..$315,277,929 tributing powerfully to the development of a
and Kennebec leading in the order named.
In
Properly lost .$15,4s5,7»;5 nation, of which it is no
fiallery or exaggeraPersons involved.
value of iive stork Penobscot stands largely
25,1593 tion to sav that it
i-, if not the most highly, yet
abend with £1.902.990, Somerset coming nearest Persons saved.
25,2315
the
most
certainly
Person lost.
generally educated and‘in457
l" it with £1,033.091.
Penobscot also led in
Persons succored at stations.
4,829 telligent people on the earth.” This does not
estimated value of ail farm products for 1879,
sound exactly like what Dickens and Mr-.
the amount being £2.349.744, Kennebec followDeducting from the number of lives given
above the lo>* at the wrecks of the Huron and Trollope wrote of us. does it? The author
ing with £2.301.083.
made one serious mistake, however. He
Aroostook county, extending across the
Metropolis, there is presented the remarkable that the regular breakfast dish in New -ays
Engnorlicrn portion of tin* btate, and with an area exhibit of only 274 lost within the scope of the land i- "//. /\'0<,
*’
and h«* calls it
P'uliiiinj
considerably larger than the Slate of Ma-*\i- service during the fourteen years embraced bv “a kind of fritter.*’
Now
I
be
wrong,
may
< hust'li*. contains as
good fanning land as can the table.
and Indian Pudding may be the correct name
be found in the Eastern Slates,
hs climate,
for some Yankee breakfast preparation, but
though somewhat rigorous, is uniform for long
Thai Settles it.
the Indian Pudding i have so often burned the
The
l < riods, and excei dsuglv salubrious.
inside of m\ mouth with i- a totally different
The vexed question whether prohibition pro- sort of a
growing season is somew hat shorter than at
bird, and does not get up to breakfast
more southern points in Maine,but the
rapidity hibit* in Portland, would seem to be detinitely at all but remains until midday. Possibly he
of growth, when once begun, is something unmeant bwekwh> at cake-.
You do come aerosettled
at
last.
Dr.
Warren, editor of the
paralleled in Now Kngiaiul.
Crops mature
people here at time- who have strange ideas
rapidly, and the land never fails to yield abun- Christian Mirror, having been questioned about concerning the Great Republic, and the followdant returns for the care bestowed upon it. In tin' success of the
liquor law, replies In his ing may do for an example. An English lady
addition to the agricultural, dairying and luma-ked a friend of mine what sort of hoii-es we
paper this week categorically, as follows:
ber manufacturing intiM'ests of the county, the
1.
Of saloons where intoxicating drinks are
had in the Slate.-. "Houses?" he answered
manufacture of potato starch is a great induskept for sale and sold openly and in public “Oh! brick, wood, and stone.” “Stone?*- she
tty, and at present routined almost exclusively
view without molestation from the authorities, inquired "why, 1 did not know you lmd stone
to that section of the State.
'The first starch
in the city of Portland, there is not
in America—there! I forgot all about tie Rock}
factory was erected in 1*75. but there are now
'1. Of hotels, which have a public or private
Mountains.”
tldrty-two in the county, consuming annually bar where liquors are dispensed, there is m>f
I received a note from the Doctor one morn1,75(1.000 bushels of potatoes and pro-hieing
ing saving that he should call for me that eve7.lot) ton* of starch. The average capacity of
:>. Of secret places where liquors are kept
to go to the Royal Albert Hall and hear
ning
the factories i» about 75.000 bushels of potatoes,
and *old with the knowledge and permission,
Gounod's latest Uraturia, "Mors et Vita.” 1
but one of the factories in h**4 converted 100,tacit or otherwise, of the police authorities
was only too glad to accept such an invitation
000 bushels into 500 t- ns of standi.
there is i,»t un<\
and in due time wc started‘off on a’bus, luckily
It. manufactures the State has begun to siiow
4.
of such secret places, where violations
obtaining seats beside the gentleman handling
its apabiiities, tail what has been (lone in that
of the law are practiced, anil where legal evithe ribbons. As far as real pleasure i- condirection is small compared with what may and dence thereof
but prosecution* are not cerned 1 would not xchange this place on a
exists,
will be done before many years have passed, instituted
through political or personal favor, Louden omnibu- for a chance iu tin lines!
between Isoo and lsso tin* number of manufac- there is not »,<>.
equipage that ever rolled down Regent str-a-t.
turing establishments in the State increased
Peering and city marshal Andrews You are away up above other teams and people,
Mayor
from 3.S10 to 4.4S1: t in* amount of capital infully endorse hi* statement to be strictly true. you have, to a certain extent, the right of wav,
vested from $22,044,020 to $4!bbs$,l7l; the
It proves two thing*: first, that tin* liquor law you go just fast nough to see all there i- to be
number of hands employed from 34.010 to 52.054
i* fully and impartially enforced in Portland,
-ecu
in the street, and the salutations and
—including 3.740 children under sixteen y ears and second, that it does not prohibit in the “chaffing” of the *bu- drivers and conductors
"f age: the amount of \vag< > puii 1 from $*.36s.*mse that its authors have
is
a chapter from Dickens.
claimed
that
like
A large majoralways
001 to $13,623 31*; the value of materials con- it would do. i
ndoubtediy the law has largely ity of th»*se drivers, fat, red-faced, and wrapped
sum'd from $21,553,000 to $51,120.70,*; and the
restricted the sale of liquor in Portland, but
up in big coat-, might -it for a picture of "fin
value of the product from $3S, 103.254 to $70,- what is more
certain, it has entirely revolution- oid tih" a> Sam Weller designated hi- father,
>*20,773.
iz'd the business of liquor selling. It is this and tin way they shout "’yd- Park!’* "’oborn !*’
The total amount of power used by the manrevolution that enables Dr. Warren to make “iloxford street !” i- deliciously satisfying to a
olaeiurit g establishments in the State in 1*S0
the *iatement he does.
He is careful not to say man who has read, hut only half believed, -m b
w a> 1 "0.470 horse
pow* r. 70.717 of water pow er,
tha! there is not still a great deal of liquor disthings. This veiling wc rattled along through
and 2 i.75:< of steam power. These tigures show
posed of iii Portland, i'he almost daily occur- Piccadilly and Knights bridge to Kensington
an increase since i*7o of 20.27
per cent, in the
rence in it* municipal court of sending men to
and the Hall. There was a curious o\pre—ion
aggregate power Used. Maine’s manufacturing jail for drunkenness i* evidence that rum is on the Doctor's face as wc
gave tin our tickets
t ank with the other States, is seventeenth in the
sold somewhere in liberal quantities.
The ami entered and at first l thought he was about
number of establishments, sixteenth in the
statem nt that it. i* driven into cellars anil
to intlict upon me one of bis bad joke*,. but be
amount of capital invested, and lillecnth in the
attics and out houses and is only to be found in was silent. After we got inside the Hall 1
v a!.*e of
production.
and eolhe pots and under wash realized what that expression meant, ib watin-sprinklers
'I iie largo**? amount of capital invested in any
tubs. Is but partially true. We are confidently antit ipating my astonishment.
memo;-}
single industry is in the manufacture of cotton informed that a good I v number of I’nited I regret to .-a\ i- very treacherous My
in regard to
good-— $15.202.07$: the next largest, is in the State-, licenses to sell rum are still held
and statistic* in general, but 1 believe
by
figures
manufacture of lumber $6,330,306. n* xt eonu s
Portland parties, we do not know bow many; eleven hundred people can lie crow led into the
the manufacture of wool* n
goods—$3,*70,02S; probably a good man;- of the druggists anil Belfast Opera House. Music Hal! in Boston
t ime d h ather. $2.4511.700; paper,
$1,005.1100; dealers in “original packages" could tell about scats about three thousand and is con-idcred a
foundry and machine shop product*. $1,703.- it. Again; Portland runs a first lass liquor large building, so that you can get a little idea
,2": bo:>r- and shoes (including custom work
agenev, open day and evening, fully stocked of the size of Albert Hall b\ eompaii-on when
and repairing), $1,4 5,40";
mixed text’!-'*,
with intoxicating drinks of every name and
I lell you that i! comfortably seats eighi thou$1.20(1.3*": ll ’iir and grist mill products, $003.- nature
put up in handsome bottles with orna- sand and at some iicfahl -' concerts has |,,-|d
5"": line $012,150; canned fruits and v<ta- mental labels. Thu.*, while it i>
undoubtedly eleven, and i- as beautiful as it is immense-.
bles. $:i2-;.535: shipbuilding. $>11,750:
printing true, as we have before stated, that liquor srlb This evening there were a thousand singers and
an<l pijt>Iistiing, $747,000; agricultural irnpleing i* largely restricted b\ the law, it i* equally musicians, the ladies of the chorus forming' a
nents. $720.3"0; nii cloth. $605.< i";
dyeing and true that residents or visitors in Portland who particularly charming picture in their white
lini-liing textiles. $503,500.
want liquor ran get what they want.
dresses, half of them w. ari ig blue, and ha I;'
I he statistics regarding the amount of lumThe le:-*on of all this is that a »rohibitory
red sashes. The organ, the largest in tin vv -rid.
ber manufactured sine.* jsso are incomplete, iaw against rum
is
was played by Prof, fjlalncr. ’lie conductor vvanot sutlicient
selling alone
but the following for 1$*0 will -now in
to make a temperance community. So long a*
part
•J. liarnbv, tIn-soloi-tMadame A Irani, Hilda
what i- annually Ivdng done by tin* lumber
drink'is are found to make amaiket for the
Wilson, Ed ward Llovd and SanLlcy, and («mimaiiiifaeturers
in Maine:
Lumber, board goods, t hey will be forthcoming in -pite of law. nodN work was given, a- y .it m.Jv
judge, in
mpu-urc, feet, 566,656.000; lath'. I*4..*20,"""; The Journal believes in law for all it is worth; wonderful style. This “Mors et Vita” dc .lshingles, 12o,.i3"."""; staves, 62.3id.tKK); head- it til* believes in gospel as superior to law— with sacred subjects, the first part illustrating
ing-. sets. 3.312,000; spool and bobbin stock, the gospel of education. The inbred craving the religious tears and hopes of
humanity, the
leet. 13.426.ooo: the total value of manufacturfor stimulants which possesses nine-tenth* of
second tin* judgment, and the third tie- vi.-ion
ed lumber vva $*.445,667.
our people need* to be educated out of them.
of Saint John as given in lb relation. Gounod,
In shipbuilding Maine leads ail oilier .States.
The Journal believes there i.* more virtue In
who tir-t immortaliz' d in the lyric dram: the
The estimated value of vessels built in the
the system of temperance education in the story of Enust and Margarita, has of late \< ars
Slat'- last year was $20,000,000.
Hath is the school*, if fully carried out, to «ave the nation
become very religious, in tact, his tnend- an
centre
of this business, when* steps hav*
from the curse of drink, than In anv and all
afraid that his nrain is becoming affected, and
:dr»*a ly been taki n to prepare for the construclegal liquor laws a state can make. [Biddeford lie’ Doctor says some of tie- mu-ie in this work
tion of iron vessel*.
The slate quaire*.- of
Journal.
gives color to he idea, ll is dedicated to th<
.Maun* are also valuable.
At the Philadelphia
present Pope. It is written in tin Wagnerian
< « ntennial, Maine
late won the lir-t priz-* :.»r
style, but <it ^j
-/ /!,,.< lias much beautiful
Cheap Money Dear for tiie Poor,
d“strength, durability and permanence of
music, and the Agnus Dei in the tirst pari, as
1 he lir*t Slate quarry iu tic Slate was
Tin- practical effect of tin* continued coinage sung by Albani. is enough P> touch a heart of
"P* ned in 1-*2S, and in J>**4 there were eight
stone.
You will easily realize, how< ». r, t
t
companies, wi:h a capital of $4*u.600 operat- oJ silver to the point of depreciating the cur- when a man endeavors to give an idea of th
ion q'tarric* It: .Mou.-ou and Hrownville giving rency of the country would he to lower the I.ast Judgment, he is attempting a rattier diliiemp'oymenl to 304 hands, ami turning out
cult task, and one that may force him to takwages of the workingmang,by at least 20 per
piodmT valued at $172,000.
the one important step from the sublime to tin
cent. The man now gcMing §l.f><) a day would
* «“*
manufacture oi lime in Knox county
ridiculous. I might not, being so impressed
then receive the etjuivah it >i onlv §1.20. Tin*
amount' ll Iasi \ear to 1,478,KMi ••asks. The
gran- !
with the lovely
mud
have thought,
it<- hii-dm >* done amounts to l ioin ->'1,500,000 to man receiv ing §2 a du> would find that in* could of this but I wa-preceding
with tiie Doe;
and i; there
$2,000,000 annually, the w.. k going to all command the purchasing power of hut §1.00. is a chance for ridicule in anyth ,g lie will take
The
man in receipt of §1000 a year would And
p ut* ot the r<»uiit! \ and into some of the finest
of
the
advantage
opportunity, in the “S’eepof
at the end of the year that he had got in return
public building* at the national cupitol andels<
the Dead." written for orchestra alone, vvhi. h
for his money one-liftb less than he had the
win-re. Then- are fifteen sole leather tanneries
the second pari, he suggested that
opens
year before ; tiiat is, his salary would practical- if that noise was their
in the Stale, having a total consumption of
slumbering either
103.000 ton* of Inmloek bark. One of these ly have suffered a reduction to §800. The rich
they had bad nightman s or tl:< v snored ferothat
at
tanneries,
Winn, being 000 feet long, 80 man. the man of business, on the contrary, ciously, and at the following number. ••The
would not lose.
The capitalist could make his
feet wide, containing 700 vats, and using 55
Trumpets at the Last Judgment," he would
contracts on a gold basis; the business man who
cord* of hemlock bark daily, is the largest in
persist in calling my attention to a very stout,
his
at the present standard of
bought
goods
the world.
At Katahdin Iron works there, is a
value would simply mark them up and make pimply-fac*‘d, and bald-headed horn-plav< r, sa>
valuable deposit of bog iron, which is the best
ing lie “guessed lit must be doing the angel
the workingman pay him the difference in defor ear wheels in the country. Smelting furGabriel.” It is such things as this that spoil
preciated silver. Then would come strikes, in- one’s
naces have existed there
forty years. Magnetic ffatk
enjoyment, ll l had been alone it would
»us, panics. This has been the historv of a
ore i* found in the town of Casco, of the best
undoubtedly have thrilled me through and
quality for the manufacture of Bessemer steel. country afflicted with a depreciated currency. through hut comments of this sort destroyed
[Detroit Free Press.
Maine stands second among the States in the
the effect of the music, yet even the Doctor
value and extent of her sea fisheries, and her
was
silent during the next number—“The
river fisheries exceed in importance those of
Delicate Diseases
Judge." In this the orchestra began with a
any other State. The State Fish Commissioners
a grand theme harof either sex, however induced, promptly, thor- ; movement in march tunhave for several years annually placed in the ouglily and permanently cured. Send three letter ! monized, not in the modern studied style, to
larger rivers and' lakes a million salmon frv. stamps fur large illustrated treatise. W orld's I)is- ; understand and appreciate which one must be a
and a very large number of the frv of black
peusary Medical Association, Buffalo, N. V.
| highly educated musician, hut chords in simple
bass, white li*h, trout and other fish, and the
harmony, rarely leaving the introductory key,
best results are following this work. The ice
and hearing along a majestic melody that thrillThe President’s Presents.
business has been developed within a decade,
ed from the stiinged in>truuients and rebounduntil there are about a million tons cut annualThe President has deposited in the National ed from the reeds and horns like a mighty
ly, of which all but 100.000 tons is shipped
march of angelic hosts, and when the full
to points South.
The bank* of the Kennebec Museum some presents sent him by bis Polychorus came in suddenly with long sustained
and Penobscot are lined with large icehouses.
nesian majesty. King Malietoa of Samoa. These notes, singing “Blessing, and honor, and glory,
The amount of capital iuvested Is $2,000,000.
he unto Him that sitteth upon the
presents consist of a kava howl, a cocoanut and power,
In educational facilities the State ranks high.
bowl for drinking kava, and specimens of the throne, and unto t e Lamb tor ever and ever!"
There are four colleges within its borders of a
the efleet was indeseribably magnificent, and
root of the pepper tree, of which kava is made;
high standard of excellence, three normal also a
to my mind it was the best selection in the
rug made of the bark of the paper mulschools, and a system of common schools which
and the complete wardrobe of a whole work. Coming home, after we had
shows better proportionate results than that of berry tree,
Samoan lady, consisting merely of a liku, or talked over the performance and as usual disany other New England State.
Free high
agreed on the important points, 1 happened to
schools were maintained last year in 123 towns. girdle, upon which are suspended long tibres make some casual remark about the
of the inner bark of the mulberry tree. This
appearThe total expenses of the common schools in
is bound around the lady’s waist, aud the ance and dress of a full blown dude we passed,
1XS3-4 were $1,134,050; free high schools, $00, girdle
tibres hang down a distance of eighteen inches when the Deetor said: “Young man, do you
373.
or two feet.
The kava howl is the most valu- realize what a glare of electric light divine phiThe railroad system of the State is being
losophy can throw upon the manners and cusable of the articles. The bowl and its
are
rapidly developed. The principal railroad of carved out of a solid piece of Samoanlegs
toms of a nation? Listen tome. There is alchestthe State is the Maine Central,
extending from nut. The bowl is fifteen or eighteen inches in ways some great fundamental single reason for
Portland to Vaneeboro on the Eastern frontier,
all the peculiarities of a people. Just take the
aud
the
is
interior
highly polished.
and, wiin its connections, forming a through diameter,
average Londoner as he is conventionalized.
trunk line from the Provinces to the States
He is disputatious and obstinate, he bathes
Pile Tumors
west of Maine and with upper Canada. The 1
every morning and shaves every night, lie culMaine Central Railroad Company operates 5228 however large, speedily and painlessly cured with- tivates side whiskers and wears gloves
always,
knife, caustic, powder or ointment. Consultamiles of road. This company has pursued a out
also a silk hat and his collar is so high that it
tion free. Write for pamphlet and references, enliberal policy toward it* patrons, and has done closing two letter
for reply. World’s Disnearly cuts oft* his head. Now 1 suppose your
stamps
much to develop business at various points pensary Medical Association, f>(vi Main Street, Buf- microscopic brain might consider all these
along its line, and to encourage summer travel
lain, N. Y.
tilings for years and not arrive at the one
to Maine.
In 1884 it. opened its branch from j
great cause for them all, but just hear my Into
Mt.
Desert
on
Frenchman’s
Bangor
Man sometimes expects to sow' materially tellect tackle it. Dirt! Sir. dirt I The atmosFerry,
Bay. and ottered to the patrons of Bar Harbor aud reap spiritually; expects to sow tares and phere is filled with particles of soot from the
and the island of Mt. Desert an all-rail ride to gather the roses of Immortal
life; thinks that combustion of bituminous coal, the Londonwithin six miles of that pleasant summer re- the thorns and briers in the wilderness of Ills ers existence Is one
unending struggle against
sort.
material nature will form the adequate seed for this dirt and this tight develops his pugnacity;
At the present time a line of railroad Is beiug the garden iu the
kingdom of God. He is mis- he bathes and shaves so often to get rid of it;
constructed bv the International Railroad Com- taken. [Anon.
he wears side whiskers and gloves and a silk
pany from Lake Megantlc, in Canada, across
hat and a four inch collar to protect as many of
Northern Maine to the foot of Moosehead
the weakest points as possible against its asYears Teach More Than Books.
Lake, where it will conuect with the Bangor
Among other valuable lessons imparted by this saults. There is not a peculiar habit of the
ami Piscataquis Railroad, and thence to Matra- I teacher
Londoners not directly traceable to dirt. “Very
is the fact that for a very long time Dr.
wamkeag. where It will connect with the Maine I Pierce’s “Golden Medical Discovery has been the ingenious,'’ I said, “but how about his reverCentral. The road is being built with a subsidy j prince of liver correctives anil blood purifiers, be- ence for ancient traditions and institutions?”
from the Canadian Government, and when
ing the household physician of the poor man, “Same thing, sir, dirt I The older a tiling is
1
completed it will form a portion of the sh^rt and the able consulting physician to the rich pa- the dirtier it becomes, and lie refuses to have
tient, and praised by all for its magnificent service
line
Montreal
to
St.
John, and will
between
anything of the sort changed on the same printhus afford quick connection between the upper anil efficacy in all diseases of a chronic nature, as ciple that Dinah refused to dust her room.
malarial poisoning, ailments of the respiratory anil
j
and lower Provinces.
digestive systems, liver disease and in all cases ‘What’s de use ob dustin?' Hit am suah gwine
Another railroad in the eastern part of the I where the use of an alterative remedy is Indicated. to settle somewhar else.’”
Thorndike.

|

notable successes, and her list of authors bids
fair to be a long one at no distant day. The
modest little volume before us is the tirst book
of a Portland lady who has won more than a
local reputation by her poems and devotional
songs set to music, and who at the request of
friends has prepared this collection for the holiday season. Of the seventy or more poems it

contains, about one-third have never been in
print, while most of the verses have long been
popular favorites, including those set to musiby Kotzscbamar ami other composers. The
Portland Transcript says: “Mrs. Howe has
spent nearly all her life among u>, and by her
graceful verse has contributed much to the literary reputation of our city and State. Her
song, ‘Leaf by Leaf the Hoses Fall,’ is sung
wherever our language is spoken, and her
‘Easter Hymn’ and ‘Barcarolle’ have been set
; to delight ml music.’’ As appropriate to the
well

season,

as

dainty

verse,

As wise

VISITORS, ETC’.
meeting of the executive committee Inst
local committee of nine ex-members from
Augusta was appointed to have charge of entertaining visitors during reunion week. There will
be no dilliculty relative to accommodations, as the
committee will make ample provision in that respect. Messrs. 11 ay rics and Strickland, of the lv\ecutive (iommittt e, were appointed a committee on
hall, and Messrs, Haym s and Pennell on banquet,
and on transportation II. ti. \V. t.. Davis. Music
will be furnished at the D- vemor’s reception, ball
and banquet,
the committee has issued about
o,000 invitations and Treasurer Burleigh is receiving a large number of responses. All persons intending to be present at the banquet or ball are requested to inform Treasurer K. (J. Burleigh, Angn-ta, at once, in order that the committee may
perf. et arrangements which must necessarily be
madeinadv.u.
>.>me may expect that they are
obliged to pay for both hall and banquet If they attend the reunion.
It should be understood that
only those attending the hall and banquet are reor If only one. is atquired to pay Pie $•*» and
tended, then pavnienl is to be made accordingly.
K\-members not attending either are asked to contribute bn: $2 each.

as

we

men

brought,

that tirst

Frankincense, gold and myrrh.
\\ hen in the royal ways of Love,
Our footsteps are enticed.
Her guiding star, like that of old.
M ill lead ws near to Ciirisi.
Then bring your gifts.
And join the song.
That angel hosts
In Heaven prolong.
I

|

ChrBt-morn,

a

a

"Glory

to God!** "Good will to uii'ii!’’
let our anthems ring
In the grand chorus up to heaven
As we our tributes bring.
And let us keep, for Christ.*’ dear sake.
The star of love undiin.
'I hat every deed of ours may prove
Our fellowship with him.
Then bring your gifts,
<)r rare or few,
Hut all afresh
With Love’s own dew !
In conclusion the Maine publishers, Messrs.
Luring, Short A Harmon, of Portlaud, merit a
w ord of eomnn ndation for the handsome manner in which the volume is printed.
It L a fun

KNOX

So

ken, now of Belfast, represented Camden in the
Legislature of is-V. and Win. 15. C'onant, Ksq. also
a

Washington County

In the

!Notes.

of the Journal.]
The time lias arrived for the migration of
m« n
and teams to the logging woods. The
usual reports are manufactured for the occasion, that this and that operator will not do as
much as usual, or will do more than usual; but
they know little or nothing about it. Many
tilings intervene to decide such questions, and
a man often does
quite differently, as time and
circumstances pass or change.
We have had a most remarkable fall up to
this time. The “oldest inhabitant"' has seen a
good many just such, but then he has forgotten just when.
Nevertheless, there is ample
proof that there have been a good manv far
from !ik<- it. There has hardly been frost

of

would be of great value to pcopi* of the world
who do not have tiun to follow the discoveries
made from time to tim** by the untiring Historical Society. 1 would nominate a*; In author
of that work. II. \V. Richardson. !•;-«
the ah!,editor of the Portland Advertiser. He will
write it in a clear, comprehensive manner ami it
will be a work of great value noi on!;, to to t:

enough

up to the present date, Nov. ‘doth, to
prevent at any time the putting a plough into

..

ground.

any

The canning business, either of berries or
ti>h. has not !■ *m as prosperous this year as in
former years. Every industry has its •Mips and
downs.” Shipbuilding is dead in tin* county.
Only a galvanic battery will be able to wake it.
Polities are at a very low ebb. Expectant
oilice-seckt rs go with downcast eyes, and look

generations but to busy men of to-day who wi-li
to keep post* d on ev< r.t* of the
Thi* i>
past.
an excellent
suggestion and w< move ihai it he

mously adopted.

The Pettiuonj: Name. Ily Margarei s,.u
ney. This is Xo. 1, Vol. 1 of tin* ilou.-eh i 1
Library to be issued monthly at sb a year or bo
cents a number.
It has an attractive cover and
the hook is printed from clear bold
type on tine

if they did not know Imt the (ireat Fathe r
\\ ashington had forgotten that there ever

as

at

" :i> >ueh a
place a* Washington ••ounty. or that
there ever w;e a party whose members, any of
them, cx'pe.-trd to he rewarded for trying to
sl“al a State. O'.rationally we hear ot one who
packs his grip—aek suddenly and leaves town,
and n a few days is reported in Washington,
but he generally returns with no more smiies
ou his
countenance than wh* n
last, seen at

slight recommendation to t ho*e win»*e
vexed by much tine type and ding>
paper. As to tin* literary merit* of tips inilia
volume little need be *aid, for Margaret Sidnev
ha* now a large and iippreeiativecireie of readers.
When vve add that the publisher' are 1>.
no

are

Altogether, this j, not a goo ! year for
tty i >• inoc7'a!i- aspirant'.
A reform in the mode ..f srlee’ing men for
the “Fivil Service.” is, no doubt. In many re—
home.

Go., Huston, everybody w i: know
Lothrop
that the succeeding volume* will be pure in
tone and moral in their t aching*,
’i’he !bm-..
hold Librarv ought to fulfill its name, as w
trust it will.
no

Belfast,represented Appleton

Legislature.

[Correspondence

The Maine Historical
interesting reading.
Society should designate some or.*- of their
members to write the early history of Main**
with special attention given to the liscoveries
recently' made along the coast. St eh a hook

pap< r,

resident of

same

History of Maim:.
The
the Somerset Reporter savs :
"We are told that “of the making of books
there is no end.*’ For this reason I am encouraged to believe that one day there will be published a work which to my mind will be very

eyes

U PISLATOKS.

towns now embraced in Knox County, who were
members of past legislatures and are now living.
Nathan C. Fletcher was the earliest member from
Knox county who is now living. Hon. $. I,. M111I.

Tin: Laiji.y

unan

COI N 1 Y

The Rockland Free Press lias published a
nearly
complete list of Senators and Representatives of

specimen of hook work.
Travelling Man

SENATORS AND

ARK AN'. KM ENTS FOR

At
week

a specimen of Mrs. Howe’s
quote tin- following short
poem, entitled “Bring Christmas Gifts:’’
:
Christmas gifts! Bring Chr stums gifts!
j Bring
Rich blessings to confer.

!

P«

peels, desirable, ami under lb publican rule,
was fast b<naming tangible ami ellieient, although with many fonlish nruuibraneps which
in time would !,a\e dis:»pp« ud ; but the foolish,
noii'( iisic;i 1 i; j. ai».»uT ( lev* land's reform, a>
in the lin- of that principle, is too absurd for a

i:s.

lie Art Age for November b is a beautiful
Photogravure of a r"'-k\ coast marine,
by M. F. II. De Haas, N. A and a eat lie pie
Hire by dames M Hart, N. A., in the 1 >ee,mbe
issue.
The An Ago is printed in two colors.
1

Forbes

luonieiips cousiili ration.

If Mere was one astowards tie adoption of
a copy.
Turnure & iilliss
Twonty-tive •i
!c a, a eharaeteri-tie of his adminislirothers, publishers, 7b Fulton street. New
tration, hi would not himself, or allow his >ubYork.
o. bi nates to, \ a date so
constantly as he does the
The receipts of Imnb'T at Chi' ago alum in
"pifit of the law. any more than tin letter. No
l^st. amounted t.> nearly eleven hilli-m b \ j one act of t lie Pr siden! since hi
inaugural ion
which, If mamiL'.e1 urct.l ex.-In-p. 1 v intolmhas proved him to ha\e In .-n ar anytime the
ing, would cite iml' ime the globe with a:i en- j friend of the prim-iples einiiodied in the civil
1
clo'iirc, live boards higli. tifL'on time-.
Coinservice law, but his gcuera; line of action has
meuting on this statement j. S-eriiug M
been to tread it under foot,
1 h-* constant a>in Outing for !> -e.‘inb»*r,says : “Tin ">• tL;::«
s. rthoi of the
Mugwump pres, ;hat the adminthe
enormous
showing
consumption »•:' f
istration is carrying out the principles of the
product*. aiv enough to inci-ivrlv sugg- -• iIn
civil service aid. is a stubborn. stupid piece of
Speedy total denudation of all the wood lands disingenuous folly. disgusting to every hon- s!
in America.”
mind.
■

l-'tati >:i in
that priuc

'*

«

■:io
>

of

Mile

:•

A

all

I

lie

finest toiler

Imtl-vs ill t!ie

appara, i< will in* put
from which the <’>urt. house wi;

steam

into th iai!,
be warmed.
£11.000.

by Sylvester, and accompanied with decorative
designs by !■ Chilue II ts-aill. The leading alti'le, by Fred C. Green, Agogebie," Is
picture". | ie vt.-scrii»ti >u of tiiis beautiful Me higai:
lake, made famous Jo- ns superb hunting and
tishing. The paper i- fulls illustral- (. Si rRichards contributes an artieh on
N aPoet rv and A i:,” w ith 1 mr rich
engraving". Ldmund Collins’ “( anadian Soeial Life and Sports” contains tnn«‘!i that >* interesting and instil.\ e ivgi.rding tie- \vint» r
Canadian capital. Tie- p»V"en:
sport" of tin
iiwallmenl of the Ti: oinas S veils narr
v
Slavonia
am! Servia.” is mad'- I oi“Through
bly interesting a! ihc p:v*ent time b tnc war
between Sei v ia and Lulgaria. Tliej.- am >.-\eral economic paper" of decided intere-t,
sketehe- of adventure, short "lories. : •" m- by
Lila \\ healer Wilcox and .John Boyle > L i..
which with the departments make lip a 'till and
t,v all
umi"tial!y brilliant numb- r. For >a
iiewsdeah i". or obtainable by subscription, jyd
a year, from The Wlmvimuu Co., 17b lT.-mont
street, Boston.

his heart

We learn that the -oiinty e.-mmissioners f
this county have in conferup cion a thorough
renovation of the «'ourt lieu-■ in Maehias, t*y
wiii. ii ii wili in made tire pro-t and beautiful,

December nuinher of Outing is •.me of
best illtisti tied I ha: has .ppeared, «i; i v, li
a
Weil-selcclei.l tab;.* of contents makes a lieiightful holiday i-'Ue. The from i-pii ee, il, i-i>
tratiug Helen Ciia-p m. “Deem.
from a painting by II. Bo.ion Jou>. n.-raved
The

the

heating

The

cost

is estimat'd at

about

Shop
lam
tilroad does not
11» to
much headway. and v
r. ally feel tint
the present generation may die
without the
11 a liiiti,
sigh;.
i

n

-■

make

maii

ture in
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REPRESENTATIVES.
The Bucksport Clipper has obtained a list of all
the Senators and Representatives from that district. Bucksport and Verona—formerly YVetmore
Plantation—were represented bv: Samuel Little,
for the years 1S20.21-26; Samuel M. Pond, 1822-242.1-27 29-30. Senator in 1826; Abner Curtis, 1823;
Manley Hardy, 1*31; Sewall Lake, 1832 34 36 40;Moody Pilsbury, 1*33 3.5-37-41; Samuel Hinks, 1838;
David C. Homer, 1839; John Lee, 1842-43; Rufus
Buck, 1844-1*5.5; SylvanusT Hinks, 1845 46-63-64 697(». Senator, 1-72; Nathan White, 1847-48; Constant
li. Abbott. 1-p.i; Daniel li. Hall, 1850; Alonzo Colbv, 1851-52; .John Silsby, 1853; John N. Swazey,
1*54-56, Senator, 1859; Theodore C. Woodman, 18575s.r»6-67, speaker of tin* House in L-68; Alfred D.
Darling, 1*59-60; John li. >herman, 1-61 62; Nahum
T. Hiil, 1*0.5 77 7*. x nator, 1**0 *2; Avery II. Whitmore, Verona. 1*71-72, Senator, 1*73-71; John Went*
worth, 1*73-74. Ambrose White, 1*75-76. Senator,
1*77; Cleveland C. Homer. i87'-»;Huy W. McAlister,
1*80 *1-82. Senator, 1 *-3*6; Parker Spofford, 1*8384; Albert II. lienn, 1**5-6. Twelve of the above
are dead, viz.
Little, Pond, Curt!*, Hardy, Lake,
Pilsbury, Samuel Hinks, David K. Homer, Lee,
Buck. Nathan White and Swazey. Buck.-port lias
furnished -i\ senators; viz.; Pond, Swazey, Hinks
>. T.,
Ambrose While, Hill, McAlister. Samuel
M. Pond served the longest, seven terms as representative, and one as senator. Sylvanus T. Hinks
comes next, having nerved -i\ term.-as representative. and one as senator. Mr. Hinks is now the oiliest living representative, he having been elected In
1845, forty years ago.
m

ture as well as in agricultural, mechanical and
business pursuits. In both art and literature,
it may be said, Maine has already scored some

;

CKSPORT’S

50.

Legislative Reunion.

The

Literature.
Ashes for Flame, and Other Poems.
By Caroline Dana Howe. A Maine book by
a Maine author is
always welcome to our table,
for the Journal aims to record the progress
and successes of our people in art and litera-

»

dejectedly
wallet, rath-

in court : never.
I passed a fortnight on the Hluegrass
farm last summer
1 used to go to school
w all Web
and the .second evening 1 was
then- an angular-looking woman drove
up to the door and asked to; Mattie.

Statistics.

EVIDENCE OF THE PROGRESS AND PROSPERITY OK THE PINE TREE STATE.

“And \et,” said Lawyer i'latteree,
rising to her feet and transfixing as it
were, the witness with just the daintiest
forefinger with its rosy tip clouded with
a gloom of ink, “and yet—look at the
jury -yousay you saw tlie light distinctly, from the time Mr. Hluegrass was
stiuek from the load of hay and knocked
to the ground by a rock hurled by tins
ruffian Whiteman ? You say you clearly and distinctly saw this light, and even
recognized the men and heard their
voices across a ten acre held ? You

begun
saw

State

DECEMBER

1

|
!

j

j

\

|

The North American Review for December
niay bi called an historical number, both from
its topics and its contributor*. It opens wall
an articie by ( olonel Fred Grant, emit led “II dIcekas Injustice to Grant.'’ This article explains how 11 a I leek so misrepi esented General
Grant, afn-r the capture of Fort Done Ison, that
General MiClellan authorized his arresi !
li is
an extraordinary revelaiion and is told almost
in
extracts
from dispatches, nianv
exclusively
of which were suppressed, (iov. Ireland. of
Texas, describes the progress of that Slate.
“Motley and Monarch” is a prose poem on Lin-,
coin, by Colonel Ingersoll. h is a marvelous
bit of rhetoric. “Rome and the Inquisitions”
is a learned Catholic defence of the eh
of
cruelty against these ecclesiastical tribunals—
outside of Spain. Gen. Fry, iu his “Acquaintance with Grant,” describes the cadet life of
the future “General of the Army.” and vindicates Gen. Kit/-.John Porter.
S. Dana il Non
gives a rejoinder to the "liver >y mposiuin of the
November number. Israel Green, the Lieumutenant who struck .John Brown in the f-i.e
with his saber alter he was down, tells his version of the H arper's Kerry affair.
Senator
Boutwel! and (ien. Kosecraus contribute two
articles—oil Johnson’s piot and on Grant’s
mistakes, which arc too important to discus* in
a paragraph.
Mr. Rice, the editor, contributes
the closing article on “A Disfranchised People,”
which, he claims, the citizens of Delaware arc.
The superb Christmas (December) number
of The Art Amateur contains a charming portrait study in ten colors by J. Carroll Beckwith, the first of a series of colored studies by
leading artists, to be published during the coming year. Notable among the other contents of
this attractive number are six tloral designs
and four bird designs for screen decoration, a
fourth page of pieasing figure >kt tclies by
Editb Scanned, the tirst of a set of cup and
saucer decorations (wood sorrel), some useful
designs for repousse brass work, a page of
Christmas suggestions, another of monograms
(in 1), numerous studies of cherubs and intants, a line figure of a cavalier for panel decoration, four doily designs (fruits) and a pro-

ecclesiastical embroidery designs for
eases, alms bags, book markers and a
together with ample descriptive "ext.
New features begun in this number are a > ries
of articles on (lower painting in oils; “Talks
with Amanda” on difficult art terms (starting
with chiaroscuro), and a very practical and
interesting department of amateur photography.
Illustrated articles of special interest are those
fusion of
sermon

stole,

Burne-Jones as a decorator, hints concerning drapery, Aube's faience sculpture, and hall
decoration. The Art Amateur covers every
department of its broad field in the most
thorough and admirable manner. The marvel
is that so much of interest and value to art
students and art lovers can be afforded for the
low price of 3T» cents a number or £4.00 a year.
Montague Marks, Publisher, 23 Union Square,
New York.
on

Prohibition

,

ppdiidh
t*tiding v. r ;
Th**

!:
••

that has declared

Li-etions
eoiu

ti.-s.

a;
un

sot.

!

I

‘n

::l

Georgia.

i- gradually
\n?;:* >’ate.
flu* last aunty
Id prohibbiou is Hancock.
a to lie held in s- \ ■•! ii t»f her
li in.*are that all of them,
two* \ceptiuns, will result
-io

perhaps.-1
?a\or.ibiy f •. prohibition.

with

M"ie than threr-fourths of the counties of
tin > ale Ii t\ \ohdout whiskey, and there is
not one of tli.-m that is not richer and more
prosperous fo; ds action. In e\ cry one of them
tin people ar
happier and more industrious,
and there i' !es crime and pauperism than
there ever was I). fore. The proliihition movement in the Slate lets grown rapidly, because
wherever it has been adopted its benefits have
at once become apparent,
[Savannah News.
Since the above article was printed an election has been held in Fulton county, in which
Atlanta is situated, and prohibition was carried
U40. There was great exciteelection and the resuit was celebrated with torch-light processions and bon
tires. The prohibitionists do not intend to stop
here but will continue t push the movement.

by

a

majority

ment over

Fish

of

the

Fishing. South Dior Isle tishing
hauled up for the winter. The
past season has been very unsuccessful for
nm-t of them. Schooner Melissa 1>. Robbins is
high line. Iler net stock i- 7,500 barrels. The
crew shares were Si^S.tlo each.Tin Maine
Fi>h Commissioners intend to place 100,000 saland

vessels have

in the Kennebec river next year and as
in the Saco. The operations of the commissioners have been very successful the past
mon

many

vear.Fight thousand pounds of fresh hadwere brought into Fastport by one vessel
recently.At a meeting of tishing men of

dock

Portland Nov. doth to consider the protection of the tishing interest, a memorial to Conwhs drawn up protesting
against any
treaty arrangement or legislation which would
admit Canadian tish into American markets free
of duty. The report of the mackerel packers
in Portland this year is 79,477 barrels, anil only
S7"> barrels were caught in Fnglish waters. A
committee was appointed to consider the matter
of early south tishing and report.

gress

The following resignation was forwarded to
President Cleveland by a soldier who lost his
left leg in battle :

By your request, Sir Grover,
L hereby resign,
All effects turning over
Save this wooden leg of mine;
And if reform demands it,
It, too, 1 will turn in.
think that 1 can stand It
Four years upon one pin.
“An offensive partisan”—you bet lhatl am one
For 1 went with the boys when the war first
I

begun.

And followed the starry banner when Grant
and Sherman led.
Till Jetty through the solid south In petticoats
had fled.
As to how and when l voted, to you it matters
not.

But 1 11 say by way of parting, 1 voted as 1 shot.

Maine
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Matters.
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REPUBLICAN JOURNAL

OVER THE STATE.

BELFAST, THURSDAY,
.NtiS

DECEMBER

11ANKS.

The aiinu.il report of Slate Hank Kxaminer
hards of the eomlition of the savings banks
i;
1 trust companies of tliis state, is an interesting statement.
the deresso l state of business during the last
year,
hr inerease of deposits in our savings banks
has gone steadily on.
Tile inerease for the
ar has been £'J,]!*7.7'i4.NS.
The number of
1
positors of sums less than sr»oo has inereased
with a gain to the average balance of
£‘-'.*d. The increase of the number of depositors of more than £500 each is 20d0.
The increase of deposits ipartly the result of industry and savings, and partly i- due to the
dull times which have sent the money of large
depositors into the savings banks beeause the
state of business has not been favorable to investments elsewhere. The increase of the number of small depositors shows, however, that
the poorer elass of our people have eoulinued
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CHARLES A. PILSRURY.Editor.
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A New Dress for the Journal.
The next issue of the Journal will have a new
dress of type from the widely known Boston I
Type Foundry, so justly celebrated for the i
beauty of its desigus and durability of the faces.
The same sizes of ty pe now in use—minion and
nonpareil—have been selected, the pressure

]

upon

the iast

DEATH OK

WELL

A

have continued and
1

haniel lv. Wing, for thirty-tive years one of
editors an i proprii tors of tin Watt rv file
Mai., died at Ills
sidem e in Waterville Dec.
2.
The deceased was sixty-uine years old.
His UR ns In en one of remarkable industry
and usefulness
Hewa«a eoiisisjent Kbristlan.
an advocate of tem| erance in all things, and
nn earnest friend of evnv measure tending to
elevate and improve the communitv in whieh
bt lived.
He leaves m ven children aud a large
circle of friends to mourn Ins loss.
tie

IN

».

Bi--et ha- leaded

lot

a

accomplished draughtsmen ami seven of
wood-engravers have expended
the resources of their art.
Comparisons are odious, as we all know, and we shall not indulge in
them by comparing this illustrated edition of a fa-

the

on

be, published during the present season, we
should give the others the
go by, and select this,
not merely as the most to our
special taste, but as
one of the noblest and
greatest poems in the whole
range of English poetry. It is not the fashion to
admire Byron now, and it is the fashion to pretend
to admire Wordsworth.
One may admire both
without instituting comparisons between them, ami
for Wordsworth’s sake they never should be instituted, for the author of Peter Bell was a poet of
one order and the author of Childe Harold
was a
poet of another ami a much higher order, as every

to

cle upon “Traders and Dickerers,” and “The Wandering* of a Political Jackass.” The Journal appear* to be getting its eyes open to the character of
the men who lead the Democracy in this State and

Said Simple Simon to the spoilsman
“You and I must share!”

rcsiler of

:

our efforts to make the Journal an acceptable local newspaper, dev Med to Maine interests, and to the interes
of this county and
sta tion in particular, have met with substantial
encouragement, as well as words of cheer, and
that our new dres** marks the dose of an ex-

popular government in Maine collap.
j -ed.overthrow
|
No appointment which has been made in

Pillsbury

when the

conspiracy

to

Washington could

cause

among those of both
A

Message.

more genuine surprise I
parties who know Mr. Harden.

Washington special

|

to the Boston Journal says

Editor

Bass, of Maine, is here. He 16 evidently apprehensive as to the confirmation of some of the i
Maine nominees. Other Maine Democrats here j

to

ropriate reference

can

left Maine with Mr.

frankly express the opinion that Chase will be de- |
feated, and perhaps Pratt, but they hope to save i
Pillsbury. If, as seems probable, the Maine and
Massachusetts Senators unite, all Democratic nomi-

We can only give h
rits of the document.
Irief synopsi* of its contents in this issue. Ap-

nees

connected with the Gareelon matter will goby
It is very possible, too, that some of the

the board.

made to the death of Vico
President H- ndricks. and then State department matters are taken up. Our foreign rela,

Journal,

i«

nominations with which Mr. Chairman Brown, of
the Maine Democratic .State Committee, has had

something to do, may he rejected. Mr. Brown, just
continue friendly. The President assumes now, is
resting under a sort of Administration boytli. responsibility for the unwise appointment cott.
;
;
of Kcile) as Minister to Austria and attempts
The
that

to

tions

Chairman Brown has been mak-

report

defence of that ex-diplomat.
Hr touches
upon the Central America war, gives his reasons for w ithholding the Nicaraguan 1 r» aty, and
*ays tlie claims of citizen* of the Cnited Stales
by reason of losses in tho late military operalions of Chili in Peru and Bolivia are the subject of negotiation for a claims convention with
< hili. proi iding for t heir submission to arbitration. 11" denounces the recent assault upon the
Chinese in \YDoming Territory and urges that
justice be meted out to the offenders. Attention
is called t1 tiie report of the agent who has
searched the record*of the French prize Court*
a

n

J

ing money out of office-brokerage

at

ton

despatch his plan of operation

after this fashion

appointment
a

letter
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|

Washington, |

has been renewed within the past few
given a wide circulation. According to a
was

After he had found

days

and

Washing-

something
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that

city schools
weeks vacation.

In

an

determined upon he would write
this effect:
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M. Street,

Vicinity.

close
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I

j
j
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in this

18th, for

n

city.

j

over.

empty

no

four

Like the heads of its conductors it is too
for that.

his house last week ami
to last all winter.

now

skunk in the cellar of

has

perfumery enough

as

winter weather

Moody, postmaster

to

Belmont,
the Depart-

a

corner

of

was

Is

loaded

with

Lost Nation

i\ m.

The

John

lk.

1.

lenient

Friday last week.

on

of

this

town

He lias been

of

out

health for years and a! last died with consumpHr suffered much in the last few weeks and
I longed for the time to home when he should iv
and he at

II. L.

I’ayaon has repaired u
house this fail-Pr -f. Wyman ha* been
Miing
the school districts of this t -w n with his Par o
ama ^how” and lecturing at the antm; ilm\\ id
Knights and Mayo Clement have returned from
Massachusetts where they have been at work.
Chas. Penney is very sick with typhoid fe\ei
The revival meetings at the Centre closed last
rest...

I

j

|

horses from the
Attention

is

same

Daniel Perkins, .Joseph M. Hutching*, Loander A
Snowman, I'riah H. Lracli, Calvin Leach. Nmdi F
Norton, Isaac IC Goodwin, William IIutrhin-s,
John P. Haney-Dee. Nth, Mr. Freeman Leach
Shot a famous buck w ith antlers, tlm meat weighing 14o lbs-Herbert Wood Leach repeated, the
?dory of his voyage In the Jeanette to a small an ience in the Baptist church... At tltc annual eV
lion in Rising Star Lodge F A A. M., the following
officers were chosen Dec. 3, iss.»: Beniamin 11.
Waller
Coshmau, M.; F. Homer Hutchings, -v W
J. Creamer, J W.; l«rael P. Gvlndall, •sec’y ; CyruK. Bridges, s. D.: Samuel Leach, s. D ; Thomas
X. Mitchell, J D.
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ing celebrated its Huh anniversary last August. It
i- eiii* of tin* kind tb it has come to stay, and reports
117 members the last quarter-M. J. Dow, Counsellor, lately instituted Greenwood Lodge at Mariaville, at.d Young Hero Lodge at E. Eddington, and
thoroughly canvassed western Hancock. He may
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but tin Inference Is the schooner went ashore
entertainment at the Grange ball,
>'ti Tuesday.
The captain has been Informed to do | Thanksgiving
I consisting of declamation.*, recitations, dialogues
the best he can under the circumstances.
Ar,., Intersperse 1 with music, vocal and instrumcnMr. W. 11. Harris, at the .Jewett farm, Belfast,
; tal, was largely attended.

|

..f ia\.

■

bad

a

display

better

and their store is

dazzling

go toward a sol-iier’.* monument.... Mi.-s Ceorgie
Colson has her store full of ( hristmas goods ami a
new lot of millinery etc... .< >ur traders all seem to

with

—

—

From the

through the Sound.

bound

business will be continued by W. M. Parse.
stage and scenery which
play_B. F. Ward
Capt. Nelson Smart and ( apt. W. II. Park were
1
ground UK) bushels drawn to serve as traverse jurors at tin J un
ary
Daniel Gordon Is to teach1 term of court.

a new

school in Dlst. No. 0 nnd will
begin next Monday if
l,e Is able. lie was to have opi ned Inst
Monday
but Ids health would not admit.

|

ami red wood from

salt

Bonarlo fur New Y i*rk.

—

«

died

|

Condon, stating tlmt sell. Fred A. ane, of this
city, was ashore on Morris Beach, Rhode Island,
and that she was in a dangerous position. The

j

...

Montvii

Sen. Fred A. Carle Ashore. I)r. Brooks received a telegram on Tuesday, from Capt. It B.

■

-'

|

ibis

■

|

;

ed.

Carle

titled with

will add to the interest of the
raised this year from
acres .f

Admission

..

He has proj used to set

Little Kivcr.

at

cargo of lun lur

a

*».

light extinguished.

on

discharged

Nickerson's wharf.

on

t.eo
\V Hammons Is loading •«c|i. I »rl*•
<«en. James A. Hail, of Damnrls' otta, special
iih
agent
speaker before farmers assemblies. Dec. M
W""d for Koeklai I.
lie h.a> a large gang of el <»j.
for Maine for the Soluble pacific (.uauo, is estabspeaks at Klngfield before the Franklin County
on
the
lot
of
D.
>
pers
Mr.
recently purchased
lisldng agencies In ti l* locality_\. D. MathewFarmers Institute, on “Farm Wastes,” ami he has
I
ma n.
fl>rs fils (louring mill for sah at a bargain_W
been invited to address the
Bornological Society,
loam that the renowned .Jim Twltchell, the tempi rAn aeccpta ie
(dirisimas present
s
frit
at Augusta.
stice apostle, of Montvllle, has his
arspo;
eye on all the abroad -and no town ha- more than
Freedom. Prof. J. c. Whitten’s services have
would be a vear’s subscription. t«. the Kepubn an
'dder venders In this vicinity_Less business is
been procured for Christmas eve, Dec. -24th, at I
done In this place this fall than during any j Journal.
Grange Hall-The young people of the village | being
fall for a number of years. Christmas Is near and
There w!d he a d' nati mi pai
for ;in* c i,enr «u
will give an entertainment at Grange Hall for the
;: the universal
cry Is, no money to buy presents_
the pa*t'*r at the church at North Searsport, on
purpose of liquidating the debt on the church or- 1
The most sensible Christmas present that you can
U. v. Mr. Haskell will
Thursday e\citing, I).-'
gnn. It will consist of a farce, “Thirty Minutes
make your family is a certificate of membership in
dellwr e. temperam e |«> t,.re >n !h.,t i-vi mug
for Refreshments,” an allegory, music and mirth.
the Maine Benefit Assoelation f
$2,(Hie d"ll:u-. I
The ehildren ..f the To- g. 'Cab..nth »*huo| >ent
Give them a good house—The literary entertaini.o Johnson, agent ...In the list ot the
living' b -x of presents this week to tie \r,v U st Mrln
mem in the lodge last
Saturday evening by Miss members of the Maine
dished in t h.
Legislature
pul
at Morgan City, t rail, win re Mi*- Mvtie I•.
Annie J. Hillings was very good ...F. TV. Gnwen
•Journal last week, the names of A. A. Brown,
a former member of this
is engaged
lias gone to Clinton and Vnssalboro to fir. lecture
p
Liberty, 1883 and B.
Hatch, Morrill, sane- year, big
•"tiporit mi in-t C.v r T tn \ meiiran k\|u *•-.
engagement* before the holidays.. .Rev. 11 I\ ; were omitted.
•>., very generously franked tfie bo* through
Gardner's discourse, last Sunday on “The rich man
».,•
Lincolnvii.t.K
We had our first snow storm
and Lazarus” was very Interesting.
eoinpaiiy’a lines.

property on each side of Northport avenue if Howard Murphy will do the same
on his land.
Improvements of this sort not only
benefit the property thus Improved, hut add to the
allinctiveness of our city, and should lie encouragtree-

repairs

he

Mr. E. D. Iiurd, who during the past season
greatly improved the grounds of his cottage in
Northport, will make improvements on the Bard
homestead

l y

con

as a

majority of the contributors
moved farther down Spring street. Before

ordered the

•<

|

will be

success.

Mr. Arthur I.

the

to

4

cargo of

a

Butnam.

•Sch. Marmoria has
for

ship

Baker A Shales have loaded sch.-J. A Ponder,
The members of Say ward Lodge
with hay for Boston the past week.
preparing to present the Drama “Ten Nights In ; Jr.,
Putnam & Parse have dissolved partnership, rise
Barroom,” to the pi.bllc on Christmas. The hall

a

Bros., j
the enterprising clothiers
Lawrence, Mas*. They
are Waldo county
hoys and the .Journal is proud of

The post was first located at the
High and spring streets, but as It was

satisfactory

at

A. J. Nickerson has received
sch. *Vm.

of in-

was a case

carpenter in

as

A. Nichols.

are

We have received the holiday number of Blrknell Bros.’ Advertiser, issued by Bleknell

the removal the mayor was consulted amt gave Ids
Since then the finance committee has
consent.

1

j

will leave Boston

located there.

1

■

6.30.

at

think it

some

Lucy

Locals.

Cyphers has gone

Thorndike.

thought It

closing of the river the Boston boats will |
Wlntcrport on the day advertised at it a. si., !
Bucksport 11 a. m., and Belfast 1.30 i>. m. They

fish market.

begin next Tuesday
at the Belfast Opera House.
Music by
indebted to F. W. Angler, Ass’t (Jen. Sanborn’s orchestra of nine pieces. None admitted
Passenger Agent Brunswick and Western Railway, after the first night without tickets. Tickets may
for a report on the Improvement at the mouth of i la; obtained at the iloor or of > O.
even when It is most careless which no other
White.
English poet except Shakespeare ever attained, and it the St. Johns river, Florida.
A gentleman who recently called at the home of
is refreshing to turn from the finickiu,
Mr. Ben Hazeltine has oi ene l an
elaborate,
Mrs. Sophia Tenney in Northport Informs the
up town ofrococo, make-believe verse of the present period to liee in the store of F. H. Frauds, in Howes’ new
Journal that he found the lady, who lsS4 years obi,
his manly and magnificent poetry. He is at bis block, which has a
telephone connection with his drawing in a web for weaving blankets. She was
I
greatest, we think, in the third and fourth cantos of place of business at the waterfront.
doing the work without glasses, and lie thought U
Childe Harold, who as an ideal creation was
fitly
Tramps dress better than usual this fall, and an incident worth chronicling.
described by Shelley as the Pilgrim of
Eternity, some profess to be lecturers. As the cold weather
The Western Union telegraph Co. has leased the
llow nobly be wrote let a couple of stanzas show
comes on they come Into town and a
larger number rooms in Howes m»w block over the store of F. II.
O Home! my
country! city of the soul!
than usual have been in our jail of late.
The orphans of the heart must turn to thee,
Francis, and the wires will soon be moved to the
Eone mother of dead empires: and control
new quarters.
These are Tory pleasant rooms and
Mr. George K. Brackett of this
city, will write
In their shut breasts their petty
misery.
What are our woes and sufferance? Come and see
biographies of the late W. 11. .Simpson, editor of the change will be an agreeable one. The telegraph
ofliee \\n formerly in the old building on the same
The cypress, hear the owl, and plod your
tin* Republican Journal, Mr.
way
Lyndeand Mr. WheelO’er steps of broken thrones and temples, ve!
er, late of the Bangor Whig, to be read at the next site. The new building is now all rented.
Wiiose agonies are evils of a day—
A world is at our feet as fragile as our
meeting of the Maine Press Association.
Monday was a very busy day for the Police
clay.
•Judge. He held a term of civil court In the foreIf the next drunken tramp who
The Nlobe of nations, there she stands
to
proposes
enjoy noon
Childless and crownless in her voiceless woe;
disposing of several < ascs, tried three tramps
the freedom of Belfast will send word that he is
An empty urn within her withered hands,
from Burnham, heard a ease of drunkenness, did a
coming “Mr. Smith” will probably be at home to
Whose holy dust wa scattered long ago;
little brokerage business, listened to an eloquent
The Scipios’ tomb contains no ashes now ;
receive him. The last visitor of this
description
The very sepulchres lie tenantless
pica for the pardon of a prisoner at the Belfast
had so goon a time that we are
expecting the whole
Of their heroic dwellers; dost thou flow
jail, and in the afternoon presided at a murder
Old Tiber, through •. marble wilderness?
fraternity will take the place in.
trial.
Uise, with thy yellow waves, and mantle her disThe older people of Belfast wdl remember Don* !
I
tress !
Cut Ki n Notes. The subject of Rev. J. A. Boss’
ids King, who for many years was a
The illustrations in this beautiful edition ol
helper about
Miuday morning lecture at ttic North church will
Childe Harold are not in the fantastic art manner the old American House when that hotel was kept
be “The Perpetuity of the Church or Christ.”.
II. V I aneaster. For ten years Dennis has
of the period, but are conceived and executed in by
The subject of itev. W. 11. Williams Sunday afterbeen a wanderer, but is now safely moored at the
the good,old-fashioned, manly style that characternoon sermon at the M. E. church will be "< hrlst's
alms’ house In this city. He is 7b years of age.
ized the best days of drawing and engraving.
Promise of Exemption from Death,” as contained
The
front
was
plate glass
put Into Arnold Harris’ in .John 11. -i!....TheM. E. society will publish a
They are for the most part beautiful, and when
No.
7G
Main
street, last week, and is a decidthey do not reach that ideal excellence they are in store,
paper Christmas week entitled "< hrlstmas Bells
ed improvement. The interior will be improved to
nil cases picturesque and intelligent. There are no
and New Years Call.
with
the
exterior.
Over Hie doors and
crotchets in them, for the artists who made them correspond
on Spring street complain of the acin
windows,
front, is a handsome iron moulding, i The people
were content to ilustratc the text in the direct
The other stores in Hie same block will be retnod- I tion of the city in not lighting the lamp recently

out

We

On the

are

it

artificial leg.

picnic supper will be served

their

Searsport
E. S.

cendiarlsm. Mr. Nickerson was moving out and is
alleged to have had trouble with his father.

20 ets., children 10 ets.

than the

more

The old folks assemblies will

.•

1

Fast

evening

ns a

|

A

been

has been converted Into

above.

chimney, although

leave

■

1

at

lie says his time is worth

has

not

Main

on

Unitarian society will give a parish party at
Belfast Opera House, Thursday evening, Dec. 10th.

The saloon keepers have begun to realize that
County Attorney Rogers means business aid in
anticipation of the coming term of court are more
circumspect in their sales of liquor. One saloon

Mansur has been appointed postmaster at
place of F. L. Palmer, removed. Mr.
was a model postmaster, and was removed
because he Is a Republican.

has sold Ids saloon

The

suggested that the discontinued
street, off from Church and adjoining the recent
purchase of T. B. Dlnsmore, with a portion of the
hitter’s land, would make a good site for the public
library.

Palmer

It.

city, to M. R. and Clarence Knowlton.

of the trio had an
worthy of an item.

j office.

Monroe in

Dodge

use

a

was ou

to-day forward his resignation

ment.

it

E.

Unity without

Mr.

William

R. F.

We

Manley

street. In this

;

nal than from all the letters I receive.”

J

letter from

a

signature, and therefore cannot

very cold.

was

will

Searsmont. The house, ell, barn and out-buildL. Nickerson, in this town, were
entirely
consumed on Saturday morning. A quantity of
hay,
one yearling bull, tv.'o
hogs and one horse, etc.,
were destroyed.
The premises were insured. It
is thought the fire originated from a
spark from the

ings of K.

We have received

Rockland, and

county shipmaster in sending Ids subscription writes: “I get more news from the Jour-

Capt. Ryan has discontinued his packet business
between Belfast and Boston for the season, and
bis vessel has gone into winter
quarters.

whole, the effect thev have upon the mind is j useful article was invented by Oeo. K. Brackett, >*f
Falls.
s"tne of those who received these letters, mostly
for evidence hearing on the claim* of American
one of simple, serene loveliness.
And they have a ! Belfast, and their manufacture is now carried on
Mr. Henry W. L ud, a pr<»iiiin« n N* w York
fourth class postmasters, are angry, and showed
ei:,/*‘i
for
committed
lsul.
spoliations
priorto
shij ping merchant, tilt tl at hi- resid< nee in
quality which we miss in much of the black and \j by him in thisdty. Among Maine hotels using tills
the
letters.
One
of
the
letter,
given
import
above,
Brooklyn. Sunday. Mr. I. md was a native of IP. grei is expressed that the American hog i* is
white work of to-day—they will bear looking at ! arrangement are Hotel North, Augusta, and the
said to be now on file at the White House, and
Orrington. Me.
more than once. They should be studied as Childe i l ulled States Hotel, Portland.
practically < .v lmied from France as well as ab- Mr. Stevenson, Assistant Postmaster
1 {oil. s. s. Brown, of Watervilie. has i., en
is
General,
*■•: itcly fr>on Dorman).
Austria and other
Harold should be read, over and over again. [R.
The prospectus of Forest & stream, a V w York
confined to hi- lnm*e by a sev-re eolti. and
d"°te I as saying that any Democrat who has obH. Stoddard.
Tiie Pnshlent recommends that
threatened with pie-urn mia, l*u' was a Utile countries.
sporting paper, in enumerating the good things to
'lined an office by paying for it will be removed. 1
b* iter Thurstiay.
A
CHARMING
“Jl'VKNILK.”
Congress provide for the appointment of n coin- i If Mr. Brown is guilty, as alleged, Mr. Stevenson
appear in lSSfi, mentions the “Cruise of the Pilitlers of 1
Mr. d. I>orm’»n, one of the pioneer
“Davy and the Goblin” is one of those examples grim, a delightful description of a summer
mission In w liich the governments of the United
has taken the best course to protect him, for no t
voyagAroo-took. died at Ashland la*l week, aged To.
of juvenile literature that make middle-aged people
ing on the Atlantic in the cutter yacht Pilgrim, by
Mate* and (ir at Britain shall he respectively
an
a leading citizen of Pr-sMi V. A.m-iP
postmaster would he likely to “squeal’ and so lose I
wish
they had not been born—until twenty years W II. Winslow.” This will Interest our people,
que Is,. on Tue-tlay, agei. d2.
: represented,
charged with the consideration b..th his money and his office. The Portland Press ! later. As a
A committee of 'lie city c-mn-il of Bangor
sequel to “Alice’s Adventures in Won- as l»r. Winslow made Belfast his headquarter*
sa\> the matter is to bo
and s. tticni’ iit upon a just, equitable and honinvestigated, and in the derland,”
has made a report op; o-ing the proposition to
(and where is the child who has not while cruising.
s»*h the Bangor and Pi-cataquis railroad for tin' orable basis '.f ili- nil re question of the fishing <nrne article makes this statement: “Some months grown
round-eyed over that delightful work?) Mr.
Wlmt purports to be a telegram from Belfast to
-" at a meeting of the Democratic State committee
l>ric« tbr- <1 by tin* Maim < eniral.
| ( harlcs
rights of i!!t- two goveinnmiii*. and their re- tii.
E. Carryl has given to his young admirers the Portland
Press concerning the suspb-lousdeath
IPn-kiind p*'t»o wan? the signal station in
charge was made that it had cost a postmaster 1
;('t'
.f th*' United
a perfectly
that city changed to a geuerai -iailon and the spective *‘it’z< n*. >n the
charming story in "Davy and the Gob- j in Jackson, was taken verbatim, without credit,
in a large town on the Kennebec $300 to get his of. !
.•hisignal ofh r i- vvb dig if the city wiL Sintr* and British North Ameli a. Ib also foe, this sum
1 lin.” Wedded to language suited to the comprehen- j from
the Republican Journal.
It represented a
being paid for Influence. This charge
sion of young readers is found subtle, brightest wit 1
pureha- tb .t iiiperat, ia dag-.
I recommend* earl) a.•lion on the commercial
Keen repeatedly published, and never,
ride of 32 miles on a cold day, serving on a coronpublicly of an order to be
Mr. Ibd situ rett. Ifaehei at tl.e S'a*. Prison,
i er’s
children
of
a
by
irea
with
enjoyed
Mexico.
II
larger
f-»v-r>
an
increase
of
a»
y
least, denied.” We are Informed that a recently
?,i:
jury, and returning home dinncrlcss to write
lifts b i-i
photographs qdo-n ■>!' the interiThere are bits of delicious play upon
.iii' S in lie consular service.
or of tin- prison, and e-mP inpiatr- tinThe tariff appointed postmaster in Waldo county paid a like growth.
up a hurried account with lingers benumbed with
reje:rasuch
as “Butterscotchmen,” the “Giant
words,
tion -d' an il'u-lrab tl ieetur. upon life in the ■question is raihr
‘■old, and surely this is a case where credit was due.
gingerly touched, but it is sum f’*r his office.
Underfill,” &c. And the verses which are scattered
prison
Democratic office-seekers and brokers are con1th
vvithii
tions **a it rtain reA very pleasant affair occurred at .Mathews
It i- \p« '• d tha» iiu M 11 < ■•iigrcs-.-o; : sug£
this
narrative
are
such
as
cast
!
through
fascinating
in Washington. A special to the PortBros, sash and blind factory in this city on .Saturdelegation will return '•> Main- -luring tin* H- ;- duction shouid hi- in i-.« m die silver qim*- gregatir.g
Mother
Goose’s
inane
far
into
the
shade.
nd Advertiser ss.ys : Editor Bass, of
jingles
nMain*
p;v-» e* at
1-lay IP ■•••—. -o aBangor, is
on th
Pr «; ! *ni
! »lay afternoon. Alter the mill shut down the work*jh mi **:ind a* in h:s
L- gislativ IP tin
dan. dth.
1-nosing Edmund Wilson, who Isa candidate for Take, for instance, Mother Hubbard’s song:
i »»en gathered at the stairway when Mr. 1). T.
letter publish- d < for. V ;
g hi* seat, squarely
“I
had
an
(iranite for the new < rot on aqueduct. New
educated
•Hector of Thomaston, but Mr. Wilson says that
pug,
Guptill, in behalf of the proprietors and workmen,
Ills name was L'omniv Jones;
York. i- being -tupped ft. m < Binder'- >or.*' r« coimiicndirg :h r : •;! t-t th. vTing act of
will l.e appointed. Ex-Mayor Gregory and A.
He lived upon the parlor rug,
| presented Mr. Chester Kavanah with a silver easm
h-.s
Fast 1
Pd* h\ which i!..
in.ig- <.j til.UOO.Uiio per v Rice are helping Mr. Wilson. G. W.
Exclusively on bones.
tor. Mr. Kavanah, a workman in the mill, was
Berry is on 1
urn d to niv-Mb",imp worth of nrd< r.- ami i- r*
I
*
mnuth i* mad" compn --my.
*
ij*. *'.ys:
*
*
*
*
hau l for the Koeklnnd post office, ami A. McNlchol
ai-o -retired tin
ntr n ! for fund-bit g tin
recently married and the gift was a token of the
“And
when
1
ventured
out
one
:•
Th'.aiding of ; d In* .o:a a*.iy :gun. , "■aids the Calais collcctorship. E. N. O'Brien is at
day.
granite f- r tin- Pitt-.-urg P-.M UtilI esteem of his fellow workmen.
To order him a coat,
Wln-n th;' lime* com. that gold ha-, bm o with- [ the capital
-I amt
-It I*
ill 1. 1 r-op iMiP
i.
looking for the Waldoboro collector- j
1 found him, in his artless way,
lrav\ n from
Be Fired ai Them. Two men, evidently tramps,
at ion. t! en " ill lie a] part nt
:
i;
S
M
I
Careering on a goat.”
ship.
net betw, cii tin i-.alvahh of a silver
la-t week. IP had b-en i for a b>ng time. lie dilb
The book is full of the most engaging conceits, j attempted to enter the house of Simeon Staples, on
dollar
and
a
dollar
1
two
in
>“d.
and
litcoins
in
t
; In-t:r-: d*at n
!e* pri'-'ii-in--- two.
Hi- w
the most entertaining episodes, the very refinement I Miller street,.Saturday at midnight. The men tried
will part company.
i i* sfil tin standard,
News ot the (ranges.
years ago tin* Pdthof in tuber, when i Ir! the
the doors and windows.which were fastened. The
of spontaneous and bubbling fun, and the mo«t |
■•f value ami !'ece*'ar) ill our dealing* \v i 1
m. (i org: murderer died.
Tv* annual meeting of the Maine State Grange
: noise aroused the inmates and Mr. Maples two
•<1 li*. r comitri1
ami win be ;*: n peemittiu ov-r i
.1,
Th It
Water Work* hav. c -t inThere are
fascinating absurdities Imaginable.
s ,,f ; '■liver
Bank- which have ‘■ubMituted g.id for i will la* held at Augusta Dee. 15th, 1885. Hotel
sons, Edwin A. and Walter, g'i up and patiently
mjO'U'OO. Overiigh mi
company
glimpses of the Arabian Nights, of ltobinson [
i:
laid, e-m-'stir.g of 127,000 i tin- d« -:o*it* of their cvstonicrs may pay tlr-m N.-rt.;, Couy House and Augusta House will board
waited for the tramps to enter. The would be
pi;-- hitv
of pirates, and of strange people and beasts, j
Crusoe,
!
"
Ith
sil\.
r
:.
*,.« :i gold, tmi* making
bought w
pi-re-. among which only be bpu.ks hava' redived rates, and the railroads will carry deleail treated in such a fresh and bewitching wny ns I burglars left, however, and as they were making
Ip.eh *;
Thor* vv ili *-ll
li’n<*d. TI.” pond fp-t vvn.eh tli-* water i- a hand*-mi. piotit.
off Edwin A. Maples stepped outside and fired
gates at one tare.
■in ir h i.ird-d go'd p
ip ;: p-iehhors \vb
to make “Davy and the Goblin” a mine of delight |
i: •-<; i
*•!>:. titl'd
ali eieVatioll ab-»v>* tie.* street-of
d ■■■■* at n ruinous
i’ lo Itquhintc tin ir fo»•
I two revolver shots at them, but without effect.
Tv
the it} of about .TOO feet
Dirigo Rural says of the twelfth annual 1 to e\ery intelligent child fortunate, enough to
open
More !un.- has !>**«*n n.anufa ured ill B ck- premium on silver, am m- iaboring men and se'- vii ot the >iate Grange to lie held at Augusta 1 its
Grand Army Notes. The following were electpages. To say that the copious illustrations
'and ti:e ; :t -1 y--.tr t
th \- a? iu-t preceding. m uin-n of tin* land. nio*i d-t, >• h ** of a!!, wili | n
ed officers of Thomas II. Marshall Post in this city,
next: “Every subordinate grange in I fully carry out the author’s ideas Is
rue-day
|
pretty high
find ihat a dollar reedv. .] foi ,vair- will d pie- j
Notvv i: hstauding this int-i iti manufacture
last Friday evening: <
v
>t*’ should endeavor, if possible, to be
W. llaney. Com.; I». T.
repre- ! praise, but not more than is merited. The book is
eiaip iii it* purchasing pow» p.
l-.oor cask- 1 !••-.- have b-eu ship]red over the
then ; the larger the delegation the better.
Guptill, m v. Com.; E/. Kiel Thomn«, J. V. Com.;
most attractively printed and bound.
Knox and Liu-.-n tiian d\n mg th-* preceding
Aticniic*n i* th*
iiroe?“d tn tlit Departmental !
A.
A. Ilnssan, Qtm. installation first Friday e»e:,A: m. -e annual gatherings, wisely and harmoni i
vear. and for that v- ar there vvafalling oil'
In the New York Mall, R. 11. Stoddard commends j!
*i;ift the
h'pori*. Tin Pr-- i a
-j»|
of H.ooo.
a-iy e.inducted, members gather and carry back | P as "a remarkable story, which in it* way is the j| ing in January, at which time a turkey supper will
;t-*i'.»: *ibi'ity for tin- indeb n«*ib!e
persecution i11 their several subordinate granges an inspiration
lie served-C. W. Haney and J. C. < ates, of this
\ perfection of what childish fantastic writing should !
tin- lioin of i. Imuud W;K a,, in--mb. i' *»i Hit -I '.a n I;- .-li from >■ e. w'him > so th
At tor- and enthusiasm that is
very valuable to the < irder.” ! be.” It is sold at $1.50, by Ticknor & Co., of Bos- city, drove to Freedom on Friday, where the forNational < oiiiiniffee. tin < rBrn n- and thj mer inspected Dana B. Carter Post of that town.
(ir-ii.
-[••-*
lie
with foriu-r Pre*idenis in ; Several members of Honesty Grange will attend ton.
ti*-)
Mi'.ir- s. displayed no
gnal of in-mruing :in'
The post hns a good hall and is prosperous,
wen-lay \b J’re-i u nt 11 «-nei; i< ks was laid to tv-1. advocating r.ainerca*- of tin- Nhvv. lb-speaks the "talc Grange at Augusta next week.
THE TRIANGULAR SOCIETY.
•- a a s'.
!i tin- vibage il -ated
Tie old.. Hag
of the urgent !•
i t \ <»t ring the .Supreme :
Waldo Co. Grange met with Victor Grange, i
Hoyt, Fogg & Donham, Portland, will publish ty-two of the 27 members were present at the ina b -V e
tile
! i" -ii in jb'.'dlf UC«. to tilC ( ourt in *ome wav from the
increasing pres- | "earsmont, Dec. *th. The day was (Inc and at- ! to day a Maine lx>ok for the holidays under the spection. On Tuesday evening Mr. Haney ir.spe.ctGovernor.
tendance good. Motor Grange is quite a young ! above title. A descriptive circular
| ed the Post at Liberty.
*.m- of 1'U-iin-ss. which has long been a
ui*e
says:
The iee nn n aa.t.g tin K nn* bee river arc beI ut
Is
The unique title of this volume suitably intro- I
Tim following from tlu* Whig would indicate that
nicely locatei*. in llic hull of
ginning to think of tin- harvest and are making of just complaint* b\ >uitois before this tri-j ijinugiduces a
ami original book. The plot i- at- |
neee —ary r» pail’- an ! [ lit !: g tin ii
the steamer Florence is to be continued on the Belquipincuts bunai. 1'oward the Indians h- favor* liberal I Mr. v.muel Hnzeltine. We found the ladles ante simple asunique
the plan of Chaucer’s C anterbury Tales, |
in ord- r.
deah r of Augn*ta
A
tiding ie'oni«, which is warmed by an open fire, extreme- or of Longfellow’s Tales of a
Wayside inn. lint fast and Castine route:
thinks that there will be a larger quantity har- and humane trea'menl, and a polio) which
ly comfortable. The Worthy Master was absent the scene Is not at an Inn, but in a Maine, house,
Cnpt. >. H Barbour, the Treasurer and General
v. -t.-d
than u-iiai. i\ ui it the -ea-on sliouhi i "ill make them self-siijq oiling and re*pon*i- i
hold; nor are the characters travellers and Manager of the Bangor A Bar Harbor Steamboat
and Worthy Overseer Bowen presided.
Nine ‘•hance
have !»ei n almo-t en.id. a- the in u-prove
hi- also to the e vil law. ami rm imneuds the
companions, but a mother and her two Company has just laid the keel fur a new steamer
Granges in Waldo Co. represented by delegates— children,—a daughter who finds employment in
tirely depleted of ;heir e mtent-.
for Bar llarb »r parties. She will lie completed in
Mr. dohll i*'. nasi of ,\i glistu. b is prepared appointment of six commissioners, three to be ali in a nourishing condition—also two In Knox a newspaper office, and a son still in school. readiness for next season’s business, and will be
a *'< u in a
Kami y it: Luglail-l ; d -tailed from tin* army, !
visi’ the Indians i Go. 1 *v Bro. and Sister Stone and Bros. Norwood and These three people relate their variuos adven- run a- a dailv freight and passenger boat between
.-_■} of The < hatures
at
home and abroad, and
sometimes
Mount Desert Ferr;., Bar liarhorand Isle an Jlaur.
t." It traces tin- family of ( In-- a*
and Ann ;
upon our reservations fr*m time to time.
McCurdy. The fifth degree was conferred upon cheat the long evenings by reading to one another She will be built in Oakes’ ward in Brewer. This
I
I
uni
articles
in
and
verse. This iittle reading club
prose
Dll
is
the twelfth steamer that Cnpt. Barbour has built
I he
1-t
siibjof
j:.-usl -hs la says if i* twenty-six duly elected members. Then followed is the Triangular Society, but its
ii. the United Mate- ami P.iTt-h Provnce- jproceedings oc- and he lias already gained a
reputation in this
vei
large.
Nearly ail of them an-descendants important that the roll# should he cleansed a fine recitation by Sister Dyer, select reading by cupy only about a fourth of the volume. The tuples line. He constructed all high
the boats which have
-it W
111. It. "Ill is «.]- Aqai.a ( ha-e.
William
McFarland and declamation by Bro. M. F. of tlic other chapters are as simple as those which
run on the Bangor A Bar Harbor route and it is
f all those who ip
frau l have secur- "i-ti
Alphonse Karr found in the famous tour around ; safe to say that there are no men on the const who
Chase vva- flic first <•! the name in the l idled
Gilmore. Recess of one hour for dinner, Victor
«'d a place then on.
The Pi\*i i. lit *a)s of
his garden, and they are handled with equal deliunderstand better the kind ot a steamer
Mate-.
Thi- family are heir- in the famous
patrons kindly furnishing us excellent tea and caev and skill. Perhaps the most marked charac- use on the rivers and “outside” than needed for
e-i
Law rein -T--wnley
,m.
polygamy that he would be glad to approve eofiV*e. The
capt. Barteristic
of the work is a subtle sympathy with the
j
meeting was again called together a
hour.
*
tain < I.-,irU'- Hall- i. a n-pccted eitiz u. of such furtln r dl*en et T
dependents of the family—the cat, the dog, the
gi-iaiioll as will rid the
i*. M.
Sister McFarland in behalf of Waldo Co.
Maii-ti* !. dm i on the 20’h insi. H vva- born j
even the mice and the caterpillars—a symflies,
Personai.. Mls« Hattie Gilmore and Miss Caruuniiy of this bio! upon il* fair tame and re- Grange presented Sister Bellows (their
in 1>
r Isle. Me., dune Id. l>2d. and ill early
sec’y) with | pathy which shows itself in a minute and accurate rie
Gilmore have gone to Jacksonville, Fla., on the
e »mnids that a law he ji.isscd to prevent the in* a handsome silver cake basket and
ufc wa- a -mu.
observation of their droll habits and interpretation
11 vva-employ ed by dohll
a
napkin
ring
their obscure motives. The book Is witty withsell. St. Johns, which sailed from this port last
i.in* ry «y (
a iong time,
emmanding some of porfad'-n of Mormon* Into 'hi* *•«.)untry. Men- a tok'-n of their appreciation. Sister Bellows was of
out
malice
and
humorous
without
coarseness—a
their finest v-*—ei- in tin- \\ est India and Ihiroweek-Mr. Charles Owens returned homo to Bellion is made of the magnitude ami value of the taken by surprise but responded with heartfelt delightful holiday present for young or old—and
iiui Haliet retired to a farm
peaii trades. <
fast last week after several weeks treatment in Mupage has some local touch which proclaims
in Mau.-ti- : 1 in 1-7’b and vva- thereafter called
agricultural interest. The President maintains thanks. The committee on time, place and prog- j every
it especially a Maine book.
Boston Eye Infirmary, His eye continues to imt*» \arious position- .»t trust in the town.
In hi* former d<-laraiion*
concerning civil service ramme reported ns follows: Time, Jan. 19th,
prove and he will probably recover the sight_The
ls77 he re; r--iui. l the town in the Legislature.
Strean
1.
place.
Sandy
Unity,
programme:
Opens
reform, and r<-«M>mmcuds that tij* salaries of
Aroostook Republican says: “Mrs. Roix, widow
The Legislative Reunion.
ing exercises. 2. Music. 3. Report of Granges. 4.
the civil *ervice commissioner* i>e increased.
of the late Captain William R. Roix, has
many
Transfer" in
Heal Estate.
of fifth degree. 5. Address of welcome
conferring
Invitations have been sent to all thcex-Governors relatives and friends in
IF urge* immediate action In amending the
Presque Isle and Caribou
Sister
0.
Bro.
Otis
Cornby
Muzzy.
Response by
to come to Augusta and hold a reception Jan. 5th.
Tip i-.mI-'U ing
who deeply sympathize with her in her affliction.
the transfers in real estate in
law n gubiting the Presidential successions, and
forili. 7 Topic. What does it cost to grow our hay
vVr., i
The New York Graphic will have an artist at Mrs. Roix spent several weeks some two years
i;. f-.r tie* wt ck i.ding I)ee. Mh. ( has. closes with a reference to the local District
|
crop when consumed on the farm? Opened by
B m h s, China, t*»
*hu C Tucker, same town, Phil- offices.
Augusta to sketch the reunion, and will write up as since in this section”.... A Washington despatch ed
j
Bros. Johnson and Lane. 8. Recess. 9. Song by
J-Ic-d.■ ro, to Watson II. (oomb-,
Dec. (5, says that Col. Philo Horsey, late of Belfast,
well as illustrate the scenes and incidents.
lip F. Coond
Sister Marla Mitchell. 10. Question: Resolved
same town Wats-m H. Co nib-, l-deshoro, to Otho
was in that city.... Benjamin Lear, wife and son,
A London letter from Thorndike is printed
The
executive
committee
will
meet
at
the
Falthat aii money raised by the State for the support
of Philadelphia, are at Mrs. Baker's, in this city.
Jt. Coomb-, same town. .John II. ( •olin, Troy, t<> on tin* tirst
mouth Hotel, Portland, Dec. 18, to complete railpage. A former lette r seems to of schools should be
j
equally divided among the
.Mrs. Marshall Davis, of this city, will spend
me town.
John ’V. Lin.-eott,
.Sadie E.Elwell, have been lost in the
mail**, as there is nothing several districts. Aff. M. It. Hunt and James Vick- road arrangements, etc.
the winter with her daughter at Roxbury, Mass.
Belfast, to William U. Hatch, same town. .Joshua in those received and
printed concerning Eng- ery. Nog. Bros. Ellis and I. S. Elliot. 11. Song by
Attendance at the banquet and ball is optional,
Mr. Charles A. Sibley has gone to North Platte,
E w< 1!, Northport, to <>corgc J>. Eiwell, saute town.
lish hospitality, of which our correspondent the Sisters Moulton. 12. Topic. Resolved that par
but those who Intend to attend either should
Neb., where he will go into business.
>ewali U. Fletcher, lslesboro, to t rank E. Cham- j
writes further in the present epistle.
Thorn- cuts should :;ot ceusure their children in the pres- promptly notify Treasurer Burleigh at Augusta, as
plin, Rhode I-iaml. Lorenzo Garcelon, Troy, t*>
Fires. Wednesday evening Dee. 2 the building
dike's comments are sensible and just. Those once ot others. To be opened by Sisters Howe and arrangements for these entertainments must neces- I
>.trah E. Rogers, satne. town.
Charles IIawe.
Crockett place, East Belfast, used as
Bowen. The question was then taken up: Resarily be made in advance.
j aon the James
North port, ti- Inhabitant* of Northport. Granville who make themselves olfeusive in any country
hennery, was discovered on lire, and with two
solved that the Patrons Aid and Life Insurance
There are two corrections to be made in the list |
A. Mor.-e, Jyiiox, u» Charles s. Kimball, Lowell, or any society can hardly expect, to be weltons of hay owned by II. II. Carter, was destroyed.
Go’s do not receive the support they should in Waldo of
Mass. Mary E. Moh r, Duluth, t 1. M. Roardman, comed, while in all civilized countries, so far
living representatives published last week.
The building was owned by the James Durham
Co. A IT. Bros. Hunt and Johnson. Neg. Bros. Packard
William Milllkcn, senator, formerly of Burnham,
Belfast. Aifretl E. Nickerson, .•Swanville, to Wesley
us our observation extends, there is no lack of
estate. No insurance. Incendiarism, probably.
and Ellis. Bros. Lnssell, Cushman, Cobb, McDowis now living in Gardiner. Hayward Pierce, Esq.,
George, >car.sporl. Emma F. Newell, Chelsea, to hospitality to those who deserve it. And ThornFriday evening a small shop in I). W. Dyers
ells, Caswell, Stone, Clement, Cammctt, Norwood, representative, of Frankfort, was also omitted.
Emma 0. San horn, Ohio.
William W. Nason,
dike is one of those who carry a welcome with
ship yard was discovered on lire, and with its conMcCurdy, Moore, Morey, Bowen and Gordon,
Troy, to > trail 1. Rogers, satne Low;.. Albert Pier-e, them.
those who have responded to invitations tents was
Among
Sisters Bellows and Hunt took part in the discusentirely consumed. Seh. Lyra on the
Frankfort, to Frank Reed, same town. Georgian.!
to attend the reunion are
Henry McGilyery, Stock- marine railway undergoing repairs was not over
sion. Quartette by Bro. P. S. Wing and others*
F. Pease A als., siearsinont, to Hiram Bliss, dr.,
Isaac
C.
ton;
The Republican .Senatorial caucus on Friday
Libby, Burnham; George H. Fisher, ten feet from the burning building, and at one time
Question. Resolved that-the success of the Grange
Washington. Alon/i Roberts, Brooks, to .John last
West Winterport; John G. Brooks, Belfast; J. I>. it looked as
unanimously nominated Senator Logan for depends more upon the Sisters than the Brothers.
though she might take fire. The
Hall, same town. Ankn Robbins, Searsmont, to
President of the Senate, but in a graceful Air. sister Hunt. Neg. Sister .Jackson. Remarks Lamson, Freedom; Fred Atwood, Winterport; engines, after they got water, soon had the lire
Hannah Perry, AppRom.
Andrew J. .Seekins,
Nathan F. Houston, Belfast; James G. Pendleton, under
control. The building contained the sails,
Gen. Logan declined the honor.
Satur- by Sisters Stone, Bowen, Coleman, Morey, Barker,
.Swanviilc, to >wanvidc .-chooi district, N >. It. John speech
Searsport.
rigging, blocks Ac. of the sch. Lyra, besides a
We are Wiley, Bellows and Wing, Bros. Wing, Wiley,
C. Tucker, Chinn, to Eveline C. Tucker A als., day Senator Sherman was nominated.
Hon. Fred Atwood, Chairman of the Legislative quantity of yellow metal, oakum, tools Ac. The
Clement, Oaks, Lassell, Randall, Bowen and Hunt.
same town.
C. I. Whitcomb, Belfast, to Henry F. glad the place was tendered to ScuaLor Logan,
Reunion Executive Committee, has received a letter loss is estimated at $1,500, insured for$I,100. Those
A vote of thanks was extended to Victor Grange
and he having seen lit to decline it, that so
Hawkins, Northpart.
for courtesies. Songs by,Bros. Barker and Miller. from John Weymouth, Esq., Kewance, 111., who who were underneath the building say that a small
good a Republican as Senator Sherman was I. M. Bellows,
represented Bucksport in the Maine Legislature, in trap door was raised,which would indicate that the
Secretary.
.Mistletoe for Kissing Purposes.
chosen. The caucus, after some discussion
1873 and 1874. After regretting his inability to be fire might have been incendiary, while others think
voted to press for an early passage of the Hoar
otisiders her home decorations
No English lad
present, Mr. Wentworth says: "Although a real- It might have resulted from spontaneous combusThe
Water
Supply.
for Chri-'.aias < oiupi' te, until a little sprig of Mis
bill regulating the Presidential succession, and
deni of a distant State for the past few
tion-Monday afternoon tire was discovered in
years, I
tle.loe, no matter Irov snmll, Is itung over om ol
I lie committee of the city council having in
have lost none of my love for my native Maine, but the cellar of R. II. Moody’s drug store at the
the <loors ott (hi in-ide of the lion-*-. Cpon tills the Ingall’* lull regarding the count of the elecday, “if ^ gentleman di--overs a lady -landing toral vote.
| charge the matter of a water supply for the city of as I learn more of other states I am more than ever corner of Main and High streets. It was extinunder the Mi-tu Joe, he has a riyht to hiss her.” II
Belfast have a new ami more favorable proposi- convinced that in all
those moral, intellectual and guished with a few pails of water. The lire caught
this ancient and honored custom becomes as popuin a very singular manner. A bottle of alcohol
A caucus of the Republican members of the tion from F. II. C. Reynolds and Hinds, Moflitt &
material elements that truly exalt a people and a
lar in America as il has been for centuries in Euwas broken in the store and the contents leaked
rope, it will be largely lie* to the Empori (Fla.)
National House held on Saturday, unanimously j Co., which will he submitted at a special meeting commonwealth, she stands in the front rank.”
is
the
in
Volusia
u;t\,
Gazette, which, by
published
of the city council on Friday evening. The matter
through the floor, and falling upon the furnace
County, Florida, which is famous for its Summery nominated Hon. Thus. IL Reed for Speaker. A ! will
come up in the form of an ordinance, slightly
At two o’clock on Tuesday morning lire
Winters and Orange Grove-; for this journal has
ignited
to the Whig says: 'Phis action was a
special
The New Ideal Lamp.
different from the one submitted some months ago,
prepared package* of Mistletoe (n parasite and a
was discovered in the George Wells building on
v< ry marked
to
Mr.
native of i l aid i) which it will send to any adcompliment
Reed, especial- and published at tne time in the
We had a call last week from Mr. Edward B.
Phoenix Row, and after a hard tight tin- tire was
Republican Jourj
dress upon receipt of live g cent stamps lo cover
ly in view of bis decided majority over so nal. The new proposition calls for but fifty Wyman, the representative of Mr. S. El wood
confined to that building. The night watch say a
postage, A*1. The Gazt-ll'- ha* published a “Florida
May,
Catechism,” that gives till! and acrurate i11f■ i'illa- justly popular and able a eomp» titor as Mr. hydrants at. an annual rental of #50, making the of 155 Fulton street, New York, manufacturer of light was seen in the upper part of the building at
tion upon all subjects of interest to tourists <c- setIINeock.
; total rental #2,500 per year. If more hydrants are the New Ideal Lamp, recently advertised in the 12 o’clock, but as a light is seen there frequently It
tlers, which il will mail lo any applicant, with a
adde d in the future they are to be put in for #45 Journal. Mr. Wyman exhibited one of the
sample «-..p\ of its paper, upon receipt of two •>
lamps did not excite suspicion. Later they smelled smoke
The
strike
has ended in an
Brockton, Mass.,
cent skimps.
each per year. The city is not liable for anything in operation, rolling it over the floor when lighted and on investigation the upper part of the buildagreement satisfactory and creditable alike to
| during the construction of the works. The com- to show that it is non-explosive, ami explaining its ing was found to he in flames. Then a general
bind Words from Our Contemporaries.
employers and employed. We congratulate, pany also agree to furnish free water for public merits. Burning beside a
gas-burner it cast the alarm was given. The store was occupied below
both parties and trust that harmony and prosTiie Belfast Journal, as a sequel t<» what is expurposes, which is hoped may include water for latter in the shade, giving a clear white flame of by Mr. Willis Thompson, grocery dealer, and Fred
pected to pr«»ve tlie must prosperous year the pa- perity w ill now prevail.
sprinkling the streets.
great brilliancy yet not trying to the eyes. In the Carter, saloon. Both met with a total loss, but
per has ever known, will put on a new dress about
The proposition of Mr. Charles Baker and others base of the lamp is a fan worked by four strongly
were insured.
The upper part was occupied In
the first <>t January.
The Journal deserves the
Our
lire
did
But
boys
nobly
night.
Monday
to
success It lias attained.
take
water
from
the Muck pond is also before made cog wheels which are set in operation by two the rear by Mr. George G. Weils, the owner, who
[Boston Journal.
for their splendid work we should have bad a the committee, but in view of the more favorable of the common eight day clock
The Bclfust Journal has made another improve,
springs. This fan had an office there, and the front until one week
ment it
its makeup, by printing more special artiand permanent one of Hinds, Moflitt & Co., doubt- forces air up through a space between the oil well ago for an organ room. Mr. Wells loss must be
very disastrous tire to record Ibis week.
cles and fewer local items. The Journal is an enless will lie passed over.
and the outside of the lamp, and blows the flame $1,000 upon which there was but $500 insurance,
ter prising paper that keeps ubrea-:L of tlie limes.
The committee are of the opinion that the propo- instead of the latter’s drawing air as in the old the policy having been renewed only the
The p» it of lbe editor of the Calais Times
day be[ Franklin Journal.
sition
of
Hinds, Moflitt & Co. is as favorable as lamps. The air keeps the burner constantly cool. fore. Adjoining the Wells building on one side is
hangs in the wigwam of the Eastport Standard
can
be expected; that the company is responsible, The machinery is guaranteed to run ten years and the
Not Used to Reading Postal Cards.
and is labelled “Liar.”
jewelry store of Mr. Calvin Ilervey. Mrs.
and that If Belfast ever expects to have a water | is so simple that it may be readily
repaired if nec- Joseph Adams had her hair working shop above.
Some of the new postmasters have not acquired
for
fire
domestic
and
supply
purposes, now is the essary. The Prog. Age says it has one of these All the goods belonging to Mrs. Adams were rethe facility in reading postal cards deum tided for
The Belfast Branch Railroad.
time to act. We hope the new proposition will be
the convenience of those they serve. In a neighlamps and that It gives no more light than an ordi- moved, and she herself was taken out of the buildwe
bear
It
are
sometown,
boring
whispered, they
From the twenty-fourth annual report of the accepted.
nary glass lamp, but both statements are untrue. ing through a front window as the stairway was
times detained for that purpose after they are
The New Ideal Lamp was only patented last year, impassable. Her husband who is an invalid was
called for. In one case a young lady was kept Maine Central railroad company, we learn that the
and it is only necessary to see one lighted to de- taken away earlier. Mrs. Adams suffered loss in
standing while the postmaster in her presence read Belfast branch continues to be an important adMaryland Military and Naval Academy.
the expected card she was waiting for. [Phillips
monstrate its superiority over the ordinary lamp. stock and the removal of household goods, upon
junct to the main line. The following is the amount
Hon. S. L. Milliken has asked us to state that he
Phonograph.
of passenger travel from each station on the road
We have had one of the New Ideal Lamps in use which there is no Insurance. Mr. Ilervey packed
has an appointment to this academy, at Oxford,
for the past year: Belfast, 7,727, with earnings
since last Saturday and find it all that it is repre- his goods, and some were moved out. On the
One of Gen. Grants Mistakes.
Maryland. The school is a State institution, with
sented to be. Mr. Edgar Paul has been appointed other side of the Wells building is the large clothamounting to $13,644.42; City Point, Belfast, 842, which the U. S. Government
has nothing to do.
passengers, $447.39; Waldo, 251, $.533.46; Brooks,
for the sale of these lamps in Waldo county ing store of Mark Andrews. His safe was movod
Gen. Rosecrans has written an essay for a curThe expenses lor the term from .Jan. 4 to June 12, agent
1,987,
$1,897.21;
Knox,
267,
$255.39;
Thorndike,
],*
rent periodical on Gen. Grant’s mistakes. It was
to the door and general preparations made for a
812, $1,983.94; Unity, 1,982, $2,140.15; Burnham, 3,* 1886, are #125, payable one-half In advance; and and is appointing town agents.
one of Grant’s “mistakes” to be a very much belter
134, $2,865.11. The following Is the freight business
removal, but nothing was disturbed. The fire was
general than William 8. Rosecrans. [New York at
school year. Quite an out-fit is required,
#;I50
per
same station:
tons
Belfast, 7,723
received,
World.
a stubborn one but was finally subdued after the
W. H. Vanderbilt Drops Dead.
amounting to $13,563.04; forwarded 4,265 tons, a part of which must be procured of the Quarterbuilding had been completely gutted. The Are
$8,110.77; City Point, Belfast, 58 tons received, master of the Academy. The
applicant must be at
A Kirhmond, Me., Industry.
William H. Vanderbilt, the millionaire, dropped apparently originated in the office of Mr. Wells,
$82.03; forwarded 315 tons, $741.07. Waldo 15 ton
least
thirteen
old.
Those
who
would
like
years
forwarded
23
Brooks
received, $54.27;
tons, $144.10.
dead at 2.30 Tuesday afternoon at his residence In but we are unable to state the cause. Mr. Wells
The construction of pumpkin pie is among our 978 tons
received, $2,057.31; forwarded 1,547 tons the appointment should write to Hon. S. L. MilliNew York city. The cause of his death was says he with others was in his office on Monday
present leading industries. [Richmond, Bee.
$3,010.94. Kintx, 81 touo received, $238.62; forward,
D. C.
ken,
Washington,
ed 178 tons, $423.51. Thorndike, 1,067 tons received,
paralysis of the brain. Mr. Vanderbilt was G4 evening, but left the premises at 9.30 o’clock.
Small pox in Nova Scotia hash eeu checked. $2,948.87; forwarded, 1,487 tons, $4,252.32. Unity,
been born at New Brunswick, Saturday evening a barn, with Its contents, belong850 tons received, $2,448.36; forwarded 1,490 tons,
Hood’s Sarsaparilla has cured thousands of cases years old, having
[Ex.
$3,809.96. Burnham, 483 tons received, $1,349.36; of rheumatism. This i9 abundant reason for belief N. J., in May, 1821. He left a will but its contents ing to an old gentleman named Howard, East BelWe hope it has not been checked for Maine.
forwarded 2,631 tons, $5,206.79.
that it will cure you. Tryklt.
are uuknown.
fast, was totally destroyed by fire.
•*

trial at

A Waldo

j

Perry has been appointed postmaster at

Dodge will continue to reside here.
Monday j
Three men stood talking together on the corner
Snow fell but not enough for sleighing, and i of Main and
High streets Tuesday, and each one

last.
it

Northwest, )
Washington, July is. j
Mr.-1 have secured your appointment as
postmaster at your place, and the papers will be
method in which it was written. From the nature
forwarded in a few days. If you are willing to !
died In the spring.
send a reasonable sum io help defray the expense 1 of the poem they are largely landscapes, the
f my being iri Washington, looking out for Maine 1 special features of each verse being
happily caught | The Windsor Hotel, Bangor, is to have cue of
1 ib rests, I shall be
glad to receive it. My address with artistic gradations of
light and shade. Taken Brackett’s Revolving Hotel Register Holders. This
i>

a case on

Mrs. W. T. Colburn, of this city, will
celebrate the 50th anniversary of their wed-

Oar first real

Mr. Ivory Whitten, who died at Belmont last
week at the age of 85 years, was the father of J. C.
and Nathan Whitten, of this city.

spile of nil that Mr. Swln-

Thos.

Rockport.

ding day.

daugcr of the Prog. Age slopping j

a

Tuesday,

Mr. and
soon

Capt. It. W. Conant shot

in Belfast

season

Mr. R. F. Dunton lias gone down to conduct it.

ed in the

There is

of the

Dr. Fletcher has

Macombcr has hauled out his catamaran, wreckOctober gale, and is repairing her.

:

sleighing

First

Dec. 7th.

Judge Libby, of Augusta, will hold the January
term of Court in this city.
The Maine Central railroad wharf in this
city
has been thoroughly repaired.

bume, and Mr. Arnold, and the rest of the WordswortMans may say to the contrary. He Is the
greatest elemental force in English song since
Marlowe, aud not to know this is to have read all
the poets that come between the two in vain.
There is a wild,fiery, passionate life in his work

Those who know

Boston

Byron feels,

continue to enter

The

most skilful

voritc poet with any other illustrated edition of
any
other favorite poet.
What wc will say, however, is
that given our choice between this
and
poem
any
other poem or poems, that have been, or are
likely

The Fairfield Journal (Democratic) devoted a
column last week, with appropriate cuts, to an arti-

ft.Tramps

most

our

freshly paiutcd hearth of the Maine Democracy arc
not as hanpy as they ought to be. The sizzling of
the back log* is answered by murmurs and groans.
All because the family turkey is not served to suit
all tastes. [Boston Record.

The typo-

continue.
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y of paraly -i- 1 m-\ 2.
l a. la'
Uaniel IL Wing of the Waterviile
Mail had ;
'*>st a day's work in his oiii-a- oil
-s f.»r more than o"
:ev 'inn of si
years.
T. B. M-vcrai. v, th
IP-vkiaud hotel man
w ‘jo w as 'hot by
const abh '- d<*| uty last sum*
-leek and g'ad to meet bis
nn r i- once mop ui
frauds at the old s! ml.
'Tin* Bowdoin Manufacturing <’n. propose
to expend from ^no.ooo t,» 5*1.0-'o.ihKi in their
new pulu manufacturing » nterpris* at Li-bou

will

first message of President Cleveland w;t*
Congress Tttesdav and read hi both
branches. The
telegraphed to the Maine
da ties and received here yesterday noon filled
s
x columns, so that brevity i* not one of tiie

gianite quarry there.
Preparations *■ making for the erection of a
l>r!' k business block at liar Harbor, nearly opposite the Kodiek Hou*e.
Ti'- Katahdin iron works, which were burned two year- ago ai d r« built thi- year, started
2.
lip -U-vr-sfiiilv I ><
«
aptain Hcorgc A. l’rebl* a retired shipui:t-?i
ut Bath. Me., bd years of age. died sud:

our

parcel out the offices.

The

of land Oil

Long Island, Bluehill Bay, and proposes

crowding about the Are built

News of Belfast and

Farmers Institute at Belmont today,

Messrs. Ticknor & Co. start off finely In the lino
of illustrated books with a beautiful edition ot
Childe Harold’s Pilgrimage,
upon which nine of

Mr. Mark Harden, says the
scarcely credit the report that
he has been selected to succeed N. VY. Bingham,
E-.p, as Special Agent of the Treasury. Mr. Harden is a protege of Collector Pillsbury and was the
Messenger of the Governor and Council which undertook to count out a Republican Legislature. He

sent

KN f-'.ICA I..

>s>

open

columns

graphv of the Journal, the paper upon which it
i* printed, and the ink u* d. ail receive special
attention, and the best results are sought in this
as in other departments.
It is but just to sa\

The President's

Woman's IP iit*i Uorps lias been formed at
Livermore Falls.
Thomas .1. < oltcr w a- appointed postmaster
at Treuc lit. Thursday.
The Bangor post otlice received in November
142 letter- for immediate delivery.
< apt. John
II. McLaren, a wealthy ship
owner, of Fast port, died Thursday at the age
> ears.
William

news

ceptionally prosperous year.

A

of

and local

that

,101’KN A1.1ST.

KNOWN'

advertising

Holiday Books.
CIIILDE HAROLD’S PILGRIMAGE.

The Boston Record says: Simon Brown, chaircompelling us to adopt smaller type than is used
in most country offices.
It is not a rare thing man of the Maine Democratic committee, is accused
for the Journal to replenish Its eases. It was of making the men who get oAice by his help divide
with him.
This is sad enough.
Expressed in
the pride of the late editor to use only the best
rhyme, this seems to be the melancholy truth :
materia! aud to discard type on the first sign>
simple Simon met a spoilsman
of wear, and that policy the present proprietors
lining for his ware;

thrifty notwithstanding the dull times, an indication whieh is as gratifying as unexpected.
The large diversification of industries in our
State is a great advantage to the poor, a> in
times like those through whieh we have passed

year all industries are not alike unfavorably affected, and laborers can make
at
some kind of employment.
wages
The report goes thoroughly into the different kinds of
investment?, made by tie banks, gives some
judicious adv ice in regard to this matter, and
warns bank managers to be cautious about certain investments offering.
The management of
tbe banks is spoken of in high terms, and
as
so.
results
show.
deserved!)

our

Office-Seekers* Cirrus.

Farmington Chronicle says of it. Emery
Pratt, recently appointed postmaster at Phillips,
“that he was conspicuous In the Infamous ‘couDtout’ of 1879, and perhaps did more than any other
man in this county to thwart the will of the
people
as expressed at the ballot box, and to rob the citizens of this county of their votes.”
The

I

holiday goods. Their Chinese window is
very handsome.\. I*. Mansfield has a complete
assortment of holiday goods which means that
he has got ns fine a display as anybody In town
public which
tisement.

are

hald headed truths for the
verified by a look at their adver-

est Christmas

gifts

..

For

well filled with the
more

new-

substantial C hrist-

presents see the advertisement of R. ll.
numbs A Son. Their willow rockers and other

mas
<

chairs

are

ver\

appropriate gifts,

while theehildren

always ph ased with sleds—F. 11. Francis at
his new store in Howes Block, will fit you to the

are

latest

and

present.

newest

His

new

shoe,
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making you
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alonm ti l prov i h ii the petitimii r- p,o
tin- o\poii-o of removal-F. \\
i< ary
t-ti11ImiL tin
My eouiK-il wii: ail.nv liim to p ly the f.-ve

few year-. The fui. -rai servi *<Bft wort licl-i in it
f
ip-i
M. E.church «-u >umiay. under lb
\
wi-.
Howard Lodge, conducted b* Kev. \

staple holiday gift—E. VV. Gould, at
England Organ Co’s, rooms in this city,
A rescript ha* been iv- eived in tlie
Camden.
has some new pianos and organs. He has upright i
1 mm:-.
Tbo <|U.artctte furnished sent
very g
case Inhabitants --f Camden vs. ( a ;,den Vdi.age
pianos with an adjustable music rest that pulls out I
! and a very appropriate .address was given fr >m
This
was an action t■ !■«•«-■ ver taxes
Corporation.
desired
to any
length.Mrs. McCarthy will
pn *; .1 .1.:2.T A large delegation of mason- \\
assessed on Megunlicook ball, and was brought to
return this week with Christmas goods—B. F. I
ly
; .-nt and occupied seats with th-.' family in the
.tii
test
the
of
the
to
question
liability
proper!
Wells has a large display of holiday goods, both |
of the house. Mr. While was a bin I neat'!
-> m
Ii will lie
taxation. The court hold tint it is n
I
useful and ornamental, a description of which will
pathetic man, always ready to a-.-lst inline- -f
seen that the principle thus decided is a very Imbe found in bis adv.
I
trouble. Hi- was a good husband ami fntmu. -i
portant one. Hon. A. P. Could was ait >rni-y for
it
kind neigltbor. and will he greatly nii^i
The Chau itv Fair. This fair, held on the I the town and Hon. T. B. Simon ton ft
Village
a fdig a
elc of friend* ...On Monday norrd
evening or Pee 2 was a decided success. The only Corporation. The following is the rescript in full,
reached u- bringing the -ad intelligence of ndraw-back was the failure to receive the pink and
with the order of the court
rhe general statute*
deal a of Mr*. \ L. 11 all. **iie ha-t-m .■ arrived at
blue cups and saucers, but arrangements were of the state in relation to tlie taxation "f real estate
l->r-. an
her journey’s end Jo I tali a few -lay*
made to distribute thorn later. In addition to the refer to property other than that «>w
d by public
a- vet vve have no particular- of ;he cau*-- of in
pink and blue booths there was a chocolate booth municipal corporations and appropriated to pul-lie
sudden death. It is a terrible blow toper faudiv
that attracted much attention. The guess cake
uses.
Village corporations, being creature* of leg- and friends-Kev. V.''- Ladd, of Bangor, gav e a
was won by Mr. A. K. Pierce.
A crib quilt was i islative enactment, owe their creation to the particvery interesting leetnreal die MMhodi-t church on
voted for to be presented to the most popular ; ular statute which gives them theire\iste.n< e. This
\ little bundle
Thursday evening l.a-i. Su ecc
bachelor In town. This created much merriment. statute, with the general provision* of law applies
of sins, r a plea for Parity "-Vt a. meeting of
The three bachelors for whom the greatest numhie to them, confers upon them the powers they
K t -'n Thursday night the following ■•fthe M
ber "f votes were cast were Mr. A. C. Burgess,
possess, and like other municipal corporations im- I tieer were elected
I’res Mr-, \bbie t-Vrnnid;
Mr. N. F. Houston and Mr. A. M. Carter. Mr.
poses upon them certain public duties which they
*v V. I* Mrs. Alnn na Eaton; J. V. I’., Mr* I., urn
Burgess was awarded the quilt he having one more owe to the State, in the administration ->r its local
Downs; 1'roa-., Mr*. Eliza Eveleth; (Jon., Mrs. I.
1
vote than Mr. Houston. The recipient having no
government. Being intended as auxiliaries of the len Litlieiicld; t hap., Mrs. Lama siokell: Luar-I,
use for such an article himself thoughtfully preState, and agencies in the administration of civil ! Mrs. Corilla Arey... .The villag' schools
opened
sented it to Rev. W. H. Williams, whose family
government, they are regarded as puhlie, and par- Monday, Teachers up street, M Doll iff, of M- nwas recently augmented bv the'arrival of twins.
take of the nature of municipal corporations in |
roe and Miss Carrie Abien, of Hampden ; h-wer
A quilt to be given to the one guessing the nearest their incidents.
Buildings and other property ownvillage, Mr. Norwood, of Hamp len, Miss .smith,
to the number of beans in a jar was won by Mrs. ed
by municipal corporations and appropriated to Win ter
port.Miss Hattie Clement and Mr.
Calvin llervey whose figures were 550. She prepublic uses, are hut the means and instrumental- Amos Carleton return to C i-lim* school this week.
sented the quilt to the society and later it was sold ities lifted for
municipal and governmental purposes, .Knlnbow
Temple have been fitting up tin ir
at auction. The charity quilt was to be given to anil are therefore
exempt from general taxation, hall with new curtains, etc., and have decorated if
the one guessing nearest the number of squares It not
by express statutory prohibition hut by necesvery prettily They have very Interesting meetings
contained. There was 702 squares and Mrs. G.
sary implication. Plaintiffs nonsuit.” ....Several and all the
hoys and girls who have not joined
W. Veazie guessed 700. As it was understood cottages are to be erected at Lake
City near Cam
should do so at once.... .Mr. (Hay, who is In Mr.
members of the society should not accept articles den before next season. If a
proposition now pend- Fred Atwood's employ, has nee very si k with
If won, the quilt was sold at auction and bought by
ing to sell Sherman’s Point is carried out and a line 1 sore throat but la now recovering.Mr. >clden
A. A. Howes Esq. A feature of the evening was hotel erected as
contemplated next spring, there Morton, of Frankfurt, died very suddenly at his
the reading of an original poem ny Mrs. Veazie.
will be at least thirty-five cottages erected thero by
home on Tuesday of last week. The cause of his
Remarks by “Our George” were as usual to the
Boston parties....The porter’s lodge, belonging to
death was paralysis. He was a stone contractor
point, and W. B. Swan, Esq., distinguished himself the summer residence of Mr. A. M. Judson, of New
for the Eastern (Quarry.,On .Saturday, Nov. '-’*,
in a note to the Journal the
as the auctioneer,
York, on Ogier’s Hill, was destroyed by fire, SunMaggie Donohue, of Frankfort, a little girl aged
ladies of the Union says: “The generous manner
day noon. It was insured for $S00 in the London about It)
years, while at work aoout a stove got
in which the ladies of each society responded to the Assurance
Orberton
of
West
Company—William
her clothes on tire, an-1 before ttu rt nines could be
call for assistance deserves special mention, and Camden,
dead
while
Monday
morning,
dropped
for their kind support, and also for all contribuextinguished was so severely bur ied that she died
tions, :labor, and patronage we tender our heartfelt working in his blacksmith shop, of heart disease, from the effects of her injuries oi Monday of last
thanks. The gross receipts amounted to $175.00.
week.
aged 42. He leaves a widow.
a
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ham and Ahbie Atwood have gone to ( astine
tend the winter term of the Normal School.
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Tor a novelty .Shaw Bros, offer a felt slipper,
which is said to be the best in the market. Slippers are
the New

miff'*'*

•*

> •.
plenty of trade tiiis fal.li. N. Mansur, ti e j citizen? of our town. lie* was cm
new postmaster at this place, i- a young man -f
I'Mir^da .• morning
Feb. isrli. IS lb, and -lied <>
lie was .a
N-o. 26tb. being pearl'. *’>7 .--"ir- -f am
ability. He wn- the only -me in town to -end in a
petition. F. L. Paiu.ur, who an* neon removed, ha* prnmiuei.f l>ern<T rn! and during iiu* past 1 wenty
held the ollicc for sixteen years an 1 has porfonne-i
; u i.
vi nr* he -orvc'i
i,
irbu.- -npt.eiiie-. :i
the duties faithfully. Mr. Palmer served through
selectman, tow n agent and overseer of the ....
the whole war and came out with a bad wound
lb ai-o served in both Inane! as >f the legi-!a:
h
through the lungs ...Lev. Mr. Ha>ke!l, of >- arbeing c.voted senator from Wald" ( ■». in -.
port held services at the church in the village Inst acted .as agent tor tin* school- in the iowcrvlilng
Sunday.About ion cheese remain at the la- iory. for the past .'> years and held that position at reCheese is vrrv dull this year .and is selling lower time of his death. H* I in<
1
t ratctu .t
He Mmthan at any time since the factory wnsbuii'
Mrs.
im
in IST1 and during the pre-eet year waNyc has plenty of work f->r the women and nearly of II- ward ledge. II- trav
-n.
a wi i- w
all are hard at work finishing pants-Bert Dur| daughters, hav ing burn i I\v «*lni-1 rt-n vv it id. a
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I’aiciiin arrived from Boston Monday with

cargo of im lchandi-c for. it
cr.--The tow u schools .nosed
a

man
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| '•our;.M.-xb-ai. arrived Timr<
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the voting man. «>n -1;.11*.I
.other
hi- wit'.
|',,avr‘i d*initrig It.e woman to
she had !. ft him vvilho .1
•sve. ta,.
; a

■

vacation of

4

a

Wwi.cic and oth
.t-l

weeks_.The Bey.

Thursday t-n
.1. I-. I.o.-ke.

who was expected home Saturday from Mn.—a
chusctl*, where he has been for three weeks, lias
boon drtain. d
to

yvhich he Is
Mouhii

held

at

i.

there

I

y

a

sti.hien attack of iilncss

subject.
Methodist

the elmreh

Quarterly Meeting will he
Thursday and Friday, Dec. 17th

an I 1sth.
Presiding Elder Plummer yvill Ik* present, assisted by the pastor, Bev. \V\ B. El.hedge.
_Bev. (ieo. E. Tufts gave an excellent practical

last Sunday from 1 Corinthians, BV .vs
Augustus Daggett has been sick for some time.
_Mrs. Lois Hatch Is sick with pneumonia.
Mrs. Aobv Stowell, who ha> t.een visiting her sick
father, Mr. Augustus Daggett, the past two weeks,
returns to Mass, this week
Miss Estelle Pearson
went to Augusta last week, where she tinds employment as an attendant In thr Insane Hospital.
sermon

....

Mr.

...

King Theebaw has been removed
by the British.

to

Kaugoon

Thr
On

Murder.

Jark-on

iilciifd

"

Satunlay la-i Mrs.

Kendall, of Jack-

illar.l

out a warrant
Beiia-t and swre
for the murder of
ftx;ijtlsl Mrs i.viia Larrabee,
Kv. tvtt Larrabee. Tills is the case reported
in the Journal last week under the caption “Sus11i,'ioii- Heath '»t Jackson.” Mrs. Kendall is the
-'ll,

came

Mr-. Kvcrott Larraliee. the

,;,er ,,f

m,

i..

woman

Catarrh is a very prevalent disease, with
distressing and offensive symptoms. Hood's
Sarsaparilla gives ready relief and speedy
cure, from the fact it acts through the blood,
and thus reaches every part of the system.
I suffered with catarrh fifteen years. Took
Hood's Sarsaparilla and I am not troubled any
with catarrh, and my general health is much
better.” I. W. Lillis, Postal Clerk Chicago
& St. Louis Railroad.

;

j

Mrs.

Lirr.il.« t* is alleged to have murdered. Sun--ii, rill' Wadsworth drove to Jackson, arrested
Mi- Larrabee at tire house of her son John, and
r.'iuht her to Belfast, lodging her in jail. Mrs.
L\

I.

-lia

hi

bee took

a
n

her arrest coolly, and in fact has i
emotion whatever. Monday afternoon

iio

was taken before Judge Board
man, accompaniby her counsel, Mr. W. 1*. Thompson. County
Attorney Rogers represented the state. The case
created quite an interest and many people from j

I tried Hood's

|

In the

present.

courtroom were

six

of the

prisoner, one Willard Kendall, the hascomplainant, wh<* appeared against Ids
nether. The trial occupied Mon day and
Tuesday
afternoons. The prisoner pleaded not guilty and

improved.”
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ing that if the woman rarnc
bar k, in -11:: 1 birth, she wouid never live to have
another
hilil.
The physicians testified that In
ibi ir "j'ii.ion the woman would have lived had she
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skillful

proper

treatment.
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ASSORTMENT

,

I.

Lane, from

/,

HavtB

Bay

n- «ti i,
Bn. rep 'l l- had heavy w i-ather and
i-vai»i• -i
light damage to rigging and -ai!-.
Banpn Ali ■«-, Dy.-r, at N"W York from* aibarien,
ten days N• rth of Hatteras
ri i"'i
aviavv :; n n
K. ; W. V w. gait ', ami sprung maintopsail yar t.
-.
I, Dai'fiia Thompson, of Camden, whieh was

ai
-■

-h.-ma.-ied and abandonee oil' Thateher'- Inland,
dr:tii
a-h'-re'd th* moith of Ipswich River Nov.
.doth and Is breaking up.
-en.
Alice Inrleton, Cole, from Rockport, Me..
lias foundered after olliding.
Brine*
f..r B
a
« r« v\
: ai Martinique by sell. Cumberland,
;aii
:n Biiaii 1, Me., for St. Thomas.
l ie '-.1 *oner Nightingale, from Bangor, arrive* 1
-I N-• w Y irk Tlmrsday.
That morning, when off
-and’- Point, -he was run into by an unknown
ii.or,

carrying
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$1.50

P. Mansfield,

$2.50 and upwards,
BLACKING.

a

Don’t fall to
lheir

ment.

more

goods

all

our

tines, and will be
at ull times.

OUR

J

Lumber, $0.25.
SPECIAL NOTICES.

Masonic

FLOWERS!
MORTON* & CO.,
fim47
Florists.

the Portland

Agts., Belfast

Temple.

-AND-

Travelling Bags
B.

p.

a

call.

w©u».

girls of most

pleasant Indoor

are

Be

and

sure

Wish to inform the

J

which

wish to have
Call and

THE OLD STAND OF

:

HH,

cfcC.

pretty

articles for

PRESENTS!

JohnsoN
it GO*

out to accommodate all who

presents delivered Christmas Eve.

see

what

bargains

we are

R. H. COOMBS &

Have

purchased

Felt

Holiday Trade!
I

-—AND--

SON,

70 Main Street.

HELPING BROS. & CO.

Flannels, Statiis, Prints,
COTTON FLANNELS,

CHILDREN’S

Slipper!

Pri<*o
jfcjtfMMcnse fall

THE-

New Eilifl One Co.’s,

Felt

as

it is

no

stronger and

lustrous than

Silk.

tow

inferior grades.

as

goods.

Ask

for

BELDINC’S

19,1885.—7\v47is

fjOQDS

An Efficient

-AT-

Manager.

GRAND CONCERT!
COLISEUM.

Dec. 14th,

-THE-

Mori Cborcb Choir QnartfiUe,
BOSTON', ASSISTED BY

Miss M. E. Fanner, Accompanist.
Miss 1j. Colburn. Soloist.
Mr. T. McGraw, Cornetist.
Moody’s stores i

Notice.
PAIL, OF MORRILL, offers for sale 40 or 50 j
sheep, 2 horses, 2 steers one year old 10 |

B.

hogs and shouts, 1 double horse wagon and 5 or 6
sleds for 1 or 2 horses, prices to suit the times,
cull and see them,, one can be seen at Trundy’s carriage shop in Belfast. Also popping com for sale.
V. B. PAUL.

Morrill, Dec. 7, 188.5 —3w50*

B.

F.

WELLS’.

Jus! returned from the market with a large stock
of HOLIDAY HOOD*, and have these goods in all
the qualities, the useful, the ornamental and a few
jim-cracks to please the children, l'hose in pursuit
of Christmas goods please give us a call. Our stock
is large and well selected and selling as CHEAP
3w5U
as the Cil EA P EST.

B.

F.

rear
leased
rPHE undersigned
1 of High street, formerly occupied by FRANK I
\V HITMORK, and will he pleased to welcome his
friends. Horses stood in for ten cents. Hay and
grain at reasonable rates. The stable has been i
mm h improved, repairs having been made on the
premises. This is particularly true as regards the
water privilege.

|

N. It. This is to certify that 1 have leased my
stable to A. S. FAHY, and ask all my patrons to
give him a call. I also let teams as usual. Satis,
F. WHITMORE.
faction guaranteed.

Belfast National Bank.
ANNUAL MEETING of the stockholders of
the Belfast National Bank for the choice of
Directors and the transaction of any other business
that may legally come before them will lie held at
! their Banking Rooms, January 12, 1886, at 10
o’clock A. M.
A. H. BRADBURY, Cashier.
1{
Belfast, Dec. 8,1885.—5w50

Holstein

Cattle

of all ages and both sexes. Prices moderate for
sotf
elass or stock.
W. H. HARBI8, Belfast, Maine.

as

Remedy

|

Laryngitis, Bronchitis, Pneumonia,
and Pulmonary Consumption, and by
the cure of those dangerous maladies. It
should be kept ready for use in every
family where there arc children, as it is a
medicine far superior to all others in the
treatment of

Racoon,

other

house, but want It distinctly understood will

Forget the

Old Stand,

Belfast,

Dec.

FURS!

HAND SATCHELS from 50c. to 85.00.

at the most

popular prices.

Hand Mirrors, Motalic Brushes, &c.

IT INCLUDES

Croup,

the alleviation of
Whooping Cough, and t he cure of Colds
and influenza, ailments peculiarly incldental to childhood and youth. Promptitude iu dealing with all diseases of this
class is of the utmost importance. The
loss of a single day may, in many cases,
rntail fatal consequences. Do not waste
precious time in experimenting with
medicines of doubtful efficacy, while the
malady is constantly gaining a deeper
hold, but take at once the speediest and
most certain to cure,

Ayer’s Cherry Pectoral,
PREPARED BT

Dr. J. C. Ayer & Co., Dowell, Mass.
Sold by ail Druggists.

as ever.

MUFFS, COLLARS, <k„

FURS,

From $2.00 to $20.00

GOODS!

5110

It consists of all tile LATES T STYLES in

Smyrna, Vslvet, Uopstto & fayssiry lap,
From 75c.

-UKTDERWE3AR !In Great Variety, including the CONTOOCOOK, CAMELS HAIR,
AUSTRALIAN WOOL. SCOTCH WOOL, NORFOLK A NEW
BRUNSWICK, Ac., FLANNEL SHIRTS.
It would take one sheet of the Journal to enumerate tliomany desirable and beautiful goods
suitable for CHRISTMAS and NEW YEAR Gifts. The PRICES are within the reach of all.
It is a pleasure to show goods.

Don’t

Forget I

DWIGHT

prices.

SEE

A IV I >

’C#“X ’.\ 1.1.

Masonic

|Ladies

Have the Largest and Finest Line of Photograph Albums $£’>00
I
In this city ami at the lowest

P.

Belfast, Me. !

BARGAINS IN

former .price $ S.OO,
“
“

“

25

Ready

PALMER,

large stock, shall offer for the NEXT HO DAI'S the greatest bargains
ever offered for sale In this city.

50 Overcoats,
“
SO

$5.00.

note

S.OO.
10.00.

10.00,
13.50,

“

ImHathaway’s Celebrated Make.
Bargains and Beautiful Designs.

worth

US.

Heady Made Clotii ng, Hits, Cays & Fonuhiag Hoods.
In order to reduce my

Also special bargains
Reefers for $2.SO, $3.00,
$13.00
$3.50, $4.00, $5.00, $0.00.
Special bargains in Men’s Suits, prices from $5.00 to $15,00.
Children’s Suits from $2.00 to $0.00.

We have

Cloaks !

IVIade

just concluded

a

large purchase of

Newmarkets, Russian Circulars
Plush Garments

aud

prices that will astound the public. These were
sample goods, purchased at 33 1-3 per cent,

At

discount.

Call and

see

them.

Overcoats.

in

New Boston

| varied to enumerate.
trade to examine the
Phoenix Row, Belfast, Me. J

Clothing

MARK ANDREWS, Prop.,

11

Store,

WILL RETURN THIS WEEK FROM BOSTON WITH

and
the

bargains that will be

Special attention has
| been paid in selecting goods that will please
i Male or Female, Young or Old.
placed

Mrs. MacCARTHY

simply too large
We cordially invite

Our Christmas stock is

«<rPlease call and examine goods and prices and be convinced that Ibis Is the place to bu).-£g

will buy the New Improved Automatic Musical
Instrument, that any one can play. Sent to any partofN.E.
States C. O. I)., or sold on easy payments. Prices ranging
irom $10.00 to $2S0.00. Send tor our illustruted circular.
H. C. HALL dc CO.,
Agcuts wanted.
578-H-Waohlngton St.f Boston-

$8.50

to

& Children's Cotton Underwear!

mense

Temple,

GREAT

RUGS!

RUGS !

NECK WEAR, KID A WOOLEN GLOVES, MUELLERS IN SILK,
CASHMERE A CHEAPER GRADES, SILK, SERGE A'- MOHAIR UMBRELLAS, SILK A LINE A HDKES.. HOSIER l\

3, 1SS5.—4b

THERE IS NO MONEY

Handkerchiefs

50c.

FTJHITISHINC

fine ami complete

Has preserved the lives of great numbers
of persons, by arrest ing the development of

& Sale Stable.
Livery, Boarding
has
the stable in (lie

A. S. FAHY.

Is

Ayer's Cherry Pectoral

WELLS.

Dinners served for 2Sets•

Pleased to have all call and examine the stock.
Don’t advertise to sell goods cheaper than any

Linen

At 10, 121-2 & 17 Cents,

A. Starrett & Co.

T,IKo¥NE

freparation

j!

doz.

37 l-2c.

and Scrap Albums, Dressing Cases, Jewel
Cases, Odor Cases, Toilet Cases. Manicure Sets, Escritoires, Collar
and Cuff Boxes, Bronze and Brass Goods, Pine leaflets anti Bill
Folds, Decorated Flacques, Choice Fans, Fine Stationery,
Plush Goods, Pictures. Art Novelties, Souvenirs of Poetry
and Art, Pictures of Home Life.
Books for Old and Young in Beautiful Bindings, till the Popular Poets,
The Elsie Books, E. P. Hoe’s Books,
Teachers’ Bibles, Family
Bibles, Bibles Lilies, ,6c., Gold Dust, and endless variety of
Games, many of them new, a choice line of useful anti instructive Toys for the Children, Work Baskets, a FULL
LINE of CHRISTMAS CARDS.

C. E. Johnson & Co.

In all cappq of Bronchial and Pulmonary Affections is Ayer's Cherry
PECTORAL. As such it is recognized and
by the medical protection, and
preserved
in many thousands of families, for the
past forty years, it has been regarded as an
invaluable household remedy. It is :v
that only requires to be taken
n very small quantities, and a few doses
of it administered iu the early stages of a
cold or cough will effect a speedy cure,
and may, very possibly, save life. There
is no doubt whatever that

prices before buying.

100

25c. Pair.
“
37c
“
50c.

Photograph, Autograph

Fancy Ms of all Descriptions.

Don’t

lielfnst. Me.,

HRBSTMAS

-AND-

not be undersold.

Nov.

lOOdoz, Linen Handkerchiefs at 5c,

at 45c.

MY LINE OF HOLIDAY GOODS LS FINER THAN EVER.

Handkerchiefs, Hoods

Is now retailed as

city.

Second Hand Pianos and Organs. Several good
taken recently in exchange, have been repaired and now ready lor saie at very low prices, l'ou
can save money by examining these goods and

THE

more

Is smoother,

SPUX

H. H. FORBES’ OLD STAND.

ones

\T
V

in the market.

Silk

BROS.,

Vi Main Street,

Colored Borders, at 3c.

11,000 Worth Fancy Towels. Napkins,
Holiday Goods !
Holiday Goods!! Tallinn's,Tray Cloths. Toilet (jnillUt.

CORSETS,

The OX TV Pure Thread Knitting

Slipper,

trouble to show

sum and

UNDERWEAR & HOSIERY,

Sl.oO,

SHAW

High St., lielfttst, Me.

OF

STOCK of

UNDERWEAR & HOSIER?,

DGLGE S.

Dolge's

“

CARPETS.

city

Offer:

25 Ladies’ Black Fur Muffs at
$1.25, worth $2.00
We have constantly on hend real Beaver Fur, Nutria, Opos-

TOWELS,

Me.

ed with the wear her money will he refunded.
They are eagerly sought for by the finest trade
In the west, fSTKEETKU & TUCK Kit, of
Chicago, having used this season over 3,000
pairs. Call for the

ORGANS

Monday Evening,

NEW

TABLE LIUS, SOTS,

a

Alfred

25c.

Shall

100 doz. Children's Handkerchiefs,

offering.

IU'Hast, Dec. 10.—3\v50

marvel, and its wearing qualities surpass
anything ever put n the market. Any lady
who will buy a pair will find in them instant rebel from cold feet, and if not perfectly satisfii~

-IN-

GOULD,

a

“SUPERIOR”

-FOR-

PIANOS

occupy one-half

all sold.

shall sell very low.

we

we

amuse-

get!one

deserlpiloii.

HOLIDAY

public that

LADIES’

New Arrivals

Reserved seats at Poor & Sous and

TRUNKS

or

BLESDS,

NEW

ALFRED

We

UNDERWEAR !

H.

than the

AT

Best work,
Floral Designs Tor Funerals.
lowest prices. From the well-known
house of

very

and many other useful and

pleased to

High Sts., Belfast,

Corner Main &

a

of every

old customers and

new

wide, $ .75, worth $1.00
.90
.62, worth
.15
.10, worth

25c., worth 37c. Each.
“
12 1-2c, worth 20c.

FURS 1

Children’s Chairs & Rockers!

Our team will he
see

54 in.

50 Doz. Ladies’ Vests and Pants,
“
“
“
“
“
75

,

before getting your children

before they

HOWES’ XE W It LOCK,

Absolutely Pure.

these

Strong and durable.

■

F. H. Francis & Co.,

POWDER

see

presents, suitable for boys

any age, and makes

j!

BOX of

Remember the Place

W.

Homespun,

Canvass Cloths,
54 in. wide,
Brocade Dress Goods,

window.

a

SEE SAW !

DRESSING !

—

us

50

“

Something New for the Children,

•.

.,

Please give

“

cheap.

very

-.

..

From the smallest to the
largest slz?. A NEW
received. We have a room on the
second floor for trunks alone where
our customers can see at once all the different
styles and
qualities.
3wfi0

25 Pieces
15

GOODS!

25 Doz. Ladies’ All Wool Hose,
“
“
“
i<
a
25
“
“
“
“
“
50

large assortment of

from 35c. to

many
show our

E.

for the

HOSIERY7 !

BACKS,

IP O U 353

«

E. H. COOMBS & SON,

DRESS

RACKS,

OTTOMANS, FOOT RESTS, to.,

liiflt)

nor.

ii.Hav\v. Cunningham,

Prices lower than ever before known in this
About fifteen styles open for Inspection.

Preparations

line of Woolen and Cashmere Shawls at prices that will

CARPETS.

Pillow Sliaii Holders, Banner Rods, j
A.

1

E.

new

cost.

1

W.

A

full line of

a

TOWEL

day-.

AT

We Have Made

BASKETS,

VERY LOW PRICES.

at

SLIPPER

as

..

Each, Santa Claus Headquarters!

SHAWLS !

in this

WARE!

hall'

at

We would like to

o

“

8c.

25 Pieces Loweii Carpets at 67 1-2c., sold in this city at 75c.
5 Pieces Six Frame Scotch Brussells at 25c. per
yard, sold

fore the tire.

■

FANCY JAPANESE

300

25 Doz. Fancy Turkish Towels at
25 Doz. Fancy Damask Towels at
“
“
“
“
25 Doz.

Accommodate any Purse.
They offer the
i-o \v i; s
i»ki( ks :
in the City. Job Lot of

We do not propose to odd to the price of our
goods In order to give away these presents, but
claim that we are selling goods lower than be-

■

“

Cost to Import 37 1-2c.

Presents to

at

-.

“

TOAVELS !

FINE PLUMES of PAMPAS GRASS

This powder never varies. A marvel of purity,
strength ami wholesomeness. More economical
ordinary kinds, and cannot lie nold in com
petition with the multitude of the low test, short
weight, alum or phosphate powders. Sold only in
ran*
Koval Hakim; Powdkr Co., lot; Wall >i.,
NY
ly42

“

Have just received a new lot of Ladies and Misses Garments
from our New York Manufacturer. The styles and fit of
our Garments need no comment.

Vw Christinas (tilts
They have

Canii-ri ige,

“

CLOAKS!
-AT-

-TO-

to the amount of

ad. and splitting her flying jib. she proceeded to
CL 1-ian 1 for r* pairs.
on VVednestiav
I *uring a terrili*' storm at ( 1 *t
and Tn'.i«day, Id vessel? were lost, some of them
v. '■[
'ii board.
Among the lost vessels were the
A'lii'i icfin
rig <*. -. Tolan, whieh wont down wit*i
mi i,ai. ;?. Li.
bark Veteran, and the schoonerFrank Alw md. Avis, Rio Grande and sloop Mark
Twain.
><
t*r 1.
Poor, <>r Belfast. ran on >heep !
l-l ii, i,ar,
-lied “The Old Soldier’'; on the morein-ol N'O .fith, al)OUt high water. She is loaded i
She
w i1
l.'ait# bushels corn and 175 nags of short*.
v. i- !■ Mind
Bangor. A tug came to her assistan.
l).|-t, lmt eouid not got near her. she was
Rockland
hauled off and taken U
The vessel i«
v\
mi
tier ':arg«< "f corn was sold.
i,i.\v* at Belfa-t, an 1 is not much damatred.
mcr M1 '-cs Webster, Capt. Rhodes, of R»rkfr >m ( aibaricn for Boston, with a cargo of
-m_
i. which struck on shovelful shoal offChntham, j
M
".'iturda> evening, Nov. 2sth, is a total loss. !
f the vessel wa- $20,000, and she was ;
n. valo.
she was mostly owne<l In
-i p
I for $10,1*00.
Rockland mid vicinity. Ryke.-& Mojdv owned 14
fourth-of her. H* sides this, 24 sixtv fourths j
wa- ■»w:n■ *i in Rockland, 12 sixty-fourths in Vinalav.-n, and tin: balance in Boston and Worcester,
Mas-. Her irgo valued at $50,000
A <ic-patcli from the treasurer of the Vessel j
< >,v 111• r.- 'ii
<
plains’ National Association in New
York. f ih»* secretary in Boston, savs several vesi- have I»».•*• n chartered under the new bill of lad- I
The new
bur and n opposition has developed yet
lull ..f lading above referred to compels the convessel
at
ills
expense and at
i-ignce to discharge the
c rate
f 150 tons per day instead of 100 per day
for
and
the
vessel
discharging. A
a- formerlv
pay
mini ..win rale ..f freight waslixed upon to go into
but as the rate paid for the last week
•r, .•[ i..
v two tins been above this no trouble is anlicipate* 1 j
from iiii«. but it wa- thought there might be some |
opposition to the other terms.
Tiie following freight advices are |
Fkkp.iiis.
wb eklv Freight Circular of Snow & Burirmii
Sow York’ for the week ending Dec. 5. The \
lir
I* it trade has fallen off considerably of late,
mi,.5
fmv orders for Lumber or miscellaneous
.i- arc now in the market; rates, therefore, arc I
—unc inquiry has been experienced for
p.r.d Flour :it Richmond for Brazil, with
,,
onjiletcd at 70<j75c. to Rio.Janeiro. Outwmp:
irtci -to Cuba are reported at 20 cents on
..»k- an I Heads hence, ami $1.25 on Coal from
l.
k.
i.iit in the way >>f return cargoes there
N..)•
There is some Wind,.'
vi-n little offering.
n!
i-as passing, with, however, no material
u,.i'i
rates, other foreign trades are quiet.
,ngc it
i-t .vi-e Lumber trade is without important
Ti..
I Savannah
Rate.- from Briin-wiek
liiim-i an quoted about steadv, but from-Jackson
\;. m• ;ii, ea-ier tone prevail-. Coal rate- arc tending
i.i-hei i- tiie season advances, $1.25g$L30 being
it*.
the urn-nt rate lienee to Boston and vicinity.
Sehr. William
I
f. lowing are local freights
t il t hi-, from Baltimore, North side of
F. dcri<<
-hook- and heads, 2d ‘ts, and hoops$5. Sch.
M. French. 2«»5 tons, New Y'*rk to NcuvitaI),
ai
back at $10(mi. ship Til lift F. Starl'tick, 1,931
liailtonto arriv* ;. Baltimore to Portland,<>rg
rnid in Aerial, private terms. Am s. h Mary O’Nei
Norfolk
to
lnon
$1.15.
'•71 t-»n~,
Cardenas, Coal,
M t». Milieu, 319 tons, New York t<* N. S.
\m
(-a, ui n.-ral cargo, and back with Sugar, private
i,-.
\u: >c'nr Annie R
i.
Lewis, 205 ton-, New
-[. .John, I*. R., general cargo, 40 cents per
York
Am Brig 1 W. Parker, 3S6 tons, from Richm.oid to Rio Janeiro. Flour, 70 cents per bbl. Sc hr
-i, i,
M. Ken ■... 575 tons, from Darien to New
Y ck, Lumber'. $4.75. sehr Flora Condon, 219 tons,
from 1! d,nkcn to Boston, Coal, $1.30. sehr Lester
A
J.
i-, .‘37 tons, from Apaiachicola to New York,
■

Silk Handkerchiefs at 25

-AND-

msftBnrcursBOESi

>

v

“

-OF-

LADIES’

T

Manzanila

25

Presents !

new

Larpst anfl last Varies Stock

.HISH

K. II. Harri man,

MISCELI.AN

Kn-t

each.

defy competition.

Fancy Chairs,

THE

Mi
11 Irani U.
her.
and d month-.
Thomas, aged .V*
In Brooks, her. 7. John Stinip.-on, aged d('» yearj
and 3 inos.
In Freedom, D« c. 2, Julia F. Crant, ay- d 39 year*
to the amount ol $3.50 and upwards a large bottle
8 months and 12 days.
In Rockport, Dec. 2, Beitj. Achorn, aged fil years,
of
8 months, 12 days
In l.lneolnviiie, Nov. 23, Bertiia E daughter of
ear-. 17 -lay-, i
( harles and Ellen F etcher, aged Id
In West ! amden, N »v. 19, Samuel Id Vmjtl, aged
3d years, S month -. 1 day.
Prom $2.00 to $3.50 abottleof Yern'slne Dressing,
In Union, Dec. 2d, (jc-orge E. Fo-selt, aged to
The above dressings are tin' best In the market and
yeai4 months.
In Waldoboro, Nov. 2d, Mrs. John B. Winc.her- we have
Just received them fresh from the tnanubarb.
faciurcrs. For every pair of
At the Maine Mate Prison, Thomaston, V v. 30,
■James Henderson, a convict sentenced from somerset county, for life tor murder in the second
degree, a native ->f Ireland, aged (is years.
In Waldoboro, Nov. 27. Margaret, wife of Cnpt.
Thomas F. Wade, aged 01 years.
In Bluehill, Nov. 30, Mrs. Parker Pillshury, aged
s9 years and 6 months.
In

11.. vt
MARI 1IME

Mrs. Jlei
Mr. J:i

thi.-city. Im.
Waldo, I>i*• •.

really worth 25c.

are

Misses

rail at

•...

■

goods

“

WILLOW ROCKERS

DIED

—

These

50

A COMPLETE

ELEGANT ASSORTMENT of

and

o

it

I
Christmas
Goods«?
Million
lOODoz.(tent’s All Linen Hdkfs.atl5c.each.
each.

<

brig Don Jacinto, Harri

iii. t'r<>ni Liverpool.
Br.tavii. -ail*.] <>.•;. 22, bark .lames G. Pet idle
< .>!«-.
1
i from < Ybu,.
'd< ib..iii-ia-. V 1 ><t.
ship Llew ellyn J. Morse,
\ .•!/
I'ortland. <Jregon.
nil"sht. Nov
... barque Lor* ua, Stowers,
Bar iff Iocs.
H«
ir,.
Bn- d by previous t V v. 24, ship
b
Arr at do proyl, Tn-nt, l1 iio for Boston.
-I•
t
Nov. 21. harqm- 1*. I * arletoa. Amesburv,
1: •;
I... \. v\ Y"rk.
i» f.
1'
2!, nark I’r* »!.«•■ f, (’hap.
!1
or N't w York.
«* t. 2-M. bark Fretl K. Richard',
Bn
\
id."fi.dike. I’oi land.
11 nv i' N"v. 2'».
-Id bark (Toodcd, Hog. n, Hong
K ...g
i;
N"V. 11 th. siii-eh. K. H. llarriman,
11. li.
W..Oet. 2d. Arr bark Ldwani
Novvea-t'• N.
K.
.:.:'!
-ydney, V -. W.
N
D.i.d, arrived snip America, Harri

art your friend, for

..

PORTS.

FOREIGN

Mil'S!

o

.'.
B>*ston.
'.‘i. Florcne.c Boland,
:'i-ivio„ I)- -. J, arrived
Ad:
\i: b.- V
N v in if'o'i, De. d, irr!v- i sell. Fdward '■Man
< oonilis, Lincolnvllle.
0

it-.

Me.

2w50

npWDMffin

'•

jlTth, ship Brown Broth

v.

WARREN, Proprietor, Bangor,

E

WE WEAN EVERY WORD.

■

Saih
.in

AHA

TRUTHS !

In Centre Lincotnville, Vo 2‘\ »»y -J. Mathew-,
\ Tower, both
I II. 1'itrln and Mi-s
*<r-• i.*
of Lincolnvi*le.
!:•
(
L. Haskell, Mr.
aisp rt
Thither A. t.eorge and .Mi-- Trnneis M. Heagan,
both of stoekton.
In Rock port, Nov. •J'.. William(inrdnerand Annie
•I. Carleton, both of Roekpnrt.
It Rockland, N"V do. <i«•>-rgo W. >liiblesand Antoinciie Winidienb.ai
both of Thomaston.
In \ in.ii: aven, V*v. 2:(ih. Manzaniila E (alderwood »f N'ortHaven, and Eourenn Hopkins, of
Vinalhav n.
I*> Rockland, \
_'<i, Reuben I. Mpdfvvcy and
Addi-' \
Richards, both of Rockland
In Vlnnlhnven. V
•_*>;. .Janie- 0. Brown ami
ah o; \ i: .alba*on.
Flora A
arver,
In Thomaston, Nov.‘2d, Willlan F. Lcrn nd and
:• 'lit ofThomast'-n.
Mr-. Na,,c\ I Mr,
In Phipshurg, Vo 2d. hr. .1. Elwln Walker, of
Thonifi-t"! and .Josh- K. I’erev, f IMiip*! an:'.
In N irtl Haven. No. 2t,
i-ha I>. Brown and
Mary Webster, lot h of V ih Haven.
In Thomaston. N .v 21, Henry D. Allen and Mary
H Sargent, both f Thoma-t<u
in Thomaston, Nov. j:{, Austin H. lvaler uuo I !>en
Jackson, both of Thomaston.
in I.U.oriv, Viv. id. (jam
! Pair:
T'irncr.
and Emnn A. overtook, of Washington.
In Ellsworth, N -v. 2C. Mr A'fred P. ho; lc
Miss Ella A Maddox, both
Eii-wortli.
In surrv, Nov :»o, Mr Silft- !. Woodbury of if.,fast ami Mrs. <• ie-iia p. <.n.of >urr--

_.

»'•

for$5.00.

somrthlne that hill he SI RE to PLEASE, and make
your friends happy. Just received a LARGE

MARRIED.

<•

■

bottles

Useful

lyrtlnrm

:
\rrived sch. Helen G. Moser.
Dee.
Sailed sch. Win. FredPatti
i-'k.
rson, Cuba.
:*• u-acola, \
.'in. Cleared sch. Benj. Fabene,
n
Ha\ 'tea.
Cleared sch Rachel & Maud,
I'l'i'.a-ie’jdila, Dr.11 \'. Bo.-ton.
In
..Hi.
cleared brig L. Staples,
-b u r-. Bo-ton.
I’r
Arrived -eh. \. \\
K lie,
lei., I:
Ft rgu-on, Belfast.
Dee. 4.
Arrived seh. Nellie,
! »rinkwater, Hoboken.
4.
-ailed slop Richard I*.
Francisco. 1 >
1.. 1' k, ( arver, N. w Y rk.
Arr. .-hip trank Penb,t t• *11, Nn hols. New York.
: a.
dialed s< h. N. j.ie >. Phkvilio. De.-. ;.
■:
M h en, New York.
N w
V rk, 1).
1
Arrived bark Alice, Dyer,

IV'

0

utid ael

Bang

i.

300 Doz. Ladies All Linen Hdkfs. at 10c.

nrter

N*

»re,

H

that

sure

B. H. COOMBS &

CARTER MEDICINE CO.,
Mew York City

Hayford. .Jones, New York; St.

\

-,

-AT-

from 10c. to $3.00 each.

pills

I’lOider.Jr., Bulloek, Seareport ;.Jaehin, *

j,

by all Druggists for $1.00;

but

-•

AKKIVKLl.

■

as

CHRISTMAS,

*h'-nai.- ..f
many iiv.s that licre e where we
lake our great boast. Our pills cure it while
•.hers do not.
t arter # Little Liver Pills art very small and
make a dose
cry ca«y to take. One or two
They are strictly vegetable aim do net grip-- or
purge, but by their gentle action please ail who
use them.
In vials at 25 cents; five for $1. Sold
by druggists everywhere, or sent by mail.

L. Warren, Colson, Boston.
-ill-. Fannie A. Gorham, Welsh, New
Itic. 5
!•■:>*.
Henry. Woods, Boston; Paragon, -hule,

I>

arising from impure blood, no matter how serious, you inay bo
yon. 1 f not, money will be refunded.

your bruin tu think what tu

ACHE

K

•»

host describe

cun

Bald Headed

pills

PI >KT (J* BEL!? AST

»r.

which I

cure

..

sSHIP NEWS.

_'

feeling

lvl"J_

Dollar.

adjourned.
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Brown’s Sarsaparilla

la sold

Ache they would he almost pric* «s to thos-‘ who
sutlerfr.-m this digressing complaint: buf fortunately their goodness dura not » rid her*-, and those
valuwho once try them will find these little
able in so many ways that tin v w ] not In* willing
to do without them
Put after all s rk head

I

loath of the Vice President and the !

>

an^ disease

*iave

Sarsui>arilla will

HEAD

]

twenty members answered the

Carlisle w as elected Speaker by
Hcrnot ats, the Republicans nominating Thos.
Km;.
A tier the drawing of seats Mr. Holman

..

>°u
Brown's

•Little LivrrPiPsarc equally
valuable in Constipation, curing and
preventing
this annoying complaint, whin- they also correct
all disorders of ihe stomach, stimulate the liver
l>.nv»
and regulate the
1m. K. u if th. y only cured

Heartache.)

the

called

was

-ii-.

and I had

SICK

Sher

\dec President Hendricks and at ids rewere laid on the table. The Senate- then

tin

>

1

then took

Mr. Voorhees oifered resolutions

1

Sarsaparilla

a

general debility. Have tried many remedies, and
at last bought Brown’s Sarsaparilla.
I am free to
say, that, so far as my experience goes, it is the
1 best thing for purifying the blood known.”

Sick Headache cr. 1 relieve* all the trout'lea incident to a bilious state of the Bystem, suck as Dizziness. Nausea, Drowsiness. Distress after eating,
moat remarkPa n in the Side, «5rc.
While tin
able success h.>
n fL avu in « uring

I,air anmuinred the sudden

11>c

Vic- Proi'it

"f tin

*.::.

called to

was

»-;i:nominating Senator Harris
i-oonlii*.

Sarsaparilla

CURE

j

s»-cretary and after prayer, Senator
tosen President of the >enate, the

\va-

i.

now

rtCRANDt*

wonderful medicine for humor.
W. A. Johnson is a
clothing dealer on Pickering
Square, Bangor. “I have had,” said Mr Johnson,
“a canker or humor about me for a
longtime,
which showed itself in my stomach and mouth

man.

llWh
PILLS.

Forty-ninth Congress.

h

e

■•'>!»•-«

Belfast,
of the Larrabee boys, who is
*i\e factory on the east side.

one

k

si

Brown’s
is

cases.

is

woman

name.

began the use of Brown’s SarsaMr. Curtis authorizes the use of his
He is in better health than for
years. He says

and it helped him more than anything he ever had
I
When he went to sea a few days
ago he bought a
larg«- supply and said he should come home a wel1

BARTER'S

a

cininlt the crime of which she

the dead

t

b

look like

family f.ro,: r-ps.iutin this rase. There |
I in the family.
Willard Kendall, the son
citified again-*: his mother, killed Ids step- I
r.'iarditer Larrabee, a few years ago, and has

M

*

not

One

parilla.

lyrlfi

<50 \ears of age,
Her face shows

tut she does

h.

Brown’s

✓

ceeded when he

whose vocation was that of a sailor. From
eating
salt food he had contracted a bad case of humor
hair came out, face and body covered with
blotches. He took one 1 Kittle

Sarsaparilla

Doses

IOO

a woman

pounds.

-jo"

greatly

was

Sold by all druggists. $1; six for $5. Made
only by C. I. HOOP & CO., lAiwell, Mass.

state

brought out the fact that Mrs. Larrabee
ua- v
'-\perb-need mid-wife that she t.a-1 officiated [
a-es
a:
and always successfully. Judge
Le o Irnan found probable cause ami committed
t
prtsf.rcr t" jail to await the action of the Crand
L i\ at the
January term of court.
Mr*. Jo

and

Mr. Frank Curtis, the well-known boot and
dealer in Banger, had trouble with Canker in
Mouth and Stomach. This caused constant sonr
stomach, indigestion, etc. Mr. Curtis has for
years tried to get rid of this humor, and only sucshoe

dorse the above.
Mu. G. A. Parcher, of Ellsworth, is
agent for
the American Express Co., and owns a
drug store
There was in that town an acquaintance of his

M. A. Abley, Worcester, Mass.

Hood’s

roll er

a

Gerrish Is Pastor of the Pine St.
Church, and author of “The Blue and the
Gray.” A member of his family had a severe case
of Canker in Mouth and Stomach, tried in various
ways to get relief, at last bought Brown’s Sarsa"
parilla and was cured. Rev. Mr. Gerrish will en’
KEV. 1HEO.

M. E.

■

testimony being much the same as that
the coroner's inquest. The state pro

at

>

No

Sarsaparilla,

means
Scrota,a, Canker, Blotches, Sal, Rhcnm, Cancer,
Ulcers, Tumors, Blark Heads and rations other difficulties
are always the
outgrowth ot impure blood

Boils

wind,

Hood's Sarsaparilla is clit < terized by
three peculiarities
<
1st, t:
'‘(nation of
remedial agents; 2d, tin- jiraportion; 3d, the
process of securing the active medicinal
qualities. The result is a medicine of unusual
strength, effecting cures hitherto unknown.
Send for book containing additional evidence.
“Hood's Sarsaparilla ban s up my system,
purifi* s my Mood, sharpens uiv am-Vt itc. and
s'-erus to make me hmt."
.1 P. Thompson,
Register of Deeds. Lowell, Mass.
“H"od’s Sarsaparilla beats all others, and
is worth its wriulii in gM-i
I Bakkl\u;ton,
130 Bank street, New York City.

of the

unde

Pimples,

suffered with catarrh 6 or 8 years ; tried
many wonderful cures, inhalers, etc., spending nearly one hundred dollars without benefit.

'•i«

G. W. Burkett’s

Means health and happiuess; bad blood

I

ed

lick-.>n were

PURE BLOOD

Catarrh Cured

|

I

on

exhibition.

bat what

IT EOT

COODS
EVERY

ImflO

50 Pieces
Main

(tl

5 & 10 Cent

TO

Goods of all kinds that are usually kept in a live and
ten cent store. New stock just received.

B. F.

WELLS,

GOODS.

Crazy Quilt

Work

PUBLIC!

for 20c.

Remember the Well

Lighted

Store of

New York Store.

Beautiful

Shades

GEO. W.

BURKETT,

IN
—

COTJXTTER.

DAY

Street,

THE

XMAS!

FOB.

BOB-

Chri stmas & New Year’s Presents
have your Magazines and papers bound at
3w30

PHINKA8 LIBBY'S. U Main Bt.

TONGEE

SILKS and SATINS
AT

Mra. Shnlcs & Knight.
New patterns just received.
In the city.
Belfast, Dec. 9,1885.—Iw50

The

81 A 83 Main Street,

largest variety

CITY

BLOCK,

BELFAST.

The First

SKIN, SCALP, BLOOD
Cleansed, Purified ; n ] Beautified
by the Cuticura Remedies,
cleansing the -skin and Scalp of Disfiguring
i.mor-, lor allaying Itching, Burning and Initio fox curing the first s\
mptoms of EczeP-oriit-is, Milk t ru-t,
aid Head. Scrofula,
ther inherited "km and Blood diseases,( c rigx it Skin Cure, and Coticura SOAP,
it
; d-i1.’ "kin Beaulitier, externally. and drik
Ke-olnent, the new Blood Purifier, internal ly, are infallible.

Iji<

>R
11

frightened birds in coveys settle down
And startled nerds together turn at bay.
So rose the rude log huts, an embryo town.
Like rallied troopers in some tierce affray
About their banner, honored, guarded there;
So in their midst arose the house of prayer.

1

wooden pegs along their rough-hewn walls
Hung heavy golden risks of Indian corn.
Contented cattle in their guarded stalls
Chewed slow the golden straw of summer

leave been selling your Cl ticcra Remedies
D-r the i•;«-t three or four years, and have never
h’-ard aught hut good worth- in their favor. Your
(. r no ka "* * a i’ i- tlecidedly the best
selling medieinal .-"ap we handle, and ‘is highly prized" here
for it- soothing and softening effect upon the -kin.
d. I LlFl'oN WHEAT, Jk., Druggist.
Winchester, Ya.
"

■

Have

11(11

This was the footprint on a savage strand.
And this of God's great hymn, the op'uing
chord.
Now tramping millions westward o'er the land
March to the cluering music of the Lord.
The beating waves along Atlantic’s side
Chime with the music of Pacific's tide.

((RED.

1 have been selling your <
iutka Remedies
for the la-tsix % ar-. and 1 find that they give universal -ati-f action. T .< y .-tired me of a -• ere case
of Barber’- It-di uh.-i
;her remedies failed.
W. L. ANHRKW", Druggist. UUM I-AND, < >.
>

DOC TORM

PltlX RBIIE

But fifty millions blest in mart or field
No purer gratitude can give to God,
N *r brighter glon of our land shall yield
Thau that upiising from N* w England *od.
Though cold and barren. 'There was sown that

THEM.

The < TTh I'Ha Rkmedii> re excellent rente lies
for all skin disea-.
•I. (
WILSON, M. !>.. H vliVEl ILL.

day

-.

'The

seed whose harvest

Are
Did

shall decay.
[A d>:ui\ Journal.

Gems

--Id «.v.-ry wla-re.
Brie.
(Tnci ka, at*
flits. PoTTl K
SOLVENT, $ INI; SoAl*.
GihMic vi. Co., I1<»v

Hope i* the

for ’*non to lure skin Diseases.”

Send

1’.
ii;

CRIIDC

UnU DO.

"kin
.i.r.
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tl.tka

(
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1
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[Robertson.
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1 ill ’V.- t\< It'l I
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T:iMr ai. Ill' arin-.
aii-i C.varrhai Con\ run-i.-tnn;
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_a\n.a\

He who will look into many par
of A*ia
and America will find men
a*
n tlicr.
perhaps
aeuiely a* dim*, ltd who yet never
! heard of a *yi!ogisjn.
[Lock'.

!•

’.-a

high beauty ha* moral .dements in i: : and
! tied tle: an’bpie
a*.' »i-•»i as Mar:>iur»
ch* Anioniuus. and the
it. propor-nuty » \
Lim rsen.
! lion \> the depth of thought.
A:!

lb’

k.

hav* :!i: *g* Ion** rpiicknail adv id
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I>
y : :<• r.of .Iv
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liom
Thing*
<j
kly pn-vcu;* their 1»• *i g
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M**m being :‘.cccmp.i-!n -i.
{■I' v- id* great aih.

"--.Vt.-i.
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j-.i.i.
iif-tiitMIter. I>r
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in./ /.•>.. Postal,.
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GERMShreMEOT

Derangement of the liver, with constitution, Injure the oomph xion, induce pimples, sallow -kin,
<•!•-.
Ronioc the cause by using Carter’s Little
Liver Pills.
At

One

recent

a

bj III

Knglish wedding the bridesmaids car-

"

ried huge hunches of grapes instead of flowers.
Sour grapes, of course.

TUK

A

man who
km 1 of a di.-h with an imposing
be -caretl to death it he catches a
or Latin title.

»

two

-r<-

m

i'

**

I

i,«

■

ioic's «n-atii

»•

sleep.

In d

a*

suit

to tlunk of

a*

going

to

[ Luthatiasy.

the

Stop

\\

Advice
Wi

»\V>

s<

to
>..

ha*

r.

pr--**

;

Fine

COODS,

Thayer

PRICES

flic !> (tic
Our >toek Is

visdom oj the innocent babe!

bucklin'.-

Arnica

to

sleep

Tie.

I'.e-t salve in the world for Cuts, Bruises,
B1h im:>. Fever Sores, Tetter,
''op--, l'>:itt
»
hpptd Hands, Chilblains, Corn-, an l all Skin
l-a i| ti":!-. ;i;id positively cures Files, or no pay
retpiired. It is guarantee 1 t" give perfect satisfacuor money refunded.
Frice 25 cents per box
For sale l»y IiichariJ H. Moody.
\
v. si<-k poet
says that
iu" -miIs.”
Very true,
too.
protracted

of

a kiss is “the meeting
and It is sometimes a

Cured.

An old physician, retired from practice, having
h id pf -d iu his hands hv an Hast India missionary tin* formula of a simple vegetable remedy for
the speedy and permanent cure of
onsumplion,
F.r'u.eidti-. Catarrh, Asthma and all Thro a and
Lung Ail’ections, also a positive and radieal cure
for Vriioi.- Dehiiitv and all Nci \ous C'inplair.ts,
alter having tc-ti d its wonderful curative powers
in thousands of
has felt it his duly to make
it kicwn to his -..lfering fellows. Actuated hv this
uctive end a desire to relieve human sutT ring, 1
will -mi | fret- of charge, to all who desire it, this
r< -ip*-, in Herman, French or English, with full
dire' inw.s f.>r preparing and Using. Sent l»y mail
hv addressing with stamp, naming this paper, W.
A. Nuvks, 14b Power'* Mock. Hochesfer, A
V.
“2f>teow48

ounce, at
complete and

-■

..

iness.

tire satisfaction in any

••

..•

Remedy
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CLOCKS! CLOCKS!!
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WHAT

Uncle Tom's Cabin.

Among the many symptoms HOW ONE OF AMERICA’S MOST FAMOUS HOOKS
WAS WRITTEN.
of Dyspepsia cr indigestion
Ill 1850 Prof. Stowe accepted a position in
the most prominent arc: Va- Bowdoin College; and thus New England again
became Mrs. Stowes home. This wa» ju>t at
riable appetite; faint,gnawing tile height of the excihmcnl
produced by the
Fugitive Slave Law. She found that here, too,
feeling at pit of the stomach, an
abolitionist was regarded as a fool or a madwith unsatisfied craving for man. “These people,” she said to herself, “cannot know what slavery i>: they do not see what
food; heartburn, feeling of they are
defending;” and hence arose a purpose
\vi ite some sketches which should show to the
weight and wind in the stom- to
world slavery as she h rsell had seen it. “Ponach, bad breath, bad tnste in dering this subject,”—we give her own interthe mouth, low spirits, general esting language,—“I was one da\ turning over
a little hound volume of an anti—daven magaprostration, headache, and zine, edited by Mrs. Dr. Bailey, of Washington, and I read the account of the escape of a
constipation. There is no form woman
with her child, on the ice of the Ohio
of disease more prevalent than ! river, from Kentucky. This formed the first
salient point of he story. 1 began to meditate.
Dyspepsia, and none so pecul- A faithful slave husband in Kentucky occurred
iar to the high-living and rap- to me as a pattern of Uncle Toni, and the
scenes of the story began gradually to form
id-eating American people. themselves in my
mind.”
One day, at communion service in theehurcli
Alcohol and tobacco produce
at Brunswick, the death bed scene of Uncle
Dyspepsia; also, bad air, rapid Tom presented itself to her almost as a “tangible vision.” She was perfectly overcome by it,
eating, etc. BURDOCK BLOOD and
hastened home and wrote our her thoughts.
BITTERS will cure the worst She read what she had written to her little
sons, in the absence of their father: anil one of
casefby regulating the bowels them said, through his sobs, “O mamma, slaand toning up the digestive very is the most cursed thing in the world!”
organs.

Sold everywhere.
Iyr22

Important

to

Ladies,

Women are everywhere using and recommending
Parker’s Tonic because they have learned from exthat it speedily overcomes
indigestion or weakness in the back orkhlneys, and
other troubles peculiar to the sex.
“I have long been a sufferer from female complaints. Have tried physicians and advertised
remedies, but without any relief whatever. With
but little hopes of receiving any benefit, I bought a
bottle of Parker’s Tonic. The effect of that one
bottle was so satisfactory that I kept on using it,
and am to-day well and strong. It certainly is the
remedy for suffering women and my advice to all is
to use it.”—mkh. N. Douglass, 604 West India
street, Chicago, 111.

perience

despondency, j

Parker’s Tonic
[Prepared by Iliscox & Co., N. Y.l
Sold by all Druggists in large bottles at One Dol-

lar.

Ira49nrm

FRAMES,

li.

From that time on, the story progressed rapidly. She wrote to Dr. Bailey, of the National
Era. telling him about her story, and in reply
received immediate application for it. She sent
it to him.
Before long, a young Boston publisher, J. P. Jewett, asked her to permit its
publication in hook form. Mrs. Stowe relates
graphically, in the introduction of this latest
edition, her anxiety for the success of the hook.
But how grand and speedy was to he her reward !
Uncle Tom’s Cabin was published March 20,
1852. Within a year over three hundred thousand copies were sold. Mrs. Stowe sent copies
to Prince Albert, to Macaulay, to Charles Dickens, to Kingsley and to Lord Carlisle; and in
due time came letters from all acknowledging
the story’s wonderful significance and power.
This one sentence from a long letter of Lord
Carlisle’s is enough to show the effect which the
book produced upon a strong and cultured
mind: “I return my deep and solemn thanks to
Almighty God,” he said, “who has led and enabled you to write such a book.” [Every Oth-

er

Saturday.

EMBLEM PINS !
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STYLISH

largest.

CO., 47 Main St.
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money

las leased I In* MITCH KI 1.
]
Main and ( ross streets, oppostlct irangt .-tore, w hen tie w ill in pit a,-ei! to w el I
come his friends.
Horses stood in for ten cents. I
Hay and grain til reasonable rates.
.JOHN 1. \\ .VI is.
;
Belfast, Dec. 3, lss.Y—
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BHkvnsr,
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!

:

Call at 52 Cedar Street.
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TESTS
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oPNfeE

FSanaef,

CEO. A.
Belfast, Nov.

QUII^BY.
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One t’

:i

©5TCURES Diphtheria,
Croup, Asthma, Bronchitis. Neuralgia, Rheumatism, Bleeding at the
Lungs, Hoarseness, In-

CURES Catarrh, Cholera Morbus, Dysentery,
Chronic Diarrhoea, Kidney Troubles, and Spinal
—

Circulars free,
Diseases.
I. S. JOHNSON & CO.,
Boston, Mass.

A3STD

EXTERNAL

It is a well-known fact that most of the B m « ■ M Kfl ■ ■ ■■ M ■
■
| If
Ilorse and Cattle l‘«>wd<r sold in tt is eomt- ■& Mg
E ffi
M
fa mk MS
HI 13
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try is wortitless; that Sheridan's < ’omlilion HM M If El
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Powder is absolutely pure ami very valuable. ■■■■ 12 feM
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M El WT Rig
Nothing on Earth will make liens
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jam I
lav like Sheridan’* Condition Pow-BwB
IB H— H B &■
I
H
■ ™
"™* ™ ■
■
der. Dose, one teaspoonful to each pint of™ ■ ™ ™ « ■ ■
food. It will also positively prevent and cure Hot: Cholera, <fcc. Sold everywhere, or sent by mail for We. in
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BLOOD POISON, and Skin Diseases
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For Female Complaints these Pills
have no equal.
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“In my practice I use no other.
J. Dennison, M.D., DeWitt. Iowa.”
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road leading from Halldale in Mnntville, to 1 rt •■- !
d"in, on Mon*ia\,Jai: t. lsb(>, .-aid real slate eon- j
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SACRIFICE!
We will '-••li our entire stock, including (,’HHISTMA> ROOKS, :it prices to suit customers for tin*
next ;{o days, in view of our removal the first day of
.January next, DSf}, to Howes’ new block, corn* r of
High and Main Sts. Dress m iking, cro- h« t and
fanc\ work done at our sb»rP at the lowest price-.
A large stock or late stvle Turkish Hug patterns
for sale cheap.
K. kSTTKKIMiK,
Huyford Block, Church Street,
Belfast, Dec. 1. 1885.—4\vt'.»
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GEO. T. READ, Belfast.
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RITTREDBE, Chief Manager. Rayford Block.
Belfast, Dee. 1, 1*85.—(>m4b
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for Tea and Otlce That we -hail remo\e to
Howes' new Mock the 1-t day of January next,and
we want
to have all our clubs, as far a-possible,
tilled ami premiums given before Jan 1st, so as to
save the trouble ot removing the great number of
Dinner and Tea Sri- at the new store. Ju?t received a large supply of Tea and ( mice?. A very
choice 1 -t of Fomios Onhuig Teas at
-elected
by the foreign agent, \\ ho is stationed on the I-i" "f
Formosa, and iniporteil by the Co. ( all for a Tea
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one o nt a d-•>«'.
It w ill cure the
worst cases «.f skin disease,
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to tli it awful (ii'onse Scrofula
>l’MTirH BI 111 gS is fabest medicine to use in all,
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U-ep seated diseases,
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Sold by all Druggists: Price $1;
Six bottles for $5.
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which is puffieionfty powerful to expel
from the s\ stem v« n t he l aiut of Hereditary Scrofula.
The medical profession indorse A vim's
SaKsaI’akii I.A, a d many attestations of
the cures effected ! yi: >ine from all parts
of the world.
It P.
the lancruage of
the Hon. P rands d v,\U. ex-State Sena*or of "Ma'-achu-'Ctts and
ex-Mayor of
Kowcll, ‘*111e only preparation that does
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The most effect
nai Kemedy ever
know n tor all
the ailments men
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minor would verr properly term
“surface indications” of what is beneath,
are the
Pimples, Sties, Sore Kyes,
J>oils, and C utaneous Kruptions with
which people are annoyed in spring and
early summer. The etfete matter aeeumulatca during the winter mouths, now
makes its presence felt, through Nature’s
endeavors to expel it from the system.
AVIiile it remains, it is a poison that festers
in the bloml and may develop into Sorofula. This condition causes
derangement
of the diirestive and
assimilatory organs,
with a feeling of enervation, languor, and
weariness —often lightly spoken of as “only
spring fever.” These are evidences that
Nature is not able, unaided, to throw otf
the corrupt atoms which weaken the vital
forces. To regain iiealih. Nature must he
*dded by a thorough blood-purifying medicine; and nothing the is so etlectivo as

1
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W. L. GHEExM: & Co.,
No. I Somerset Street, Boston.
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guaranteed.
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Any subscriber may pay his ovn and one new subscription for $o.uo in advance. To clubs of live
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Ocloi* Cases, .Ve., .Ve.

This
some-

oi‘ tiie nation and through its progressive
currency as the truth, but. on the contrary,
institution- lias been because of tiie genv\!., take ; .mis to p:
id ;hc Pil-itieat i.'U from
eral unanimity of the six States on most I gainingi r i-lice. T.v eirh"! i:> for is- ndr'e
•!.
referred
to
Col.
1*. B.k.r. <-i Lowell.
I
important questions, enabling them to act Ma**. Ti„
an nr Ida. eiiracit
are so U'lmas a unit.
This is not now perhaps so
n il* tHar the conclusion
i* m■* -islibic that
true of political affairs as it once was. but
oi. Baker drew wholly upon hi* imagination
in most matters there is a substantial agree: or relied upon a very in .eh. r* u* tn« m- ry for
ment of (>pinion.
Just at present this is
5 philosopher who had married an ignorant
hi* stateim nts. Th< ai iit
girl
iiu; ii* s th •* Gn.
shown in the universal commendation of
Berry was killed on the day fol *.\i,._• he was -we- ill her "brown sugar,” because he said she
but unretlned.
i-•
of
1.
in
walsd,4."
win
fact
of
night
which
come
"May
from
Athlophoros. praises
It Hale’s
all quarters of every .State. A few of them I kiii.-d at C h.iiieeiior-v iile May :; i. 1st;:;.
Honey the great Cough cine, ’ac., 5oc., A $1.
also represents thGeneral to have fallen
follow:
Glenn's Sulphur Soap heals and beautiiies, 25c.
vv hie- riding into the thick of the tight
person,
1 have been a great sufferer from I
German Corn Kemover kills Corns and Bunions
hi*
to resi*t the in.petuou«
ally h a
..)•;
rheumatism for the last three years,” says 'progressling
of da. k*< Ti’* corps of
‘.lit dciaP
Hill’s Hair and Whisker Dye—Black A Brown, 50c.
K. Parkhurst. of Woonsocket, K. 1.,
havaftei the lligijt of the Jlth corps. Say.- ( „1. Tike’s Toothache
Drops cure in 1 Minute, 25c.
Barker’s account:
ing been unable to do any active labor
Dean’s Klieumatic Tills are a sure cure, 50c.
"Just then the C’a*s Brigade, of ill. I-t.
during that time, and for a large portion
lvrT
Utli and Ki'h Massachusetts. 11th New Jerof the time being confined to my bed. I
sey. 2J N'-vv Hampshii iiiallMdi iVnn*.,Iv auia,
had taken hundreds of dollars worth of
were ordcred t-i hreak
for the front on a run,
medicine, with no relief, until 1 was inand over-i he intervening ground, like so many
duced to try a bottle ot Athlophoros.
; d'-v ii*. they ran. giving their In arty cheer that
Kvery mu* must practice true economy to succeetl
The lirst three doses r-ulted in my hava
ways brought dismay to the m-iny, and with
ing the best night's sleep that I had enBerry in the lead. Initios and unarm, d. tley in iifc. But it is no economy to buy “shoddy” urti'dbad Flour, In i Butter and bad Food of any
oil Jackson's front, ai d in a haiid-lo-haiui
b-yed for three years, and by the time the j fell
light cheeked their advance and put Them ou
kind are not economic d to use at any price: a
lirst bottle was taken I realized that l was
d«
lhe
leiicc.
A lull cam* now. mi : both *id.
thousand times worse is a “shoddy” medicine that
on the road to
complete recovery. I have
I -»ked a.boul then,.
1' wa* du.*k, and hunsince taken six bottles and am now able
pretends to cure, but mak-s the patient worse.
dreds of I todies lying in tw. -n
In lines must
j
tie"As tlie best too l is tin* cheapest because it i*
t" attend to
my business and consider my- j In* cared for. M»-u hunted all around fori
self a well man.”
frit ini*. 1 among other*, and 1 wa* horrified to nutritious and strengthening to the whole system,
th
e\i-n in small
sntue ct
Mrs. C. N. Paige, of Boltonville, Yt., j tind Berry'.* body
juantities, so is a pure medicine,
where he -'■!i
!--,■>( <//-•/ f
-•■,}.
which <-urcs every time, even in small doses; there,
says:
:I
\Y
killed
had
saved
instantly.
tin-army, but fore alway* keep in mind these Ten Solid Facts.
1 f;r.-t saw Athlophoros advertised in a
i at a fearful ro*t.’’
ii'/i There i- more real solid cure in one bottle of
paper, an 1 as ii was only recommended for
Now. what won- the fact-’r (ion. Ib-rry
rheumatism and neuralgia I had great
lb N’T' Kidney and Liver, Remedy, for the dis
‘•was in command of the 2d I>ivi-j«>n of tin1
<aith to believe it could do me some good.
Third Army < ,'orps. under Genera! Sickd-.*' en-es it is prepared for than in a barrel of the soMv husband, therefore, sent for a bottle.
which, -ay* the account from which we quote. called eures ; the dose is 20 to 30
drops.
*’wa- General Hooker*- old and favorite l»i\iI had bet n a great iiflerer from neuralgia
ir/.*dt eiiiv-, restores, regulates and Invigorates
-ion. Un Sunday morning. May i> I. l-(kj. be- \ the Liver, >io;j,.teh, Kidneys, Bladder and Trinary
: r
years. and had spoils when no one wh >
illg posted to lie- ght of ('Iiancelloi-viile.-’ : ■r...i.-,.'T< ai.-- a marvelous appetite and rebuild*
ciw me thought
I could live.
Many General How ard rode up and app* amd to him the cm ire -y>tem. and it is “N.-ver known to fail.”
will prevent as well as cure, Malaria, Fevtimes! have wished d oh would end mv
to retrieve the disaster which had overtaken
ers an I Rlii umati.-m and all diseases which mine
ngonv. The pain would commence in the
th- Kb veuth Corps. General Born rep.ird ip a
Mood. Keep the fountain and the
impure
pit ol my stomach and go from there right that tie had a division that wn- m wr driven springs in it supph it, pure, and the stream flowth*1 breach ing therefrom \\i:! be healthful and life-giving
through my heart. 1 had employed doc- one inch, ami wmnd put tin m into
and regain what Howard had I.**:. 'The a*Me ”‘pe* i-il and interesting ease of Bright’s distors who were tic Might very skillful, but 1
« a-.
-t-i-i!»«-> 1 on -e.-oml page of our Banner Book.
e-uni luriiislcd In < apt. J. it. G reeiiliaigh, of
got no benefit from them. 1 had these
NT's (Kidney and Liver) Remedy
*xjjHli
Bern
staff, con?inu* :
purities
| G*
tin ID'.od. thereby keeping the Kidneys, Liver,
spells every two* or three we ks for over
in*
l!
this
him-'
at
illle
ad
of
hi**
T’pon
put
>to'nac:i. Bladder and Trinary organs
two
be!
>re
vigorous
taking Athlophoros. I brave men. and with an irresistible charge with lit*.: and
years
action, cau>iug them to free the >ysThat was one year ago last April and I
tiny drove back the ret.*d- ami retook th
t' ui from the poisonous waste which
brings dis
have had only two of tlmm -inee, the last I around which the battle had won. 11* iv \ :c e >-<• HU ! death.
! nalt:'
a-ed a few minute*. Turning to Gap
ifiTlt reaches the seat of the disease at once—
ne during the winter.
1 t ««k then part of
rt-i.ioy.'s tin- i\au-e—stimulates and assists the
mother bottle and have had none since. ! G.: • nliulgh. on»* of hi-aid*. G n. Berry direct- futi'
tioas of the Kidney*, Liver and Urinarv or'd him to title down to Gen. Hooker's head- :
\Y rds can new r express the relief 1 feel
gan*.
r- and inqnip
for order-a* to whether
jUa:
iitf-Save your iiea’ta by u-ing Hi nt’s (Kidney
at i-ving rid of such agony as 1 suffered
h'- should hold hi- position or not.
(’apt. J -'.Mi Liver’; Remi dv, a* millions will not reeomwhen 1 had those spells.”
Gret-nhalgh at oinv stai ted. and <7 neral B- rv i p. i:-f t :>.• lo-- oi thi! priceless boon. It will cure
Mrs. II;irri«-t Strong, of AVestville, Ct., j and the remainder of hi* staff di-mount'd.
l-.aiah We akin*--, and prevent monthly suffering.
.*
(.»« n. B rry -:.ying that li>- w* i. •!
ro-.- :
I- this straight-forward si-tv:
Correspondence freely answered by our Consultth*a
few ro!-.) and coinplank road, (only
ing Physician at this oilier.
"1 had the rheumatism, which settled
1
llilltiiea!* w ith Gt o. Mi ll, lie > in
e: of
>lli
my knees and hips. Tiie joints were so
hi- Idvi-ion. Urn ol the .mi- remonstrated
i i’and the pain so great that 1 could not
£«sr*The largest sales are at
ugaut-: hi going am! *-fi\ ml to go in Id- stead
?:i> home of the medicine;
alk, but was obliged t<> move around in a
but tin* general r ; i- d that la would himself*
iwheiv it is best known, it is
hair. Several doctors did all .bey could
He w tit aero- the road, saw General
go.
used nn-st extensively and
7.
'>
preMott, gave him in- ordt i>. and
r me, hut 1 was no better.
While in
scribed y 75 physicians, What
il.-t
(/,.
■is condition, sitting in my chr ir ly the
,f ! t.< .-t-'li ••••7,1 I
KIDNEY &->!' better endorsement could be
rifle
mint.i«bad
-truck
liiin
offered,
n low reading a paper, 1 saw an a lv*.r••■•..
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My sufferings were so that l vailed two docgive me something that would stop the
pain.
Their efforts were no good to me
At last 1 heard a good ileal
“A bout your Hop Bitters:
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Arrangement.

Steamers will leave Belfast at alwuiti 1 o’rloek j».
M., Mondays, Wednesday? and Fridays for Camden, ltoekland and Boston.
For Searsport, Bm ksport, Wintcrport, Hampden
and Bangor. Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays
or upon arrival of steamer from
at about !• A. M
Boston.
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"ANAKt>IV give* instant relief, and is an infallible '-mV for Piles, samples sent free. Address
AN \KK-1S" Box die., New Y-rk.
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lure Yourself!
Don't i»ay large doctor’s bills. The host medical
.k pub.l-hcd. one hundred pages, elegant eolor-i pl.it* s, will be -cut you on receipt of three *2t stamps to pay the postage.
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Cencral debility, female weakness, loss of physlal p wcr. Bright's Di-ease, and nervous diseases,
arc speedily cured by Hunt’s Remedy.

Queer isn't it?
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time many eminent
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■ III Cures Rheumatism. Neuralgia,
fl Si
Backache. Mcrolachc, Toothache,
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among whom are the following:
Rev. .1. E. Rankin, I). D.
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Fall

by throwing up all my stomach contained!! No one can conceive the pain-, that 1 had
to go through, until
“At last?’’
I was taken! "So that for three weeks lay in
bed and

and churches of the denomination than any other
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To encourage sleep, create an appetite, brace up
the sy stem, and to purify the blood, take the unfailing Hunt's [Kidney and Liver] Remedy.
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journal.
The

Bangor

StemiiKliip

“And the only way 1 ever got”
“Relief !’’

that will be of interest toall members of the family.
It gives more complete news as to the ministers

tors at

Boston and

Excruciating pains,

its course by the same light, as heretofore.
It furnishes an abundance of sketches and stories
of the highest character, and aims to supply matter

H. H. Johnson & Co.

are

For two or three hours at
through the most

steer

Having leased one-half of the store formerly
occupied by

eating roast monkey in Paris. French
men, it seems, if we are to aeeept the Darwinian
theory, are not too proud to live upon their parents.
They
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! rumbled into dust.
[George Herbert.
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Sanford’s Radical give* u* the same train and tui u of thought that
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:ii. ! l-rntruifnt.
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The ray
of happiness, like ’bus. of light,
are colorless when unbroken.
[Longfellow.

CATARRH
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of

angi! hearing our
prayer to t lie throne of God.
[Bishop 'lay lor.
w

AT DHCGGISTS AND DEALERS.
HI ARIFS A. VOGELER COMPtNA, BALTIMORE, Ml).

THB

up the system by the use of Ayer’s Sarsaparilla. It will make you feel like a new person. I
1'l.ousands have found health and relief from suffer-1
ing, y the u-e ol' this great blood purifier, when !
ail other means failed.
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New Goods!

Forty years' experience, in every clime, has
proved Ayer’s Cherry Pectoral to be ihe most reliable remedy for colds, coughs, and lung diseases.
Colds should not be neglected. The Pectoral will
prevent their becoming deep-seated in the system.
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Insects?” asked

Mciuy.

a

digestible,

And
The Congregationalist has a steadfastness of
character which has gained public confluence; and
it will continue to stand by the same truths, ami to

means

And peace and plenty from the new-turned sod
Lhe.v out man's loving soul iu praise to God.

Such simple folks they were and plainly clad.
'The maiden's kerchief and the matron's
THE LARGEST MALE.
gown
The grandsire covered like the youth or lad.
Our -ales of (
tiitra are a- large,if not larger, !
In sombre garments sadly black or brown.
than any niedieine we sell, and we assure you that
Life meant so much and death so little then.
wc have never had a
-ingle instance in which the
purchaser wa- ili-satistie I. As to your Soap, we And God and angels dwelt so near to men.
can sell no other, ev cry body w ants (it ticura.
So in the autumn time they gathered there.
Mll.l.KR »V til I’M AN, Druggists.
The wide-eyed babe, the maid, the old grandLui isiana, Mo.
sire.
Above the forest rose their plaintive prayer.
MALT RHF.P1 (T' RED.
Beyond the seas the} bore the altar tin
Two of the wor-t c:; -t
of s dt Rheum 1 ever saw
Bright be the llame a nation's breath *ball fan
were cured by
ur<
h.tka Remedies, and their
sales e.xeecd those of all other like remedies. I sell The beacon tire of God ami hope of man.

RAHRERM

read "Half Hours with

vou

of

great deal of
“Trouble!” from indigestion, so much so that
I came near losing my
Life:
My trouble always came after eating any
food—
However light

1886.

New Firm!

Bromley. "No,” sadly replied Pompano with a retrospective gleam in his eye, “but 1 know what it

horn.

very little of an\ other niedi.-inal Soap than Cl tiCfRA.
GHORGK A. ANTHONY, Druggist.
Kkwanee, 111.
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Experience

Having experienced

WHO IS UNACQUAINTED WITH THE GEOGRAPHY OF THIS
COUNTRY WILL SEE BY EXAMINING THIS MAP THAT THE

THE CONGEEGATIONALIST,

The well known strengthening properties of
Ikon, combined with other tonics and a most perfect nervine, are found in Carter’s Iron Pills, which
strengthen the nerves and body, and improve the
blood and complexion.

On

GOOD,

BIT

Some one has estimated that the time thrown
away in this world in courting the girl you want to
m. rry ami who is ready to marrv you, would build
all the railroads and bridges ami tunnels and factolies and public buildings.

One
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Nothing Slow In This.
Slowness is not a desirable quality in these bus!,
times. There is nothing slow about St. .Jacobs
Oil. It goes to the spot at once and cures. No
matter how serious the attack of rheumatism, how
deep the cut, or how severe the wound, by its magical power it removes all pain.

Thanksgiving.

The bare brown branches of the leafless trees
Along the narrow clearings silent hung.
Their palisade of trunks shut out the breeze
Where purple ivy festoons moveless swung.
The shrill autumnal jay with swelling throat
Awoke the forest echoes with his note.

l

